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STUDIES OF PLASMA REACTION PROCESSES USING A FLOWING AFTERGLOW/

LANGMUIR PROBE (FALP) APPARATUS ,\ ,
I

David Smith, Nigel G. Adams and Erich Alge i
Department of Space Research

university of Birmingham, Birmingham, B15 2TT, England j

The thermalised afterglow plasma, in association with appropriate
diagnostic techniques, is a suitable medium for investigating a wide variety
of ionic processes under well-defined conditions. Th"> pioneering work of
S.C. Brown and M.A. Biondi and their co-workers using the pulsed (station-
ary) afterglow/microwave cavity diagnostic technique has provided a wealth
of data notably that relating to electron-ion dissociative recombination.
Pulsed afterglows have also been used successfully by H.J. Oskaro, D. Smith
and W.C. Lineberger and their colleagues to study a wide variety of
processes. Brief summaries of these studies, including descriptions of the
experimental techniques, are given in the book by McDaniel and Mason (1).
Later the flowing afterglow was conceived, developed and exploited by
Ferguson, Fehsenfeld and Schmeltekopf at Boulder to study ion-molecule
reactions at thermal energies. It has subsquently been exploited to great
effect by the Boulder group and by several other groups, and this work has
laid the foundations to an understanding of ion-molecule reactions at
thermal energies. The flowing afterglow technique has been discussed in
detail by Ferguson et al. (2), and it has been compared and contrasted with
the more recently developed Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) technique by Smith
and Adams (3).

The standard diagnostic in most flowing afterglow apparatuses is a
downstream mass spectrometer; indeed this is the only diagnostic required
for ion-molecule reaction studies. For the study of most other plasma
reaction processes,it is necessary to be able to determine the charged
particle number densities within the body of the plasma, that is along the
afterglow plasma column. This is the unique feature of the Flowing After-
glow/Langmuir Probe (FALP) apparatus. The Langmuir probe technique has
been used for decades to study discharge plasmas (see for example the book
by Swift and Schwar (4)) but prior to our work it had not been satisfac-
torily applied to the study of decaying (afterglow) plasmas. Our probe
technique was first developed for use in stationary afterglows (5) and
subsequently it was combined with the flowing afterglow to produce the FALP
apparatus (6). The details of the probe technique are given in several
papers (5-11). It is sufficient to note here that it can now be used to
accurately determine spatial variations in electron density (n ), positive
and negative ion densities (n+, n_ respectively) and electron temperature
(T ) in afterglow plasmas. Thus In the FALP, the variation in n , n , n
ana T can be determined along the axis of the afterglow oclumn.e Hence "
several reaction processes can be studied under the controlled conditions
which can be created in flowing afterglows, and since the FALP is also a



variable-temperature device, then temperature dependence studies can be

readily carried out.

The ionization source for the FALP is invariably a microwave cavity
discharge in the carrier gas (usually helium at~0.5 Torr) and, with this n

source,charged particle number densities typically ranging fron 10 to 10
an can be created in the afterglow. In the pure helium afterglow, the
variation in ionization density along the column (z-axis) is due to loss of
ionization by ambipolar diffusion only. Under these conditions, a plot of
log n versus z is linear fron which the ambipolar diffusion coefficient
can bl determined (6). A potential complication arises in helium afterglows
due to the presence of metastable atoms (mostly He (2JS)) which, via super-
elastic collisions, maintain T above the gas and ion temperatures (T and
T respectively). The addition of argon to the afterglow destroys the
metastable atoms and then T is observed to rapidly relax to T (6). The
presence of large concentrations of metastables has been exploited to
create plasmas consisting only of other rare gas ionŝ  in a helium carrier
gas (13). This is achieved by first removing the He ions and electrons
from the afterglow by "microwave heating" and then adding an appropriate
rare gas to the remaining metastable atom swarm, thus recreating plasma
conditions (by Fenning ionization). This approach could also be used to
great effect to study Penning reactions, a stuuy planned but, as yet, not
pursued The ability to determine Te as a function of position and therefore c
<)T /<)z or<)T /dt (=v °\'dz), where V is the plasma flow velocity)
provides the opportunity to determine cross-sections for momentum transfer
in thermal energy electron collisions with both atoms and molecules (14,15).
Such studies have provided data relating to electron interactions with the
rare gases and with N, and 0 . The FALP technique could be exploited to a
far greater extent for such Studies. It is important to note that in all
of the FALP studies, a proper understanding of the flow dynamics is required
(i.e. the neutral gas and plasma flow velocities V and V respectively
must be known accurately). We have carried out a aetaileB experimental and
theoretical appraisal of this as an essential part of the FALP work (16).

When molecular positive ions are present in the afterglow then a
reduction of n and n + by dissociative recombination occurs and is
usually the dominant loss process for ionization when ng and n + are
large. This therefore provides the opportunity to determine the dissocia-
tive recombination coefficients at thermal energies, <Xt, for any molecular
ion which can be created as the dominant ion species in the afterglow. The
chemical versatility of the flawing afterglow allows °<t to+be determined ijpr
many species and to date, <X. has been measured for 0, , NO , NH4 and R^O
within the temperature range 200-600K (17). The interesting results of
these studies are discussed elsewhere in the proceedings to this seminar.
Again the FALP has only just started to be exploited for °t^ studies; in
particular we intend to determine c*. at low temperatures (aowiji toJJOJK)
several ions, notably those of interstellar importance (e.g. H^
etc.).

N2 H

The addition of electron attaching gases to the afterglow plasmas
results in the conversion of electrons to negative ions and modifies the
diffusion processes (11,18,19). The addition of sufficient attaching gas
results in the production of an ion-ion plasma, i.e. one devoid of electrons
and consisting of negative ions and positive ions only. In this medium,
ion-ion recombination can be studied (see below). Clearly by monitoring
the loss rate of electrons as a function of the controlled addition of the
attaching gas, the electron attachment coefficients, ß, can be determined.



Sucn studies represent our latest work using the FALP. We have determined
ß for attachment reactions involving CC1., CO., F, CCl^F-, CHCl,, Cl and
SF, over the temperature range 200 to 600K. Proper interpretation of the
data from such experiments demands a thorough appreciation of both the
diffusion and the attachment processes occurring in the afterglow plasma.
This work is discussed in more detail elsewhere (19) and in the proceedings
to this seminar.

The most detailed FALP studies have been of binary ionic recombination.
The major motivation for such studies is to provide critical data for iono-
spheric models. Also,prior to this work,no reliable data at thermal ener-
gies were available on this important class of reactions, although data were
available at higher energies from merged beam studies (20). For FALP
studies of ionic recombination, it is necessary to create afterglow plasmas
containing only the desired species of negative ions and positive ions and
then to determine n + and/or n_ as a function of z. It is also essential
(as in the case of electronic recombination) to ensure that n + and n_ are
sufficiently large that ionic recombination loss dominates over diffusion
loss. The Langmuir probe is then used to determine both n, and n_ (and
interestingly m+/m_). Clearly either m + or m_ (the positive ion or negative
ion mass) must be known to calculate n or n_, and these masses are estab-
lished using the mass spectrometer. The reaction which we have studied in
most detail is NO and NO« — > • NO + NO«. We first measured the recombi-
nation coefficient, <X., at 300K (11), and then determined the temperature
dependence of «.. The T 2 dependence obtained is in accordance with
theoretical predictions (21). We finally established,using emission spec-
troscopyrthat the excess energy in the reaction was largely converted into
excitation of the product NO (22). An interesting result from our studies
of many binary ionic recombination reactions, involving both 'simple' ions
(e.g. NO , O- , NO ", Cl" etc.) and 'cluster' ions (e.g. H O .(HO) , NO ~
(HNO,) ), is that <*. shows remarkably little variation with the complexity
of tne reactant ions* a satisfying result from the viewpoint of atmospheric
modelling. A detailed report of our ionic recombination studies is given
in a recent review (23). Our most recent studies of ionic recombination
have been of the relatively simple reactions O_ + Cl and NO + Cl for
which OC are smaller than all previously measured values involving
molecular ions. Out attempts to study recombination reactions involving
only atomic positive and negative ions resulted in only upper limits to1*,
since these reactions are generally very slow (13). x

The exploitation of the variable-temperature FALP is only just
beginning. The Langmuir probe is now linked to a computer and data acqui-
sition is fast and accurate. Optical viewpoints have also been added at
three positions along the flow tube to facilitate further optical emission
studies. This versatile apparatus offers much for the future studies of
plasma reaction processes.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENTS

FOR O_+, NH + , H 0+ AND NO+ AT THERMAL ENERGIES

E. Alge , N.G. Adams and D. Smith
Department of Space Research

Unive r s i t y of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, England

ABSTRACT

The dissociative recombination reactions with electrons of 02
+, NH^*,

N0+ and H,0+ have been studied under truly thermalised conditions over the
temperature range 200-600K using a flowing afterglow/Langmuir probe appara-
tus. The recombination coefficents.« for 02

+i NH,+ and N0+ were found
to vary as: _ 1.95x10"' (300/T)0-', z 1.35x10-6 (300/T)u-b and A.0x10"'
(300/T)0-9 cm s~i respectively; no significant variation with temperature
was found forO< t

( H
3
0 + ) = 1-0x10~6 cm3s-1 .

1. INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognised tjiat the well defined physical conditions
in afterglow plasma make it an ideal environment to study various types
of plasma reactions under truly thjermal conditions. Biondi and his co-
wcrkers (1,12) have used pulsed stationary afterglows in conjunction with
microwave diagnostics to measure the recombination coefficients of numerous
reactions. In our laboratory,the Langmuir probe diagnostic was originally
adopted to study plasma processes in pulsed stationary afterglows (2) and
subsequently this technique has been used in flowing afterglow plasmas (3)
to measure the rate coefficients for mutual neutralization of positive and
negative ions (A,6). Further development of this technique has also enabled
us to study the much more rapid process of dissociative recombination (5).

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The flowing af terglow/Langmuir probe (FALP) technique has been
described in detail in previous papers (3-6) and so we only briefly present
the general concept and highlight those modifications which were essential
to study the dissociative recombination process. A carrier gas, usually
helium, which is flowing at high velocity (~100 m/s) through a flow tube
(8 cm diameter), distributes the ionization created by an upstream microwave
discharge over the whole length (~1 m) of that tube. The temperature of
the flowing afterglow so created is controlled by heating or cooling the
metal flow tube with ohmic heaters or refrigerant liquids. The ionic
composition of the flowing afterglow plasma is monitored with a quadrupole
mass spectrometer/sampling system positioned at the downstream end of the
flow tube. Absolute electron and ion densities can be measured at any
point along the flow tube axis using the Langmuir probe. Since the flow
velocity of the plasma, v , can be easily measured (7) then axial density



profiles provide information on the time rate of loss of charge from the
plasma volume from which diffusion coefficients, electron attachment
coefficients, positive ion/negative ion and positive ion/electron recombi-
nation coefficients etc. may be deduced. It is however crucial to establish
plasma conditions such that the process under study is the dominant
charge density loss process and that the composition of the plasma is
accurately known. This was achieved for the dissociative recombination
reactions in the following way: The active species of the afterglow plasma
upstream are electrons, He+, He* and Hera. Argon is introduced to destroy
He + and Hem resulting in the formation of Ar+ and thus yielding a plasma
containing atomic ions only. Since recombination loss is very inefficient
for atomic ions, ambipolar diffusion is the major process for loss of charge
density in this situation. Further downstream, a molecular reactant gas
(0 , NH_, NO and HpO were used in these studies) is introduced in sufficient
concentration to ensure the destruction of He+ and Ar+ within a short
distance, thus leading to the formation of only one molecular ion species
(0*, NH. + , N0+ or H-0+). To achieve a rapid conversion of the atomic to the
molecular ions,the rapid spreading of the reactant gas over the whole tube
cross section is essential and this was accomplished by a special design
of the gas inlet port (5). Dissociative recombination becomes the dominant
loss process in this situation leading to a rapid reduction in electron
density i.e. in a short distance along the flow tube. Since under these
conditions ambipolar diffusion loss is negligible relative to recombination
loss, the electron density, n (z),along the flow tube (z coordinate) is
described by

1/n (z,) - 1/n (z_) = ot. (z_-z, )/v
e l e 2 t 2 1 p

wherec<. is the recombination coefficient. Therefore a plot of 1/ne(z)
versus Z provides a value for <*t. (oCt refers to recombination coefficients
measured under truly thermal conditons, i.e. T = T. = T , whereas <*•
will be used to indicate situations with T< I T 1O2 T )fas e

ion gas e
3. RESULTS

02
+ + e;Qtfc was measured at temperatures of 205, 295, 420, 530 and 59OK,

and is seen to conform approximately to the power law oc{0 +) = 1.95x10"'
(300/T)"1' cm3s-1. Good agreement is found with the valfieszobtained
previously at 300K using a variety of techniques (see e.g. ref .8) and with
pulsed stationary afterglow data above 300K (9). Some discrepancy between
the present values and these pulsed afterglow data (9) at low temperatures
is thought to be due to the presence of cluster ions in the higher pressure
stationary afterglow experiment. The results are also in good agreement
with pulsed afterglow data for °< (0*) (10) and results for °£ (0+)
derived from cross sections measured with the ion trap technique1 (8). All
these experiments essentially indicate a common T~ ' dependence of
° t̂(0„ ) and OC (0_+). A somewhat weaker T~ -* temperature dependence
was derived from cross section measurements made using the merged beam
technique (11).

NH^+ + e: The recombination coefficient was measured at temperatures
of 295, 415, 460, 540 and 600K and can be represented by the power law
o<(NH. + ) = i.35x10~6 (300/T)0"6 cnßs"1. This is in good agreement with
pursed^afterglow values in the overlapping temperature range (12). A
discrepancy,however exists with data obtained using the ion trap technique
when a T" dependence is assumed (13), these latter values being about a
factor 2 smaller than ours and the pulsed afterglow data.



N0+ + e : The &• values from measurements at temperatures of 205, 295,
; 465 and 59ÖK can be described by the power law <*•(N0+) = 4.0x10"7 (300/T)0-9

cnrs-1. Good agreement is found with values for %dt(NO
+) obtained using

the pulsed afterglow technique (14) and also with values foro^(N0+) derived
from ion trap cross section data (8). Results obtained from satellite
measurements in the ionosphere indicate a similar temperature dependence of
°£ (NQ+) ̂- T~°"85 and are in remarkable agreement in magnitude with our
results at the one temperature common to both data sets (5,15). However
results obtained forot(NQ+) using the stationary afterglow technique (16)
cannot be reconciled with our data. Values derived from cross sections
measured with the merged beam technique (11) are also irreconcilable with

'i'l our results.

! H-.0* •>• e; This reaction was investigated at temperatures of 295, 450
and 60ÖK. No significant variation of the recombination coefficient,
0 4 (H 0+) = 1.Qx10""6 cm3s , was observed over this temperature range. An
identical value was obtained from a pulsed afterglow experiment at 540K (17).

\ Most recent values derived for <* (H 0+) from merged beam cross section data
\ are significantly smaller than tfie afterglow values in the equivalent

f | temperature regime and additionally show a marked energy (temperature)
.' ! dependence (18). A similar marked temperature dependence forOt(H 0+) was
\ ' also derived from ion trap cross section data (19). e

''• 4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the FALP technique can be exploited to
measure dissociative recombination coefficients over an appreciable tempera-
ture range under truly thermal conditions. The data for O£ compare well
with previous data taken under thermal conditions. Discrepancies with some
of the data derived from, cross section results are apparent which may
partly be due to the difficulties involved in converting extrapolated cross

, sections to rate coefficients.
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CLUSTER ION-ELECTRON RECOMBINATION MEASUREMENTS:

THE TRIMER ION m "f 1\ f Ä "»Nj
2- '

J. A. Macdonald, M. A. Biondi and R. Johnsen

Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260 J

1 INTRODUCTIONI

Noble gas ions more complex than the well-studied diatomics (e.g. Ne2 ) form an
important class of ions whose recombination with electrons has not previously
been studied, but whose behavior has potentially important applications to model-
ling such diverse phenomena as high pressure excimer laser plasmas and high power,
fast-opening switches. In particular, in the high pressure (- 1 atmosphere) neon

I plasmas of certain lasers and diffuse discharge switches, the ion Neß+ is expect-
j ed to be important.

; The weakly-bound neon trimer ion is formed as follows: excitation or ionization
of the neon gas by electron impact yields Ne or Ne+, which then convert to Ne2+

ions via associative ionization or three-body association, i.e.

Ne* + Ne -»• Ne2
+ + e" (la)

or

Ne+ + Ne + Ne •+ Ne2
+ + Ne , (lb)

followed by a further three-body association reaction

Ne2
+ + Ne + Ne i Ne3

+ + Ne . (2)

In order to study such noble gas trimer ions with our microwave afterglow/mass
spectrometer apparatus, it is necessary to operate at relatively low pressures;
therefore, we shift the equilibrium of reaction (2) to the right by lowering the
temperature (to >v 80 K), thereby making Ne3

+ ions the dominant afterglow ions.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

A new, wide-temperature-range microwave afterglow/mass spectrometer apparatus
employing selective electron heating by microwaves has been built for these
studies. The microwave cavity, which is suspended in a vacuum chamber by low
thermal conductivity tubes, can be cooled wich cryogenic liquids and/or heated by
internal heaters, providing for operation over the range 77 K < T . < 500 K.
Independent electron heating to Te & 5000 K Is achieved by applying microwave
power to the T E m cavity mode loaded to obtain a low Q. Variation of the
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electron concentration with time during the afterglow is determined from measure-
ments at very low power of the resonant frequency shifts in the cavity's high-Q
TMQ 1 0 mode. The recombining ions are identified by detecting those which diffuse
to the cavity walls, effuse through a small orifice there, traverse the vacuum
chamber and pass through a second orifice into a differentially pumped quadru-
pole mass filter (in a second vacuum chamber) and impinge on a channel electron
multiplier.

RESULTS

Afterglows in pure neon at p(Ne) =6.0 Torr and Tn • 80 K yield a measured
[Ne3+J/[Ne2+] concentration ratio (from the mass-identified ion wall currents)of
^ 8. Since the two ion concentrations decay together in apparent equilibrium,
the electron concentration follows the "recombination decay" form

l/ne(r,t) + agff
(3)

with aeff, the effective recombination coefficient, given by2

aeff = f2

where the fractional concentrations = 1.

The values of aeff are obtained by fitting computer solutions of the electron
continuity equation

3ne/3t = - oteff ne
2 + Da V

2 ne , (5)

to the data to obtain a best fit, treating aeff as a parameter. The ambipolar
diffusion coefficient D a for the mixture of ions3 is obtained from the mobilities
of Ne2

+ and Ne3+ ions in neon. The values of ct(Ne3+) are then obtained from aeff,
f2, f3 and the well-established values of o(Ne2

+) v£ Te.

The results of these studies may be expressed in the standard a ̂  Te~
x power law

form as

a(Ne3+) = (1.1 ± 0.2) x 10~6 [Te(K)/300]"
0<36 cm3/sec , (6)

valid over the r ^ e 80 K - Te - 5000 K and T+ = Tn = 80 K.

I

CONCLUSIONS

The rare gas trimer ion exhibits the larger recombination coefficient (rela-3
tive to the dimer ion) and the slightly weaker dependence on Te characteristic
of other types of weakly bound cluster ions (e.g., N^+ and CO+-CO) which we have
investigated5»6. Thus, the addition of an extra atom to the noble gas diatomic
ion seems to enhance the rate of the initial capture step without appreciably
altering its dependence on electron energy.
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ELECTRON-MOLECULE INTERACTIONS IN GASES AND LIQUIDS:
THE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT PROCESS IN GASES AND NONPOLAR LIQUIDS*

L. G. Christophorou and K. Siomos
Atomic, Molecular and High Voltage Physics Group

Health and Safety Research Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

I. INTRODUCTION

Efforts have recently been made (e.g., Refs. 1-4) to relate knowledge

on electron-molecule interactions in gases to that on similar processes

in liquids. In addition, interphase studies2 of electron-molecule

interactions have been initiated also to study the effects of density

and nature of a medium on the isolated-molecule properties and inter-

actions in the intermediate density range between a low-pressure gas and

the condensed pnase.

In low-pressure swarm experiments electrons are "free", and their

transport properties are treated within the Boltzmann transport equation;

their kinetic energies can be well in excess of thermal depending on the

density-reduced applied electric field E/N. In dense gases and liquids

(with a few exceptions and high E/N) the electron energies are thermal

or epithermal and the effect of the medium on the electron state, the

electron-molecule interaction potential, the intermediate and final

products, and the associated reaction energetics and rate constants is

often dramatic. Depending on the dense gas or the liquid and the

temperature, T, excess electrons in such media can be either quasi-free

(ef) or localized (e,); of course, during their drift they can be partly

in the quasi-free and partly in the localized state. The ground state

energy with respect to vacuum, Vo.
 is negative for e f and positive for

e^ (see Ref. 4 for a discussion of Vo and its dependence on the medium,

N, and T).

In this paper we discuss briefly the nature of electron attachment

processes in nonpolar liquids, the effect of the attaching gas molecule

••Research sponsored by the Office of Health and Environmental
Research, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26 with
the Union Carbide Corporation.

Also, Physics Department, University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Tennessee 37912.
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itself and the "electron state" on the attachment rate constant, and the

relation of electron attachment processes in nonpolar liquids to those

in gases.

II. ATTACHMENT RATE CONSTANT AND THE ELECTRON STATE IN NONPOLAR
LIQUIDS

In the gas phase at low pressures, the electron attachment rate

constant (k )_ exclusively depends on the attaching gas molecule and the

electron energy. In the liquid phase—depending on the liquid and T—a

molecule AX will interact with either ef and/or e„; the magnitude of the

attachment rate constant, (k ) , is a function of the electron state and
a LA

the effect of the medium on AX and, especially, AX"*.

A. Quasi-free Electrons, e,.
The comparison of (k )T with (k )_ and the analogy of electron

attachment processes in liquids with those in gases is more appropriate

for high mobility (JJ » 1 cm2 V"1 s"1,- Vo < 0 eV) liquids. In these the

electron is quasi-free and its attachment to AX embedded in the liquid

can be viewed—as in gases—as a vertical transition between the initial

(e + AX)L and the final (AX"*>L state. In many such cases the (ka>L is

comparable (see Section III) to (k )„.
a G

In Fig. 1 is depicted schematically a potential energy diagram for

a diatomic molecule AX in its lowest vibrational level (u = 0). The

initial state in the gas phase is taken to be (AX _ ) plus the electron

(e)Q with energy (e)Q at infinite separation and the final state (AX~*) .

The most probable vertical transition is

(1)

where (e m a x) G is the vertical attachment energy. If now the system

electron plus molecule is embedded in a high-mobility liquid, the initial

state (AXu-=0)L will be slightly below the zero level in the gas phase

due to the heat of solution AHsol(AXu=0) of AX. The initial state of

the electron in the liquid is (Vo + e,£)L, where ek is the elytron's

kinetic energy which is ̂ 3/2 kT. The transient negative ion state in

the liquid (AX~*)L to which the transition

e(V0 (AX-*)
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Fig, 1. Schematic potential energy diagrams illustrating the
energetics of electron attachment to a diatomic
molecule AX in the gas and a high-mobility liquid
(see text).

from the initial state is assumed to be vertical is shown in Fig. l by

the broken curve identified by (AX"*)L. The most probable transition

will then be for a transition energy

(£max>G

where P~* is a negative quantity. If we neglect e, and AH , (AX - )
k sol u =o''

^ + ̂ 1 <K 1 * I >

<£maA - (4)

The shaded schematic distribution designated with L indicates the range

of transition energies over which (AX"*)L can be reached verticaHy.

Conceptually, process (2) and the energetics involved [Eq. (3)] are

still not clear because of the difficulty in defining the magnitude cf

P-*. Traditionally instead of P"*, the polarization energy, P", oc Ax"

(or X if, as in Fig. 1, the final product, following the transition to

the negative ion state, is a dissociative attachment fragment) has been

used in Eq. (4), and the Born equation [p~ = -e
2(l - eTl)/ZR. : where

Rion i s the i o n i c radi«s and e the liquid dielectric constant] has been

employed to estimate its value (~-l.o to -1.5 eV for dielectric hydro-

carbon liquids; see also Ref. 5). However, if the transition in the
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liquid is to be viewed as a gas-like vertical attachment process, it

must be very fast and P~* must then represent the fast, dynamical response

of the medium. P-* represents entirely electronic contributions and

B. Localized Electrons, e»

In liquids in which the electron is initially in a localized

state, the rate determining step is the diffusive motion of the electron,

and (k ) T depends only weakly on the medium and varies little with AX.
a Li

In such cases (k ) T can attain diffusion-controlled values as long as a
a j-i

negative ion state of AX exists at thermal energies; this condition

seems to be satisfied for most liquids when (e )_ £ 1 eV.2 In these

max *J
cases (k )T can be expressed asa L

(k )T - t a R D o . (5)

where R is the encounter radius, and D is the electron diffusion coef-

ficient. Since, moreover, D = (kT/e)|4, (k ) T is predicted to increase
e a J_i

linearly with u, a behavior observed experimentally in some instances.6»7

C. Electrons Partly in the Quasi-free and Partly in the Localized
State

When the electron drifts part of the time as quasi-free and

part of the time as localized, (k ) T can be expressed as
a Lt

(ka>f (6)

where (kg)Ä and (kfl)f are, respectively, the attachment rate constants
involving e^ and ef and p is the probability of finding the electron in
the localized state. If the apparent electron mobility \i is expressed

as

= Vf (1 " P) .

where uf is the mobility of e f .

<ka>L =

(7)

(8)
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When n » 1 cm2 V 1 s"1, the effect of diffusion can be ignored, p -

and (ka)L * (ka)f.

III. EXAMPLES OF DATA

A. Electron Attachment to Molecules in Liquefied Rare Gases

(Ar, Xe)

Liquefied rare gases are the simplest of the liquids. The Vo

for liquefied Ar and Xe—as opposed to liquefied He and Ne—is negative

(-0.33 eV at 85 K for Ar and -0.61 eV at 163 K for Xe; see Ref. 4) and

excess electrons in these liquids are quasi-free with mobilities far in

excess of 1 cm2 V"1 s"1 (475 cm2 V 1 s"1 at 85 K for Ar and 2200 cm2

V"1 s"1 at 163 K for Xe; see Ref. 4). Electrons in liquefied Ar and Xe

can attain kinetic energies in excess of thermal for sufficiently high

applied electric fields and hence the energy dependence of (k ) T can be
a L

investigated si'.ice for these liquids the effect of diffusion on (k ).
a ij

can be neglected.
In Fig. 2 the (k ) T for SFg, 0o and N2O in liquefied Ar is plotteda 1̂

as a function of E. For all three gases the dependence of (k ) T on E
a Li

(and hence the mean electron energy <£>) is analogous to that in the gas

phase (see Fig. 3 and Refs. 13 and 14). In the limit of low E where the
energy of ef is thermal, the values of (k ) T and (k )_ for both SF6 and

x a ij a u

O2 are in excellent agreement when the data are adjusted for the changes

in k with T (see Ref. 4).

In Fig. 3 are plotted the (k )T(SF6) and (k ) (SF6) as a function

of E/N. Although the latter decrease with E/N as do the former, at a

given E/N, (k )r(SF6) is smaller than (k ) (SF6). This is because for a

given value of E/N the electron energies are lower in the liquid than in

the low-pressure Ar gas as is indicated (see Fig. 3) by the fact that

(3/2 e D T / M ) L < (3/2 e DT/u)G- Although 3/2(e DT/u) is often a good

approximation to <e>, it can, as in the cose of rare gases, be quite

different from it; 3/2(e D /(j) equals <e> for very low field strengths.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the dependence of (3/2 e D /p) and

<£>G on E/N; <£>G(E/N) was determined from the known electron energy

distribution functions at various E/N. Independently of this difference
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Fig. 2. (k ) T vs E for
cl L

SFß,8 N20,a and O2,9 in lique-

fied argon (T = 87 K)(from

Ref. 9). Note that the units

of (k a) L are in M"
1 s"1

(M"1 s"1 = 1.6605 x 10"21 cm3

s"1)-

\
f ';
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Fig. 3. Mean electron energy (=3/2 e D /|j) versus E/N for

gaseous and liquefied argon; electron attachment rate constant,

k , for SFß as a function of E/N in gaseous and liquefied argon:

(3/2 e DT/|J)G versus E/N and (3/2 e DT/(i)L versus E/N are based,

respectively, on the data of Refs. 10 and 11. The (k ).(SF6) and

(k )_(SF6) are, respectively, the data of Refs. 8 and 12. The
a. u

broken line is <e> (E/N) for gaseous Ar determined from the known

electron energy distribution functions. The inset is the (k )_(SF6)
cl \Jversus <e> for SF6 in N 2

12

between 3/2(e DT/u) and <e>, however, the comparison of the data in

Fig. 3 shows that the disagreement between (k )_ and (k ) T for SF6 at
3 U 3 Li
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high E/N is due to the fact that at a fixed E/N <e>L < <e>G, suggesting

that the scattering cross section is different in the gas than in the

liquid, as indeed has been indicated by interphase studies on Ar 1 5 and

studies on liquefied Ar itself.11

Limited as the preceding comparison is, it demonstrates the relation

of gaseous to liquid-phase behavior. It shows that quasi-free electrons

in liquefied Ar and Xe attach to molecules embedded in such liquids in a

manner analogous to gases.

It should be pointed out that the (k ) for SF6 in liquid ethane

and propane (T < 200 K) was found7 to increase rather than to decrease

with increasing E. This is understood by considering the fact that for

liquid ethane and propane—contrary to liquefied Ar and Xe—the electron

mobility is low (e.g., for liquid ethane u = 0.014 cm2 V"1 s"1 at 130 K

and Vo ^ +0.02 eV at 182 K) and thus for these liquids (k ),(SF6) is
a Li

diffusion limited. Hence, as E increases the <e> remains thermal but u
increases and consequently (k ) increases as predicted by Eq. (5).

a \i

B. Dependence of (k ) T on Vo
a Li

In Fig. 4 are plotted the low field (k ). of SF6 as a function
a ij

of VQ and also the (k ) of SFe as a function of <e>„. For sufficiently

negative values of Vo, there is good agreement between (ka)T and (k )_,

but as Vo assumes zero or positive values, (k ) T drops quite dramatically
a L>

and far below (k )_. This clearly indicates that for small negative Voa \J

values, the localization probability, p, is appreciable and thus (k ).
a JJ

decreases; as Vo becomes positive, p •+ 1 and (k ) T -> (k )„.
C. Dependence of (k ) T on LI

a L
The rate constant (k ), is a strong function of (J ̂ S can be

a j-i

seen from the data on SF6 in various liquids shown in Fig. 5. The
stronger dependence of (k ) T on u at low u is characteristic of the

a L
localized electron state. Actually, the (k ). for many solutes in

a L>
low-mobility liquids was found to increase linearly with u as is predicted
by Eq. (5) for reactions with e0. Other dependencies, however, of (k ) T

x, a L

on u for various AX in a number of liquids have been observed.16»21 For

high-mobility liquids, (k ) depends only slightly (if at all) on u.
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The T dependence of (k )t (see insets in Fig. 5) is related to the

T dependence of u and the resultant effect on p. It is thus expected to

be different in high- and ].'»-mobility liquids. In low-mobility liquids

(Vo > 0 eV) an activation energy will be involved connected with the

electron changing state (e. •» e f), and the associated decrease in p.

This is shown in the lower inset in Fig. 5 for the (k )T(SF6> in n-hexane.

A similar behavior was found6'7 for (k )r(SF6> in ethane and propane
a Li

(T •=» 220 K), where (k ) depended strongly on T with an activation
a Li

energy comparable to that of |i. In high-mobility liquids (VQ < 0 eV),

the (k )T(SF6) decreases slightly with T as can be seen from the upper
a Li

inset in Fig. 5. ORNL-OWG 61-240"

<€>o lev)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

-0.4 -02 0.2 0.4
(eV)

Fig. 4. (k ) versus Vo and (k ) versus <e> for SF6.a'G
(ka)L: 0, D data of Ref. 8, respectively, in Xe and Ar.

A, •, •, A, • data of Ref. 16, respectively, in THSi (tetra-

methylsilane), neopent. <ne, 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, cyclohex-

ane, and hexane. °, data taken from Fig. 4 of Rei'. 6 and

correspond, respectively, to measurements in ethane and methane.

Vo: (See Table I of Ref. 4.) When more than one data points

are shown for a given liquid, these correspond to measurements

at various temperatures, (k )„(<£>): Data of Refs. 12 and 17.
a u G

M
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D. Comparison of the Mean Energy Dependence of ( k a ) L and

The comparison of the energy dependence of (k ) L and (ka)Q
 ls

hindered by the difficulty in.establishing a mean energy scale for the

liquid. Some authors (e.g., see Ref. 22) assumed that the kinetic

energy of the electron in the gas phase is replaced in the liquid by the

difference in the total energy, ET< between the initial and final states,

and gave for E_,

ET = V0 + ek - XP" . (9)

where x is a constant (<1). Holroyd22 set e. equal to zero and x = 0.8

(see Refs. 4 and 23) and plotted (k ). for sulfur hexafluoride, ethyl
a I*

bromide, and trichloroethylene measured in various liquids and tempera-

tures as a function of E_ = Vo - 0.8 P ; P was approximated by Born's

equation. His data are compared in Fig. 6 with the (k )_ versus <£>„
a tj u

functions for these systems. Though the (k ) T versus VQ - 0.8 P and
a L

(k )„ versus <£>„ functions are in qualitative agreement, the absolute
magnitude of k is smaller in tha gas. Since the thermal values ofa

(k )_ and (k ) T agree well, the differences between (k ) and (k ). in

Fig. 6 may indicate that E„ is overestimated. This would imply that the

magnitude of V~* (see Fig. 1) is considerably less than that of p" as

estimated by the Born equation. Independently of the size of the polariza-

tion energy, the polarization term can make endothermic reactions in the

gas phase possible with thermal electrons in solution.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Comparisons such as the ones attempted in Section III, energy

balance relations such as Eqs. (3), (4), and (9), and potential energy

diagrams such as those in Fig. 1, though qualitative and approximate,

help rationalize the experimental observations. They, however, are not

a substitute for the much needed deeper conceptual and theoretical

understanding. There is neither an accurate knowledge of the relative

energies of the quasi-free and trapped electron states in the liquid,

nor of the changes in the magnitude and energy dependence of the o (e)
cl

functions in going from the gas to the liquid. However, the approximate
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relationships between gaseous and liquid data on k discussed in this

paper (see also Ref. 4) indicate the involvement of vertical transitions

in electron attachment to molecules dissolved in liquids in a manner

analogous to that in gases and underscores the significance of electron-

molecule interactions in low- and high-pressure gases (quasi-liquids) to

those in liquid media.
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Fig. 5. (k ) T versus |j for SFe in various liquids.
a Lt

• , A, A, o data of Ref. 16 on (k ). ̂ nd [i, respectively, for
a Li

n-hexane, cyclohexane, 2,2,4-trimet'nylpentane, and TMSi.

•^ data of Ref. 6 in ethane.

neopentane. •, * data of Ref. 8 in argon and xenon, respec-

tively. t̂4 data of Ref. 18 in methane. The \i{T) values used

for ethane, neopentane, argon, xenon, and methane are those

reported in Refs. 19 and 20. Insets: (k ) T versus T"
1 for

SF6 in TMSi and n-hexane.16

K I
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0.5 1.0

1.0

Fig. 6. (k )T versus E_ = Vo - 0.8 p" for SFe, CoHC£3,

and CjHsBr (data of Ref. 22; each symbol refers to a different

liquid, and the data points for each symbol refer to different

temperatures for a particular liquid). (k ) versus <e>G:

SF6 (Ref. 12); C2HC£3 (Ref. 24); C2H5Br (Ref. 25).
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THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT TO VAN DER WAALS MOLECULES

M. Toriumi, E. Suzuki, and Y. Hatano

Department of Chemistry, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

Abstract; Using a microwave conductivity technique with pulse

radiolysis, thermal electron attachment in Oo"C2H6 and °2~C2H4

mixtures is studied at various temperatures (-120 "\. 100 °C) and

third-body densities (5x10 % 3x10 molecules-cm~ ). Van der

Waals(vdW) molecules (0„«M), where M is a third-body molecule,are

clearly shown to contribute to electron attachment even at low

densities of M. A large rate constant value for the initial elec-

tron attachment to vdW molecules (O^-C-H,) and (O^-C.H,), k_ =

T " exp( 1 ) cm -molecules -s and

respectively where T is the absolute temperature, is elucidated

by a smaller resonance energy, (30+5) meV for (O^-C-H,) and (45±5)

meV for (02'
C2H4^' as c o mP a r e < 1 w*th tnat of an isolated oxygen

molecule and by a larger resonance width (450+.,_) yeV for (0,'C-H.

and (27O±5O) yeV for (O.-C^H,). The combination of Bloch-Bradbury

mechanism and a vdW molecule nechanism can elucidate experimental

data by swarm experiments at higher density of M upto "\3.5xlO'20

molecules» cm-3

I. Introduction: Thermal electron attachment to oxygen molecules is explained

by the Bloch-Bradbury(B-B) mechanism or a two-stage mechanism involving

vibrationally excited molecular negative ion 0~ as follows;

02(xV,v=0) + e~ ,v'=4)
(1)

(2)

o"*(x2ng,v'=4)

0 2 (X n ,v'=4) + M —=->• 0~(X I

where M indicates a third-body molecule /I,2/.

M

(3)

(4)
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We showed that the pulse radiolysis microwave conductivity technique is

useful for studying the thermal electron attachment /2/, and that the electron

attachment to oxygen seemed to follow the B-B mechanism in many binary gas

mixtures /I/. Assuming the B-B mechanism we obtained the initial electron |
—£ 2 1

attachment rate constant k. and the autoionization lifetime of 0 2 (X II ,v'=4) j

/I/. But these values were quite different from those obtained by electron

swarm experiments at higher densities, in which a much larger value of kj

and a much shorter lifetime were obtained /3/. We extended the experimental

conditions to higher densities using the pulse radiolysis microwave conduc-

tivity technique and showed that the electron attachment could be explained I

by the B-B mechanism at relatively low densities but that a new electron

attachment to van der Waals molecules (0„<M) (vdW molecule mechanism) domi-

nated at higher densities /4/. The experiments of third-body density depen- I
18

; dence /5/, temperature dependence /6,7/ and 0_ isotope effects /8/ showed
\ *•
\ the existence of vdW molecule mechanism in many 0„-M mixtures. But the vdW

molecule mechanism was not fully understood. Experimental data at room tem-

perature at relatively higher densities of hydrocarbons were explained by a

vdW molecule mechanism involving a two-stage process with collisional stabi-

i lization of (0_-M) /4/, while those 111 at relatively lower densities of

I diatomic molecules at various temperatures are explained by another vdW mol-

! . N
i ecule mechanism without the collisional stabilization. This paper reports

the experimental data both at various temperatures and pressures in the wide

range and presents a general vdi! molecule mechanism involving autoionization,

* dissociation and collisional stabilization of (0„-M)~ .

H. Experimental; The details of microwave conductivity technique with pulse

radiolysis have been described previously /I,4,5/. A nsec pulsed X-ray

beam irradiates a sample gas mixture in a microwave cavity resonator. Elec-

trons generated in a sample gas changes the Q value and the resonance fre-

quency of the cavity. These changes are proportional to the electron density

in proper experimental conditions /4,5/. The time variation of electron den-

sity is detected by crystal rectifier and stored in a digital memory connect-

ed with a computer analysis system. Temperature of sample gas is carefully

controlled with an automatic system involving thermocouples, a heater and j

liquid nitrogen to get uniform constant temperatures within the error limit V
of 2°C ranging from -120 to 100°C. (Fig.l)
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Fig.1: Schematic representa-
tion of the apparatus.
A,Liq.N„ vessel;B,Thyrister;
C,Thenaocontroller;D,Thermo-
couple ;E, Microwave cavity;F,
Cooling Box;G,W plate;H,Febe-
tron 706;I,Crystal diode;J,
Attenuator;K,Phase shifter;L,
Short terminator;M,Wavemeter;
N,Isolator;0,Krystron;P,Am-
pl i f i er^ ,Dig i ta l memory ;R,
Microcomputer.

B C

IE. Results and Discussion; A general vdW molecule mechanism proposed here
involves autoionization, dissociation, and coll is ional stabilization of

as follows;

<5)
(02-M)"

(02-M) - M)
(6)

(02-M)"

(0 2 - M)_*

M

M

M

2M

(7)

(8)

(9)

The best-fitt ing of this mechanism to the obtained data for 0o-CoH, and
Z O

OJ-CJH, mixtures shows again the evident contribution of electron attachment

to vdW molecule (02>M), and elucidates comprehensively electron attachment

mechanism in the wide range of both temperature and density (Fig.2,3 and

Table 1).
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I
• I

Fig.2 and 3: The observed at-

tachment rate constant as a

function of COEL density.

Table 1: The obtained stabi-

lization efficency of 0^ £»

rate constants, resonance en-

ergy E and width T tor vdW

molecule (0,'M).

<u
1-4

U

Z 2

a
o

o
•A

-80 'c
B-B mechanism
+vdW mechanism

n 1

y
B-B

t

mechanism

2
** 19 3
"2 [COH,) (xlO molecules/cm )
a 2 6

-r: i

20 C

B-B mechanism

[C2H6J (xlO19 molecules/cm3)

°2-C2H4

5«) 40 + 3 0

* -10

.B-B +1.1 -25 -1.5 1017.
g M 2"̂ '3 T

(cm /molecules >s)

k_ (1.94

- 5

l<0)xl0"*T"l'5e»if 3 5 0 ± 6 0 ^
„ 6;xlü l expl- ;

(cm /molecules>s)

E (meV)
V

(k6+k7)/k9

(molecules/cm )

k8/k9

(molecules/cm)

30±5

450+2S0

™ -150

(7.8^) X1O
2 0

60-10

+0.7» -25 -1.5 1017»
•'-0.4 x e x p T

. n. -4-1.5 . 522±58.
(I>1 U.^^XlO i CXpV ip ^

45+5

270+50

(4+5)xl020

(l.l+0.3)xl021
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1500The rate constant for electron

attachment to vdW molecules is about

two orders of magnitude larger than .-,

that to an isolated oxygen molecule '3.1000

(B-B mechanism). This is explained

by a smaller resonance energy and

a larger resonance width than those

for an oxygen molecule. The rate

constant for electron attachment is

written as,

2

§

I 500

w

2
80

(meV)
10020 40 60

Resonance Energy

(10) Fig.4: The energy dependence of resonance

attachment cross section,
whsre v and f are the velocity

and electron distribution at the resonance energy, respectively, k the elec-

tron wavenumber, g the statistical factor and T the resonance width. Fig.4

thus shows that the reduced resonance energy increases the electron densities
2 2

to attach to vdW molecules and enlarges the attachment cross section 2TT g/k .

The resonance width follows the Wannier threshold law r^k /9/t where I

is the angular quantum number of resonance electron. The vdW interaction

between 0, and Mmakes possible the electron attachment of lower quntum num-

ber ü<2, which may cause the larger resonance width for vdW molecules.

The experimentally obtained data by swarm method at higher densities

of C2H, and C2H, /3/ can be elucidated well by the combination of B-B mechan-

ism and vdW molecule mechanism (Fig.5 and 6 ) .

~ 10

Fig.5: The extrapolation

to the higher pressure

data for Oj-C.H, by as-

suming the B-B mechanism

and the vdW molecule

mechanism.

Bu

2 4

B-B mechanism
+vdW mechanism

90 3
(xlO moelcules/cm )
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Fig.6; The extrapolation to the

higher pressure data for O^-CjH^

by assuming the B-B mechanism

and vdW molecule mechanism.

B-B mechanism
+ vdW mechanism

20 3
(xlO molecules/cm )
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ELECTRON DRIFT VELOCITY AND IONIZATION AND ATTACHMENT COEFFICIENTS
IN GASES/MIXTURES FOR DIFFUSE-DISCHARGE OPENING SWITCHES*

t t t
J. G. Carter, S. R. Hunter, L. G. Christophorou, and V. K. Lakdawala

Atomic, Molecular and High Voltage Physics Group
Health and Safety Research Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

There has been increasing interest in recent years in the possibility

of using inductive energy storage devices as a means of storing and

rapidly transferring energy in numerous pulsed-power applications. A

primary requirement for this type of energy storage system is a switch

capable of being repetitively opened (lifetime >10s shots) on a very

short-time scale (of the order of a few nanoseconds) and being able to

withstand high voltages (>105 volts) during the opening stage without

breakdown.1 A leading contender for this type of switch is an externally

sustained diffuse gas discharge operating at gas pressures of one to

several atmospheres and externally sustained by pulsed electron beams

(e-beams)2 or by resonant ionization processes of the gaseous medium

using a high-power laser.3 \

The continuity equation governing the electron density, n , in a

diffuse-discharge switch, which is maintained by an external electron

beam of flux J, at a given E/N, is

dn
e

dt 1 - kaneNa ' (1)

where <de/dx> is the average energy deposited in the gas by the electrons

from the e-beam in traveling a distance dx, W is the average energy

required to produce an ion pair, k , is the electron attachment rate
3

constant, N is the attaching gas number density, k_ is the two-body
a K

*Research sponsored jointly by the Office of Naval Research under
interagency agreement DOE No. 40-1246-82 and the Division of Electric
Energy Systems, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26
with the Union Carbide Corporation.

Also Department of Physics, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Tennessee 37916.
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recombination coefficient, and n + is the positive ion number density. A

similar expression may be written when the current in the switch is : \

sustained by resonant photoionization of the gas in the diffuse discharge. .

The electron current density in the switch, J , is given by I
s

3n 3n "I
J = e
s

where w is the electron drift velocity, D_ is the transverse diffusion

coefficient in the radial direction r, and D- is the longitudinal

diffusion coefficient in the applied field direction x. Similar

expressions may be derived to describe the motion of the positive and

negative ions in the discharge. The contribution of the electron and

positive and negative ion diffusion terms to the conductivity of the

switch is expected to be negligible at gas pressures of one atmosphere

or more.

The requirements of the gaseous medium in the diffuse discharge

which enable the current switching to be optimized have been described

in another paper.4 These gas requirements may be summarized as follows.

The basic difference between the conducting stage of the diffuse discharge,

where the voltage drop across ehe discharge is comparatively small

(E/N £ 3 * 10~17 V cm2) (Ref. 3) and the opening stage of the switch,

where the E/N across the discharge may increase to values £100 x 10~17 V cm2,

enables gas mixtures to be tailored with the desired operating

characteristics. The desirable characteristics of the gaseous medium

during the conduction stage may be found from Eqs. (1) and (2) to be as

follows:

1. Maximum electron drift velocity w,

2. Minimum e-beam ionization energy, W,

3. Minimum electron loss tsrms k and k_,

4. The electron ionization rate constant k., resulting from the

applied electric field, must be small (i.e., k. « k ) . 2

1 3

Similarly, the desirable characteristics of the gaseous medium during the

opening stage are as follows:

1. Minimum drift velocity,

2. Maximum electron attachment rate,
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3.

4.

High breakdown strength K E / N ) £ i m > 100 x io~
17 V cm2] (Ref. 1),

Self-healing gas mixtures (i.e., low rates for dissociation

and dissociative attachment) for static gas-filled switches.4

The desirable characteristics for the E/N dependences of w and k for
a

the gas mixture in the diffuse discharge are shown in Fig. 1.

ORNL-DWG KM4I9

ELECTRON DRIFT/ATTACHMENT
CHARACTERISTICS DESIRED IN
DIFFUSE-DISCHARGE SWITCHES

DRIFT |
VELOCITY 1

(w) j

1

CONDUCTING
STAGE

I

l
13 v

jjl \
1 \

>
E33

E/N

OPENING
STA

I//•//
///

/ I

£ 1

iGE

»120
HO-" V-cm»)

ATTACHMENT
RATE

CONSTANT
(k.)

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the desirable characteristics of the
w(E/N) an k (E/N) functions of the gaseous medium in an externallv

a '

sustained (e-beam or resonant photoionization) diffuse-discharge
switch. Approximate values of the E/N for the discharge in the
conducting and opening stages of the switch are shown in the
figure.5

Preliminary measurements of w(E/N) and k (E/N) for several gases

and gas mixtures having these desirable characteristics have been reported

by us recently.5 In this study we have concentrated on the gas mixtures

C2F6/Ar, C2F6/CH4, C3Fg/Ar, and C3F8/CH4 which show considerable promise

in diffuse-discharge switching applications. The measured w as a
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function of E/N in the gas mixtures C3F8/Ar and C2F6/Ar at low-attaching

gas concentrations are given in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The present

measurements of the normalized attachment coefficient r\/H at the attaching
3

gas number density N and (a/N + n/N )) where a/N is the normalized
3 3

icnization coefficient, for the gas mixtures C 2F 6/Ar and C 2F 6/CH 4 are

given in Figs. 3 and A. It can be seen from these figures that these

gas mixtures have very desirable drift velocity and electron attaching

characteristics over a wide range of E/N and attaching gas concentration.

ORNL-DWG 32-10M2

| I I II

LU

ICf17 2 5 I0"16

E/N (V-cm2)

10"15

Fig. 2. Electron drift velocity, w, versus E/N for several C3F8/Ar
mixtures.

Measurements of the high voltage breakdown field strength, (E/N)„. ,
jGim

have been made as a function of attaching gas concentration in order to

determine the practical significance of these gas mixtures in

diffuse-discharge switching applications. These measurements are given

in Fig. 5 and indicate that, when Ar is used as the buffer gas, mixtures

composed of 15% or more of the attaching gases C2F6 or C3F8 are required

if the desired breakdown field strength for the mixtures is to be achieved.

In contrast, when CH4 is used as the buffer gas, gas mixtures composed
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Fig. 3. w, q/N , and [(a/N) + (fl/N )J versus E/N for several C2F6/Ar

mixtures (total pressures range from 0.5 to 33 kPa).

of less than 5% attaching gas have the minimum required breakdown field

strength. The breakdown field strength in mixtures with CH4 are also

less sensitive to the attaching gas concentration, enabling a wider

choice of gas mixtures to be made while still maintaining a sufficiently

high breakdown field strength.

The data presented in this paper show that it is possible to find

gases and gas mixtures which have the desirable drift velocity, electron

attachment, and breakdown strength characteristics required for diffuse-

discharge opening switch applications. Several such gases and gas

mixtures have been identified and their approximate operating conditions

have been indicated.
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IN CH4
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Fig. 4. n/Na and I(a/N) + (n/Na)] versus E/N for several C2F6/CH4

mixtures (total pressures range from 0.5 to 12 kPa).
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Fig. 5. (E/N)£im versus percentage of C2F6 or C3F8 in Ar and C2F6 or

CaF8 in CH4. The total gas pressure was 108.7 kPa at a
temperature of 295 K. No ultraviolet (UV) irradiation was
used except for the C2F6/CH4 mixtures; as a result the (E/N)o.
values of the C2F6/CH4 mixtures are <v5% lower than they woulirRave
been without UV irradiation.
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Temperature and Pressure Dependence of the Nondissociative Electron
Attachment to Perfluoropropylene (1-CgFg )§

D. L, McCorkle, L. G. Christophorou^ and S. R. Hunter^

Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Tennessee

i Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-1200

; I . Introduction

Earlier investigations1 of electron attachment to 1-C F̂g in dilute

gas mixtures of 1-C3F6 with the buffer gases M, and Ar have shown an

anomalous dependence of the electron attachment rate constant, ka , for

t > 1-C3F6 on both the buffer, Nß, and attaching, NA, gas number density.

t ' These studies also showed that the ka decreases significantly with

\ increasing temperature T (300-473K). These findings, as well as addi-

tional measurements of ka(T) at T<300K, are presented and discussed in

this paper.

I I . The Dependence of ka(<e>) on Nß and N/\

In Figs. 1 and 2 are shown the ka for l-t^Fg as a function of the

mean electron energy, < E > , for the ^ and Ar buffer gases, respec-

t i ve ly . These have been measured using the high-pressure electron

swarm method as described by Christophorou2. The variation of ka with

Ng does not saturate even at the highest N„ (7.8xl020cm'3) used. This

behavior and the dependence of ka on N. (Fig. 3) suggest that the

attachment process Involves two or more l-C^Fg molecules. The data in

Figs. 1 and 2, also, indicate that electron attachment to 1-C3F6 below

~2 eV proceeds via at 1 ast two negative 1on states, one at ~0^25 eV

and another at ~1.1 eV (there 1s an Indication of a third process at

thermal energies). Electron beam studies1'3 showed that below:~2 eV

no dissociative electron attachment anions are formed.

§Th1s work performed under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy, I

DOE DE-AS05-76EV04703. \

§§Also, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830. j

1
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as a * 0.3 0.6 a? OA a s
MEAN ELECTRON ENERGY. <f > (tV)

ORNL-OWG 6 2 - 6 9 0 1

" Fig. 1 Electron attachment rate
constant, ka, for l - ^ at

fixed concentration of I-C3 F6

(NA = 2.56 x 10lscm"3) as a

function of mean electron energy

for several values of the con-

centration of ffe buffer gas.

The error l imits on the rate

constants are ±7 to 10% (T =

300K).

Fig. 2 Electron attachment rate

constant, ka, for 1-C3F6 at

fixed concentration of l -

1 2 3

MEAN ELECTRON ENERGY, <«> («V)

(NA = 4.94 x lO^cm"3) as a

function of mean electron energy

for several values of the con-

centration of Ar buffer gas.

The error l imits on the rate

constants are ±7 to 10X (T =

300K).
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Fig. 3 Electron attachment rate

constant, ka, for l-l^Fg at

fixed total (1-C3F6 and ffe) gas

pressure as a function of

l-r^Fg concentration for several

mean electron energies (T = 300K).

III. Strong "Negative" Effect of T on the ka(<e>)

The ka(<e>) for 1-C3F6 in ̂ has been found to decrease dramati-

cally with Increasing T. Figure 4 shows an example of this dependence

[similar results have been obtained for a number of N, (0.02 -1.2 x

1016cm"3) and Nß (0.65 - 5.2 x lO^cm"
3) values]. It is noted,

however, that while the ka(<£>) decreases with T for T > 300K, the data

at 273K indicate that this T-dependence of ka may actually be reversed

at low values of <£>. Research is in progress to investigate this

result at lower T.

p,o

S»'

TOTAL GAS NL'UilEK DENSITY • O&»io". n

^ . « . • • •

JIUK

ST.K

Fig. 4 Electron attachment

rate constant, ka, for l-f^Fg

as a function of mean electron

energy at fixed partial 1-C3FG

and Nj concentration for several

temperatures in the range 273 <

T< 473K.

MEAN ELECTRON ENERGY. . £ ( eY)



IV. A Proposed Hechanism for Electron Attachment to I-C^FR below ~2 eV

Hunter et a l . 1 considered the available data from both electron

beam and electron swarm studies on the low-energy (<2 eV) electron

attachment to 1-C3F6 and indicated that the measured ka(«s>, T, NÄ,

Ng) are consistent with the reaction scheme

1-C3F6 , or Ar

(1)

where the (1-C3F6)2 dimeric anions are the predominant final negative

ion species (In Eq. 1 collisional detachment was assumed to be

negligible) . The dimeric anions were considered to be formed via the

transient monomer 1-C3F6~* (Eq. 1) and not via electron attachment to

pre-existing dimers of 1-C3F6 (see discussion in Ref. 1 ) .

The large T dependence of ka can be attributed to the increase in

v2 with increasing T. From Eq. (1) we may write for ka(T) the

expression

= k i XZ-TTAO— x P (2)

where p is the probability of stable an ion formation via the transient

(1-C3F6)2*. I f i t is assumed that p and k3NA are T independent and the

T dependence of kx and v 2 can be represented by an Arrhenius expression

then

x p (3)

In Eq. (3) <EY is the contribution to the mean electron energy from

the electric f i e l d , kT+.<e>' is the mean electron energy, e m x is the

vertical attachment energy, and E' is related to the EA of l-^Fg which

is expected to be small. From Eq. ( 3 ) , ka(T) can be affected by

changes in T in two opposite ways: ( i ) decrease with T because v2



increases with T thus destroying I-C3F6-* by autodetachment, and ( i i )

increase with T because kj may increase when increases in T make the

transition to the negative ion state energetically more favorable;

this of course is negligible when we consider values of ka at <k> »kT,

Thus, the T dependence of ka at <e> » kT is dominated by the T

dependence of the autodetachment decay constant \>2. In this case ka

increases with decreasing T as long as T is high enough for autodetach-

ment to be significant (see Fig. 5). On the other hand, the T depen-

dence of ka at small values of ^ > may be influenced by the increases

in kx with T, and in this case ka may actually increase with T at low

T where autodetachment is small (see Fig. 5 for * > < 0.1 eV).

Measurements at T < 273K are required to test the val idity of these

interpretations. Such measurements are in progress.

A?

Iff*

Iff"

1-CjT, IN » 8

ratu. c«3 muua DENSITY - «5wo™cm~J

» „ - L«2«IO'W a « I Fig. 5 Electron attachment rate

constant, ka for l-C^Fg as a func-

tion of the reciprocal of tem-

perature (1/T) at fixed partial

1-CgFg and ffe concentration for

several mean electron energies

(see Fig. 4 and text) .
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ELECTRON ATTACHMENT COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED USING

A FLOWING AFTERGLOW/LANGMUIR PROBE (FALP) APPARATUS

N.G, Adams, D. Smith and E. Alge
Department of Space Research

University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, England

ABSTRACT

The attachment of thermal electrons to SFg, CC1., CC1 F, CC1-F ,
CHC1, and Cl_ has been studied over the temperature range 200-600K using
a flowing afterglow/Langmuir probe apparatus. Results were obtained for
the electron attachment coefficients as a function of temperature, and the
activation energies for electron attachment reactions of CC1-F, CCl-F-,
CHOU and Cl_ have been derived.

1 . INTRODUCTICW

The flowing afterglow/Langmuir probe (FALP) technique was developed in
our laboratory (1,2) and to date it has mostly been exploited to study the
mutual neutralization (ionic recombination) of positive and negative ions
(3,4). Whilst appreciation of the electron attachment process and negative
ion chemistry was important for these mutual neutralization studies,
emphasis was placed on generating plasmas containing suitable negative ions
rather than studying the processes leading to negative ion formation.
Recent refinement of the technique has allowed us to study other types of
plasma processes which proceed more rapidly than positive ion/negative ion
mutual neutralization, notably dissociative (positive ion/electron) recom-
bination (5) and electron attachment, which is the subject of this paper.
Appreciable discrepancies between the attachment coefficients obtained for
many molecular gases using various techniques are still obvious, especially
for the more rapid reactions, and this has provided some of the rationale
for this work. A flowing afterglow is-a collision-dcminated medium well
suited for the study of plasma processes under truly thermal conditions and
at different temperatures.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The FALP apparatus has been discussed in detail previously (1,4,5).
In brief, the principle is as follows: Flowing afterglow plasmas are
created in a flow tube («1 m long, 8 cm diameter) by an upstream microwave
discharge in a carrier gas (helium in the present studies, pressure typ-
ically 0.5 Torr). Hence a thermalized afterglow is distributed along the
length of the tube. Temperature variation over the range 80 to 600K is
achieved by heating or cooling the whole flow tube with ohmic heaters or
refrigerant liquids. The essential diagnostic is a small, cylindrical
Langmuir probe which can be located at any position along the flow tube



axis. With this probe the electron density, n , can be determined with a
spatial resolution of about 1 mm. The probe technique has been discussed
in previous papers (6,7). A pinhole orifice/mass spectrometer/ion detec-
tion system is positioned at the downstream end of the flow tube and is
used to monitor the ionic composition of the plasma. In the present
experiments, a,sufficient amount of argon was first added in order to
destroy all He S and He S metastable atoms, then, further downstream,
sufficient quantities of the reactant electron attaching gases were added
to cause appreciable electron attachment within the reaction zone. (If
the metastable atans were still present in the reaction zone they would
Penning ionise the electron attaching gas, thereby releasing "hot" elec-
trons into the reaction zone). Upstream of the attaching gas inlet port
the loss of electron density is due to ambipolar diffusion of the electrons
with He and Ar . A value of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient can be
determined fron a plot of In n versus z (axial coordinate) obtained in
that region. Downstream of the port, both ambipolar diffusion and electron
attachment occurs as manifest by an increase in the loss rate of electrons
with z. It is essential to achieve rapid dispersion of the reactant gas
across the whole diametric plane of the flow tube to minimize "end correc-
tion" problems. Ulis was achieved using a ring-shaped reactant gas inlet
port with an array of small holes facing upstream (i.e. the reactant gas
was introduced against the flow of the carrier gas). The attachment
coefficient, ß , is derived from an analysis of the n versus z data
according to the theoretical description given by Oskam (8) and by Biondi
(9) and by curve fitting the n versus z data using as constants the up-
stream measured diffusive losserate, the measured reactant gas fleu»; rate
(to determine the reactant gas concentration in the tube) and the measured
plasma flow velocity. A maximum error figure of + 15% is estimated to be
appropriate to our values of g • The positive and negative ion composition
of the plasma was monitored continuously during the course of all these
experiments.

3. RESULTS

Cl was the only observed product ion for all of the attachment reac-
tions of the chlorine-containing molecules (F production for the freon
molecules is endothermic).

0C1. and CC1JF: Dissociative electron attachment to both molecules is
very fast over the temperature range 2Q0-6Q0K. the ß values being close to
the theoretical upper limrUof,~ 5x10 cm s (10,11). At room tempera-
ture ^(CCl.) = 4.3x10 an s in excellent agreement with the latest
published data (13) and decreases slowly with increasing temperature, con-
sistent with previous results (10,12). /9(CCl,F) = 2.7x10 cm s at roan
temperature, also consistent with recent results (14,15). A slight but
significant increase of /5(OC1,F) occurs over the available temperature
range from which an activation energy for the reaction of Ea^ 0.02 eV was
estimated.

CC12F2 and CHC1-; ß(CCl ¥ ) and /S'fCHCl,) both increase_rapidlv,with
increasing temperature, reaching values of 5.3X10 and 3.6x10 an s
respectively at 590K. The activation energies determined from the slopes
of Arrhenius plots of these data are E a (CCl-F,) = 0.15 eV and E a (CHCLJ =
0.12 eV, in good agreement with previous results obtained using other
techniques (12,16; 17,18). A considerable spread among the previously
measured values (at 300K) for yötOCUF ) and /S(CHC1,) is apparent (see
e.g. ref. 16; 13); our values of 300K for both reactions are somewhat larger
than the mean of the previous values.



Cl ̂  /3{C12) increases slightly with temperature, the^ value we
measured .at roan temperature being jfffCl») = 2.0x10 cm s . Fran the
observed temperature variation of 0(C\Jt we derived the activation energy
for the reaction of E a (C\2)r^ 0.05 eV. This is in good agreement with the
value for E (C1-) obtained from a previous experiment (19) although,sur-
prisingly, the magnitudes of our values of /5(Cl~) are about a factor 7
greater than these previous values (at 300K). Closer agreement is found
with other values for /S(C12) (17,20) but the large spread in the litera-
ture values remains unexplained,

SF,; This is one of the most widely studied electron attachment reac-
tions ul). Previous results obtained3at,room temperature for /S(SFg) lie
mainly within the range (2-3)xlO~ o n s _ , piost_of the earlier results
suggesting a value of about (2.2+0.2)xl0 ' an s whilst later results
suggest a sonewhat larger value of about (2.8+0.3)xl0 _7an s ,(see e.g.
ref. 13). Cur roan temperature result of (3.4+0.5)xl0 an s is in accord
with this latter gtoup- _, Values obtained using the pulsed afterglow _7 3
technique (3.1x10 a n s " ) (22) and pulse sampling technique (3.3x10 cm
s ) (13) are in even closer accord with our result. From the increase of
the negative ion products using a flowing afterglow mass spectrometer
technique, Fehsenfeld (23) determined /S(SF,) at temperatures between 293
and 523K and found it to be temperature invariant (*v 2.1x10 cm s )• _7
However the present data suggest a peak in /3(SFg) at a value of 'x-5xl0
cm s within the temperature range 400-500K. Tne_product ions of this
reaction are the parent negative ion SFg , and SF,. from a dissociative
channel. The dissociative channel becomes significant only above 300K.
The ratios of SF5 /SF, product ions observed at the various temperatures
are in good agreement with those determined by Fehsenfeld (23).

4. CONCLUSION

The present measurements have shown that the FALP is a viable tech-
nique for studying electron attachment reactions over an appreciable
temperature range and electron attachment coefficients for several reactions
have been obtained under truly thermal conditions. For the fastest reac-
tions (SFg, CC14, CC13F), for which only slow variations of ß with
temperature occur, present data and previous data are in reasonable accord.
Discrepancies are apparent between the present and previous values for
those reactions for which ß changes significantly with temperature, our
values being somewhat larger than the average. Despite these differences
in the magnitude of ß , reasonable agreement is obtained for the derived
activation energies.
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THE CHARACTERISTIC ENERGY OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS IN Ne, Kr,

AND Xe GASES

I. Ogawa, T. Koizumi, H. Murakoahi, S. Yamamoto, and E. Shirakawa

Department of Physics, Rikkyo university, Toshima-Ku, Tokyo, 171 Japan

Abstract; Measurements have been made of the characteristic energy

e. 5 eD/u (D: transverse diffusion coefficient; u: mobility) of low-

energy electrons in Ne, Kr, and Xe gases and in He/Ne gaseous mixtures

by the Townsend method as a function of the reduced electric field

E/N, where E denotes the field strength and N the number density of

gas atoms. The momentum transfer cross section q_for electrons in

Ne as derived from the data was found to be in excellent agreement

with previous estimates obtained with different methods, particularly

for energies ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 eV, and in fair agreement with

any of the three theoretical results by Thompson, by Garbaty and La

Bahn, and by Yau, McEachran and Stauffer. The characteristic ener-

gies obtained for Kr and Xe were both somewhat larger than the cal-

culated values by Frost and Phelps and point to a sharper Ramsauer

minimum in q than reported by these authors. The data for He/Ne

mixtures were explained fairly well by a calculation based on the

Townsend method of average electrons.

i. Introduction: In spite of its basic and practical importance as a major

swarm parameter comparable with the drift velocity, no measurements have yet

been reported thus far of the characteristic energy e, 2 eD/u (e: elementary

charge, D: transverse diffusion coefficient of electrons, y: electron mobili-

ty) of low-energy electrons in inert gases except for He /I/ and Ar /2,3/. In

order to make up these lacks and to draw more detailed information than hither-

to about the energy dependence of the momentum transfer cross section (MTCS)

for collisions of electrons with inert gas atoms, measurements have been made

in our laboratory of the characteristic energy of electrons in Ne, Kr, and Xe

gases and in He/Ne gaseous mixtures. On the basis of the data obtained, attempts

were made to derive the MTCS as a function of electron energy by a Boltzmann

* Present address: Central Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd., Kokubunji-shi, Tokyo 185.



analysis.

II. Experimental Method; The characteristic energy e, was measured at room

temperature as a function of the reduced electric field E/N (E: field strength,

N: number density of gas atoms) by the Townsend method. The diffusion chamber

used was made of stainless steel and was provided with an electron collector

consisting of five mutually insulated concentric rings. The aperture plate

was 4.83 cm apart from the collector surface and had a hole, 2.0 mm in dia., at

the center, with a tapered edge to maximize the conductance for an electron

swarm.
—8

The chamber was evacuated by a sputter-ion pump to about 10 Torr after

baking at about 150 °C for several hours and then filled with an inert gas

through a hot Ba-Al and Zr-Al getter purifier and an appropriate cold trap. The

ultimate purity is uncertain but is believed to be better than or at least

99.999 %. The filling pressures ranged from about 400 to 1000 Torr.

In the experiment, electrons were obtained photoelectrically by irradi-

ating with a UV radiation from a deuterium lamp a thin gold film (the photo-

cathode) evaporated onto a quartz disc. The electrons thus liberated were led

to the drift-diffusion space through the aperture hole and eventually collected

by one of the annular rings of ehe collector, or else by the aperture plate or

one of the guard rings. The current taken out from each ring was measured with

a vibrating reed electrometer.

From the observed current ratios between different collector rings, the

parameter X = w/(2D) (w: drift velocity of electrons) was determined for each

field strength and gas pressure, by referring either to the Huxley /4/ or the

Warren-Parker /5/ solution of the drift-diffusion equation. The e. values were

readily obtained therefrom as e = eE/(2X). The field strengths and tha pres-

sures were so chosen as to make X fall in a range from about 10 to 40Cf in order

to minimize the effects and errors due to drift inequilibrium, diffusion aniso-

tropy, contact potential, finite size and/or eccentricity of the aperture, and

so forth.

To eliminate the effect of electrons liberated from elsewhere other than

the photocathode and also of leakage current due to incomplete insulation at

the collector, the collector-ring current observed with a reverse field between

the photo-cathode and the aperture plate was always subtracted from the net

ring current as a "background".

M
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III. Experimental Results; The characteristic energy of electrons observed

for Ne, Kr, Xe, and He/Ne mixtures is as follows, respectively;

1. Ne; The measurement was performed for E/N's ranging from 0,014 to 0.4 Td

under several pressures between 456 and 916 Torr, the current ratio being ob-

served with two different combinations of collector rings. The whole result is

shown in Table I. As is seen from the Table, no systematic pressure effect was

observed, nor was there any significant difference between the data with dif-

ferent combination of collector rings. The scatter of the data at the same E/N

was within about 1 %. Meanwhile, the systematic error in the measurement was

estimated to be less than 2 %. For each value of E/N, the simple average of e.

values obtained at various pressures with different current.ratios was consi-

dered as the best estimate of the characteristic energy. They are plotted in

Fig. 1 as a function of E/N.

0.01 1.0

Fig. 1. The observed characteristic energy
of electrons in Ne at room temperature.



Table I , The observed characteristic energy e. for electrons in Ne
at room temperature T. a: obtained from I./T_; b: from I . . / I ,

where 1^2 = I, + I„. The suffix refers to each collector ring num-
bered from the center.

•M
1

E/N
(Td)

0.014

0.017

0.020

0.025

0.030

0.035

0.040

0.050

0.060

0.070

0.080

0. 10

0.12

0.14

0.17

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

T(K)

456

a

0.495

0

0

0

0

0

I

I

1

.563

.532

.732

.833

.987

.13

.30

• 45

0

0

0

b

486

553

632

0.736

0

0

1

833

992

15

1.31

L

290

46

0

0

0

0

Pressure (core]
562 712

a

2<:s

340

376

418

0.489

0 560

0.623

0

0

0

I

724

825

987

14

b

0.2S9

0.332

0.374

0.413

0.439

0.557

.0-523

0.731

0.825

0.987

1.15

294

a

0.213

0.235

0.261

0.303

0.342

0.384

0.419

0.491

0.561

0.627

0.726

0.824

0.982

0

0

b

212

236,

0.258

0

0

0

0

0

0

303

340

384

419

493

561

0.632

0

0

0

293

731

827

988

0

0 .

0

0

0

0

909

a

130

149

163

189

215

239

0.262

0 306

0.345

0

n

386

423

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

b

124

142

159

186

211

235

0.253

0 .

0 .

0

0 .

289

301

344

385

0 .

0 .

0

0

0

0

0

0

916

a

131

151

165

190

214

239

261

302

0.344

0.385

0 i ? 2

a

0

0

0

0

0

b

.123

.141

.158

.184

.210

.232

0.257

0

0

0

n

292

.300

.343

.383

.422

Best
Esctmace

Efc
(eV)

0.127

0.146

0.162

0.187

0.213

0.236

0.260

0.300

0.341

0.382

0.420

0.491

0.562

0.630

0.730

0.328

0.987

1.14

1.31

1.46
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2. Xe: In high-purity Xe gases, both the accuracy and the range of measurement

was rather limited as compared with those in Ne because of the smallness of the

collected current. This may probably be due, at least in part, to the fact

that electrons are so diffusive in these gases owing to the Ramsauer-Townsend

effect that they cannot easily pass through the aperture hole at ordinary pres-

sures below about 1 atm as used in the present work. Indeed, the current in-

creased appreciably in a few days after the gas was admitted as the gas purity

deteriorated gradually.

1.0 Fig. 2. The characteristic
energy of electrons in Xe.
The solid line represents
the result of calculation
by Frost and Phelps /6/.

0.001 0.01

E/N (Td)

Fig. 2 shows our preliminary result (tentative best estimates) for Xe.

The spread of the data at the same E/N was about ± 15 %. The solid line re-

presents the result of calculation by Frost and Phelps /6/ using the MTCS for

electrons in Xe as estimated from the drift velocity data. As is seen in the

Figure, the present result is fairly close to the calculation but is definite-

ly greater than the latter. This seems to point to the presence of a somewhat

sharper Ramsauer minimum in the MTCS than adopted by Frost &t al̂ . A more

precise data analysis is now in progress.

3. Kr: The measurement was still more difficult in high-purity Kr, the col-

lector current being almost always too small to yield accurate and extensive

characteristic energy data for any combination of field strength and gas pres-

sure below about 1 atm. A very preliminary result is shown in Fig. 3, where

the solid line again represents the result of calculation by Frost etal. /6/.

Despite the large errors (more than about ± 20 %) involved, it seems to be



certain that the present data are somewhat larger than the calculation and

again suggest a slightly modified Ramsauer minimum in the MTCS as compared

with the one adopted by Frost _e_t al^

1.0

~ 0.11—

0.01

1 1

: Kr

-

1 i 1

t t 1

"1

1
/
m l

i i i

/calc
Frost

I

i 11it-

• by"
et af

—

Fig. 3. The characteristic
energy of electrons in Kr.
(A preliminary result). The
solid line represents the
result of calculation by
Frost and Phelps /6/.

0.001 0.01

E/N ( Td )

0.1

4. He/Ne mixtures: Measurements were also made of the characteristic energy

for electrons in He/Ne gas mixtures over the entire range of mixing ratio. The

result is shown in Fig. 4. In the measurement, the reduced field E/N ranged

from 0.05 to 1.5 Td, while the total pressures were chosen over a range from

70 to 250 Torr.

Fig. 4. The characteri-
stic energy of electrons
in He/Ne gas mixtures.
Solid lines represent the
results of calculation
based on the method of
average electrons.

E/N(Td )
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IV. Discussion:

1. The momentum transfer cross section (MTCS) for electrons in Ne: The MTCS a

of a Ne atom was determined by a Boltzmann analysis from the present characte-

ristic energy data for electrons with an energy e ranging from 0.01 to 1.0 eV.

The result is given in Table II and plotted against e in Fig. 5 together with

some previous estimates. The estimated error limit in the present determination

is about + 4 %.

e(eV)

0.010

0.012

0.014
0.016
o.oia

0.020

0.022

0.024

0.026

0.02S

0.030

0.035
0.040

0.045
0.050

0.055
0.060

0.065

0.070

0.075

0.381

0.397
0.412

0.426

0.439

0.451

0.463
0.474
0.484

0.494

0.504

0.527

0.548
0.567

0.586

0.604
0.620

0.636

0.652
0.667

E(eV)

0.080

0.085

0.090
0.095

0.100

0.100

0.120

0.140

0.160

0.180

0.200

0.220

0.240

0.260

0.280

0.300
0.350

0.400

0.450

0.500

0.681

0.695

0.709
0.722
0.734

0.734

Q.7J3

0.827
0.868

0.907

0.944

0.979
1.012

1.044

1.075

1.105
1.175

1.239

1.298

1.353

E(eV)

0.550

0.600
0.650
0.700

0.750

0.800

0.850
0.900

0.950

1.000

Table

1.403

1.449
1.492

1.530

1.565

1.595
1.622

1.646

1.665

1.681

I I
The derived MXCS
for electrons in Ne

As is seen in Fig. 5, the present result is in excellent agreement with

three previous independent estimates: Robertson's /7/ from the drift velocity;

Sol, Devos and Gauthier's /8/ from microwave after-glow experiments; and Golova-

nivsky and Kabilan's /9/ from electron cyclotron resonance, all within their

and our claimed error limits. The s-wave scattering length for an electron-

Ne atom collision is estimated to be about 0.24 a. u.

Over the entire energy range from 0.0 1 to 1.0 eV, the present MTCS

agrees fairly well with any of the three existing theoretical results as shown

in Fig. 6, the values being about 10 - 20 % larger than Thompson's /10/ and

0 - 10 % smaller than those of Garbaty and La Bahn /11/ and of Yau, McEachran

and Stauffer /12/.
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I

1.5

1.0
M3

o

0.5

Present
Robertson
Sol et a l .

0.01 0.1 1.0

e (eV)

Fig. 5. The derived momentum
transfer cross section for
electrons in Ne as compared
with some previous estimates•

1.5

o

0.5

Ne

Present
"fliompson
Yau et al .
Garbaty et al .-

Fig. 6. Comparison of the
derived momentum transfer
cross section for electrons
in Ne with existing theoreti-
cal results.

o.s
e CeV)

1.0

2. Comparison of the observed characteristic energies in He/Ne mixtures with

calculated values based on the average electron method: Let us denote by

(E/N)„ and (E/N) the values of reduced field under which the characteristic

energy of electrons in pure Ba and pure Ne, viz., takes on the same value e. .

Then, according to a slightly extended version of the Townsend method of avera-

ge electrons /13/, the value of reduced field E/N at which the characteristic

energy of electrons in a He/Ne mixture consisting of 100 x„ % He and 100 x., %
He Ne

Ne will take on the same value e, is approximately given by a simple expression



E/N xHe(E/N)
He

provided that the electron energy distribution in a mixture giving the same

value of e, is independent of mixing ratio. Here, x^ and x„ denotes, res-

pectively, the fraction of He and Ne in a mixture. The solid lines in Fig. 4

represent the result of calculation based on the above equation. It is seen

that they are all in satisfactory agreement with the present experimental

result. This seems to indicate the approximate validity of the above assump-

tion on the electron energy distribution at least in the case of He/Ne mixtures.

V. Acknowledgement; The authors are indebted to Mr. H. Fukuzawa and Miss S.

Ueki for their help in the work with He/Ne mixtures. Computations were done

at the Rikkyo University Computer Center.
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DIFFUSION TENSOR IN ELECTRON SWARM TRANSPORT

T. Makabe and T. Mori
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3-14-1 üiyoshi-eho, Yokohama, 223 Japan

Abstract: Expression for the diffusion tensor of the electron (or light

ion) swarm is presented from the higher-order expansion of the velocity-

distribution in the Boltzmann equation in hydrodynamic stage. Derived

diffusion coefficients for the transverse and longitudinal directions

include the additional terms representative of the curvature effect under

the action of an electric field with the usual-two-term expressions.

Numerical analysis is given for the electron swarm in model gases having

the momentum transfer cross section Qm(e)=Qoe (3=0,i,l) using the present

theory. As the result, appreciable degree of discrepancy appears between

the transverse diffusion coefficient defined here and the conventional

expression with increasing of 3 in Qm.

1. Introduction: In an electron swarm transport, one of the topics in 1970's

was anisotropy in diffusion /I/. The phenomena of anisotropic diffusion has been

described and understood theoretically from the situation of the two-term

approximation of the Boltzmann equation /2,3/. Recently,Ikuta et al raised doubt

on the usual expression of the transverse diffusion coefficient from Monte-Carlo

simulation /4/.It may be recognized from their work that there exists significant

degree of the discrepancy between the transverse diffusion coefficient and the

conventional expression of the coefficient even in an electron swarm. It seems

that the subject lies behind the analysis based on the usual-two-term expansion

of the velocity distribution. In the present paper, we will attempt to give a

satisfactory expression of the diffusion tensor, particularly, the transverse

diffusion coefficient from the higher-order expansion in the Boltzmann equation

in hydrodynamic stage.
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2. Theory: We think about the isolated electron (or light ion) swarm, which

migrates in neutral gases undergoing the binary collision with the molecule under ? \

the action of a uniform electric field. The velocity distribution function of t

the swarm, g{v,v,t), obeys the Boltzmann equation I

where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron (or light ion). v,v and t

denote the velocity, position and time, respectively. J is the collision term.

E=-Ek is the uniform field, marked by k as a unit vector along the z azis. The

time development of the number density n(r,i) of the swarm may be described in a

stationary state as power series in the gradient operator V with constant

transport coefficients in a hydrodynamic stage / 5 /

W ) =0 (2)

where v, is the drift velocity, D the diffusion tensor, u the tensorial

coefficient of rank K, and & denotes a K-fold scalar product. The effect of

spatial density gradients may be considered on the velocity distribution

function as a perturbation on a uniform number density, i.e. (V ) n. Also
K

spherical harmonic expansion of the velocity distribution g (i>) at the origin in

velocity space may be justified on the physical grounds that the electron (or

light ion) and the molecule mass ratio m/M is sufficiently small. That is to say,
g(v,v,t) = E gK(i;)0( Vr)

Kn(r,*>

K e

where g (u) is the tensor of rank K. Y (6,<|>) is spherical harmonics in Morse-

Feshbach notation, and is given with 8 and <J> as the velocity-space angular

coordinates by _,e ,Q ., _m, ., .

' Y (6,<)))= FÄ(cos8)cosm<|>.

A chain of differential equations is obtained when equations (2) and (3)are

substituted into equation (1), and the coefficient of power in SI are equated

to zero. The first-two equations of this set are employed to estimate the

diffusion tensor

fV°(«»=J(S0). (4)
^|-v^flr1 (y) = J(0X) - ( v - Vd )g"[v) (5)

where, considering the relation n(r,£)= / g(v,v,t)dv, the normalization condition

is given for the velocity distributions gK(t>) by

I gK(v)dv = 6 0 K ( K = 0 , I , 2 . . . ) . (6)
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In order to obtain the macroscopic transport coefficients, we integrate the

equation over do after multiplying equation (3) by v. Then, « d and O et al,

described as a coefficient in V7 Kn(*•,£), are given by

vd= f vg°{v)dv = —• I u3g-J(w)du ,

0 =-/ t»o1(v)di' = D kk * D (1 - kk )

where the transverse and longitudinal diffusion coefficients,

simply expressed by using the spherical harmonic orthogonality relation in

gl{v)k as

ÜL /
"3

(7)

(8)

and J?L, are

n =-/ u
Li Z • - ? '

(y)dü.

(v)dv.

(9)

(10)

£(cosG)cos*

Here, it should be noticed that in order to get full information about £>T and 2?L,

it is only necessary to clarify the behaviour of the components m=l of g^^M

and of m=0 of gl. (u). So we rewrite the velocity distribution more appropriate
3JÜ77

forms as follows: ff0(|;) = ^ p^^g^. {n)

^iv). (12)

| (13)

We further investigate the deep structure of D and D in equations (9) and (10),

particularly, the relation between D in equation (9) and the conventional

expression for the transverse diffusion coefficient. In the present paper, we

deal with the swarm transport subject to only the elastic collision between

electron Cor light ion) and molecule. Then, the collision term is

Jel(9
K) = fnfv[FW')q

K{v') - FmqKlv)]viplvp,u)dndV (14)

where the prime corresponds to the state before collision. F(V) is the velocity

distribution of molecules and is subject to Maxwellian with gas temperature T

I E T 3 - (15)

N is ths molecular number density, v =\v \=\v - F| is the relative speed after

collision, o(vp,ia)&l is the differential cross section into the solid angle

dft=sinü)d(jüdx for elastic scattering with y . From the conservation of momentum,

V is written as _ 1 r ' + uy-i + J*, i

Since the relative velocity v is reduced to components parallel and perpendicular
to v' as + uv sinu, using the unit vector that satisfies (v' , «)=0,

V is further expressed as

V = v' - v'(1-coscü) + rj— F'(l-cosw) +
M+m

H Ü sinw.
Y

(16)
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We will consider the first-order moment of equation (5). So, for the collision

integral in equation (14), we obtain

F{V')qKiv')vvrolvr,(ü)dÜdV'dv'

(17)

When we substitute equation (16) into the first-term on the right-hand side of

equation (17), the term including the third-term in equation (16) vanishes by the

integral over dV, and also the fourth-term tends to zero by the integral over dß,

and thus we obtain

= - j^jjjj -Ty/y/jj F{V)q

We approximate v considering 7/v<(m/M)lp in a usual manner /6/, then

W h e r e

(18)

(19)

W ffi
As the result, the first-order moment of equation (5) yields

fviv(.v-vd)g
n{v) + t^ -^jg1 iv) + j^[uNQm(v)(

Equation (20) will be valid without regard to the energy dependence of the

momentum transfer cross section Q m, and then the expression in braces in the

equation may be equated to zero.

The diffusion tensor, equation (8), is therefore expressed in term of equation

(21) as Ä , M+m v(v-vj)gaiv) ,.. . r M+m - ^ - d - 1
r M±mJ M J

M

It may be convenient to represent the diffusion tensor as a matrix form

DT 0 0

0 DT 0

0 0 D.

%
0

0

0

D
Vj .

0

0

0

%

+

AD 0 0

0 AE>T 0

0 0 AC

where the elements are written as follows:

_ ! r -^
3

V
NQm(u)[i+A(7;)]L a o '

}dy .

(22)

(23)

(24)

= T- f *

T 5 m

L 3 m

[1+A(u)T du1

•3 dr
uNQm(u)[l+A(u)]

*T5Tr ]dy-

(26)

(27)
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9.5

Figure 1: Energy distributions, f°A£), f l, 0(E), fti.i^
 ea^GU^a*e<^ using 3 or 4

term expansion. (a) ;Qm(.£)=6-l(f
16am2 E/N=l.STd. (b) ;Qm(z)=5-l(J

l*-z am2, E/N=0.5Td.

It is noted that the off-diagonal terms in D vanish. In the usual two-term

approximation of the Boltzmann equation, we employ only the first two terms in

spherical harmonics; the terms including g\?, g1 Zl> g
1
Zo

 ar>d Vcfi\ are a ^ omitted

in equation (22) or (23)M27). Then, D_ and D derived here coincide with the

conventional expressions /2,3/. In case of constant-collision-frequency,

Qm(e)=e"
1J2, in particular, the expression in D is exactly equal to the conventional

one. These physical backgrounds are already discussed by Skullerud /3/ from the

point of the correlation function between the random velocity and the random

displacement.

3. Application to model gases: We will make a practical application of the

theory to the electron swarm in the model gas which has a momentum transfer cross

section of the form ^ ( e ) = ^ 0 (ß=0,l,l) . (28)

The molecular mass is taken to be 4 amu, and the gas temperature is 50 K. The use

of power law model for the cross section is for the comparison with the previously

published works [see Braglia /I/). The constant QQ is chosen as 6-10"
16, 4-1Ö"16
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1.0

5!

6

0 8

( a ) .

-

(b)

m m m

I 1 1

—I—1 1—1*—

-

-

Figure 2: The ratio DT/DVlof the
transverse diffusion coefficient
to that of the aonventional
expression as a function of E/N
for the electron swarm.

onC

10s

(b);
(c),- =*-20x*e*~ crn^.
(d),- =S'1016'C cm2,
at m/M=2,37'10'>(.M=4 ami), 2=50 K.
(e) is the result of Ikuta et al
in case of m/M=l"lö ,Qm^z,using
the simulation. Error bar is
estimated by the present authors.

1 """lO

E/N (w)
and 5-10"16cm2 for 3=0,1,1, respectively, in which the swarm will have nearly the

same range of mean energy over an E/N investigated. The numerical computational

procedure is the same as that described in the previous paper /7/. The general

behaviours of the energy distribution, fv (£)=—(—l^g« kv), are shown in figure
fin m m wn

l(a) and (b). Attention may especially be called to the feature of f\g and ft^'

fl < 0 at E>e (mean energy) exhibits that the electron in the leading edge has

the higher energy than the center, i.e. diffusion heating, while in the trailingThe quantity f^ isedge f1 > 0 at £<e shows the diffusion cooling.
300

representative of the curvature effect under the influence of the electric field.

The magnitude of f1 grows up with the increase of the power ß in the cross

section, and the value of ADrp in equation (26) becomes finite. As the results,

appreciable degree of discrepancy occurs between the transverse diffusion

coefficient Z>T and the conventional expression £>VJ_. Figure 2 shows these

circumstances clearly. In addition, the anisotropy of /! makes a negligible

contribution to D in an E/N investigated. We arrive at a final conclusion that

each of the ratio D^/D is 1.0, sl.0, s0.995 and so.945 for ß=-L 0, \ and 1.
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LATERAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

OF ELECTRONS UNDER ELECTRIC FIELD

N. Ikuta

Technical college, Tokushima University
Minami-josanjima, Tokushima 770, Japan

Abstract: Precise Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) of electron notion

has shown that the diffusion coefficient Dv defined in velocity space

dose not give exact values of the lateral diffusion coefficient DIJ.

The cause of the disagreement is considered to be the change of

electron energy during free flights, the curving of electron trajecto-

ries under the influence of applied electric field. The difference

between Dv and DT appears large in cases of the collision frequency

largely dependent on electron energy and of large energy loss at the

collision. The diffusion coefficient Dv under zero field and of no

energy-loss at the collision agrees accurately with the lateral dif-

fusion coefficient DT.

1. Introduction: The validity of the two term approximation of velocity

(energy) distribution function in the Boltzmann equation analysis (BEA) has

long been discussed due to the discrepancies which appear between the dif-

fusion coefficient Dv obtained by BEA and the lateral diffusion coefficient

Df obtainable from MCS. However, it was found by the present author that the

discrepancies observed between these diffusion coefficients are not caused

by the insufficiency of the two term analysis but are caused from the dif-

ference in the procedures of taking average, the time average and the simple

average, in calculating the diffusion transport of electrons through sequen-

tial collisions under the influence of electric field.

Analytical expression of the diffusion coefficient Dv is written assuming

the gas temperature being zero as

°v = -y- /0
a>[c1/2/NqT(E)]F0(e)dE (l)

Here, Vi is the electron speed at 1 eV, 5.93xl07cm/s, e the electron energy

in eV, N the gas density in cm3, qTCe) the total collision cross section in

cm of a gas molecule for an electron of energy E, and Fo(e) the first term

of the spherical expansion of the energy distribution function of electrons.
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The lateral diffusion coefficient DT is defined in real space as the

increasing rate of the mean square value of radial displacement R from the : \

axis for all the electrons in a swarm. i

here < > is the ensemble average.

2. Method of simulation: Calculations of electron motion inquiring the

occurrence of collision by every short time At(constant) was carried out.

Where the instantaneous values of energy e, e«, ei, velocity v, vcosö,

collision frequency V, Vv(.Vi^
fz /3NqT(e)), DV| , Dvi, x and of R are collected

by every At. Here, x is axial displacement and 0 is angle of electron velocity

referred to the axis. The values in velocity space are averaged serially in

time and again averaged for all the electrons, the results of which offer the

time average. In the same simulation, the data concerning the free flight of

electrons are collected by every collision. Quantities collected by this

"collision sequential sampling" are Nc, AT, AT
2, X, X2, Ax, Ax2, Ay2, Az2, and

others which are printed out sequentially accumulated, for instance as EAT.

These quantities are helpful to understand the transport property of electrons

through the collisions in real space. Here, Nc is number of collisions, AT

and A are free flight time and free path, Ax, Ay and Az are directional dis-

placements respectively in a flight of electrons. Calculations are carried

out mainly in model gases having the collision probability NqT(E) = 7.5e^'
2,

10, 14el/2 and 18e (cm"1), the mass ratio of electron to gas molecule m/M 10~2

and 10 under the electric field of 1 V/cm and of zero.

3. Results and discussion: As reported in a preceding paper1), the values of

Dy analytically obtained by BEA coincide accurately with the values of Dy

obtained by the "time serial sampling" in MCS collecting the instantaneous

values of Vi£1/2/3NqT(e) every At, the result of which is denoted as DvM. The

agreement of Dv and Dv^ observed in every case of NqT(e) proves that the

quantity Dy exists independent of D^. The values of Dv, even the directional

diffusion coefficient DVj. do not agree with the values of Df. The relative

error of Dv reffered to DT reaches about 30 % for the case of 18e and m/M

value of 10"2, and still remain 8.5 % even for the realistic mass ratio of

10 "*. The values of Dv, Dvi, DvM and DT for the 4 cases of NqT(e) are seen in

table 1. These results show that it is insufficient to use the expression

of Dv instead of DT for the analysis of the cross section from measured
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values of DT/vi, especially for the case of rare gas having deep Ramsauer mini-

mum and for the case of large inelastic loss of ek. _gy at the collision.

Table 1 Values of diffusion coefficients (cm2/ys) [E=lV/cm]

NqT(E)

m/M

Dv (Anal)
DVJ. (Anal)
D v M (MCS)
D T (MCS)

E (MCS)

7.5E'1'2

1Ö2

1.17
1.14
1.17
1.13

0.444

10

1Ö2

1.23
1.21
1.22
1.16

0.427

14E1'2

1Ö2

1.41
1.40
1.41
1.26

0.403

li

1Ö2

2.05
2.04
2.05
1.57

0.407

8e1/z

10*

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.06

1.31 (eV)

The discrepancy between the values of Dv and Df is considered to be caused

also by the variation of electron energy within respective flights by the

field acceleration, that is due to the curvature of electron trajectory. We

consider here the diffusion of electrons having an isotropic velocity distri-

bution under zero field. As the electron energy is maintained constant during

a free flight, the mean free path of an electron of energy E is given exactly

by 1/Nqx(e), and the expected value for the diffusion transport in a direction

perpendicular to the axis is expressed by the ensemble average of Vi E.I/2/3HqT(e)

which is obtained in MCS as DvM. The lateral diffusion coefficient D T is to

be given accurately by the time average of the same quantity through sequential

collisions. The MCS of electron motion under zero field.is then carried out

giving an isotropic distribution o£ initial velocity nearly the same as that

of equilibrium and assuming zero energy-loss at the collision. The results

are shown in table 2, where an excellent agreement between Dv̂ j and Df is

observed. The values of Dvl and DvX obtained in MCS agree with Dy very closely.

The values of mean energy for each case are given in table 1 and 2 for reference.

Table 2 Values of diffusion coefficients under zero field (cm2/ys)

NqT(E)

D v M (MCS)

. DT (MCS)

E (MCS)

7.

2

2

0

5E"1'2

.24

.24

.917

10

1.26

1.26

0.452

14E1'2

1.41

1.41

0.419

18e

1.97

1.97

0.417 (eV)

Under an electric field, electrons started in isotropic directions with an

initial energy £.± will gain some amount of energy from the field within their



flights. Then the time averaged energy Gjj of flying electrons started from

E^ becomes higher than Ei# Then, the isotropic component of the energy dis-

tribution function Fo(E) described for electrons flying with % may be some-

what extended one to higher energy from the distribution Fi(e) which corres-

ponds to the initial energy £j. On the other hand, the velocity in the lateral

direction v±. which corresponds to E^' does not vary within a flight. The

lateral diffusion coefficient D̂ . in a direction y, for instance, perpendicular

to the axis is evaluated by vyXy, then DT does not correspond to E£
2Xy(Xy=Ay)

but corresponds to Ei1'2^. This is one of the reasons that D.j, always takes

smaller values than Dv.

In the case of constant collision frequency, DT is proportional to the energy

Ex which is determined by the supposed energy distribution- F^(E) of electrons

just after collision. Then, D^ has to take a lower value than Dv obtainable

from Fo(E). In a condition of constant collision cross section, Dx depends on

the lateral velocity Vj. which corresponds to e^'2. The curved trajectory of

electrons reduces the value of DT further than expected value from the lateral

velocity Vx..

When the dependence of the collision frequency on electron energy is large,

the ratio between the time average and the simple average of free flight time

AT, that is AT/(AT), takes much larger values than unity. This means that the

variety in the length of AT caused by the energy dependence of collision fre-

quency makes the value of AT = SATZ/2EAT much larger than the simple average

as is seen in table 3. Dj is in principle obtained as the time serial average

of VyXy = v*AT = EvyAT2/2EAT, whereas the diffusion coefficient Dv is given

as the ensemble average of V2/3V. In these expression, the large values of AT

or 1/v for small energy electrons are multiplied by small values of vz, and

converged values of DT and Dv are usually obtainable.

In the zero-field condition, DT agrees with Dv as mentioned above, and the

fact of which means the agreement between the time average of AT and the

ensemble average of 1/v for all the electrcus flying without changing their

energy. When the electric field is applied, however, the energy change of

electrons due to the applied field during their respective flights reduces

the ratio AT/(AT) as seen in table 3, and suppresses the DT value from Dy

especially for the case of 18e as is seen in table 1. It is estimated from

the reduction of AT/ (AT) values in table 3 that the reduction of DT value from

Dv depends also on the intensity of electric field.
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Table 3 Variation of ratio values of AT/(AT) due to electric fiels

NqT(E) 7.5e1 2 10 14e1 2 18e

E = 1

E = 0

0.987

1.16

1.10

1.41

1.36

2.00

1.64

3.48

In the conditions of large energy loss at the collision, the energy gain of

electrons through respective flights is necessarily large to compensate the

energy loss at the collision. In cases including inelastic collisions and or

of high field condition, the tendency of DT< Dv may increase considerably. In

the case of ions, an extreme reduction of DT value from Dv will be observed,

if Dv is calculated from the non-directional energy distribution function.

The velocity distribution function F(v,9), even if descrived correctly, only

give a fractional probability of existence for the instantaneous velocity

vector, but does not give the exact information concerning the continuity

length of velocity vector through the free flight time AT under the influence

of electric field. The distribution of velocity vector F(v,6) can only give

the value of Dv as the sum of the fractional component of v/3NqT(v) assuming

straight flights without changing energy. This fact causes the difficulty in

obtaining the exact value of DT from F(v,6) by relatively simple procedures.
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Abstract: Values of the electron swarm parameters, such

as the electron drift velocity W, the characteristic energy

eDT/u, the Townsend's ionization coefficient <X and the

attachment rate coefficient k , are calculated by the
a

Boltzmann equation and a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method,

1. Introduction: SFfi is the most widely used insulating gas,

HgO is important for the breakdown in atmospheric air and is

an interesting molecule for atomic and molecular collisions

because of its dipole moment. The gases F, and HC1 are being

investigated extensively for rare-gas halide lasers. Experi-

mental values of electron transport parameters in pure F2

have not been reported previously. Many reviews on these

problems have recently been reported (for example, Sierra, et

al . (1981), Garscadden (1981), Christophorou (1981), Teiph

(1981), Gallagher, et al . (1982), Chantry (1982)).

A set of cross sections for SF. H-O and F„ Were chosen

from available experimental and theoretical data. A two-term

approximation was used to solve the B Eq (Hayashi and Ushiroda,

1983). The MCS method used in this report has been discussed

previously (Hayashi, 1982).

2. Collision cross sections: The cross sections for SFfi, H ?0

and F2 used in this calculations are shown in Figs. 1 , 2 and 3.

More detailed information about all cross sections q is needed.

Detailed discussions about the values of q are not given here.
i
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Fig. 1 Cross sections of electrons in SFg. More exact experi-

mental values about q e' q around 10 eV and q lager than about
50 eV of electron energy are needed.
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Fig. 2 Cross sections of

electrons in H20. Values of

q should be read as q + q

and the values of q and q

have to given separately.

Informations about q are

not sufficient.

3. Calculated results:
Some examples of calculated
results are shown in Figs.
4 and 5 for SFg, Fig. 6 for
H20 and Figs. 7 and 8 for
F2.
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cussed in the
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Fig. 4 (c/- ̂ ) for

SFg. The symbols G,

K and M are experi-

mental values of (tf

- ̂ ) . Sol id curve

with © is the present

calculated values.

Solid curve with X is

the value of (Of - ?)

omitting the large

values of q= below 2a
eV, and solid curve

with A is the same

values omitting the

values of qfl from 2

to 15 eV. The values

of qa, larger than

10-18 cm , for the
electron energy from about 1 eV to electronic excitation po-

tential are important for the high insulating gases.
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12 r
Fig. 5
Oscillations of
electron mean
energy as a
function of
distance from
the cathode in
SF6, E/N = 424
Td. Similar
results are
reported by
Boeuf, et al.
(1982). The
origin of this

oscillations is the energy losses of electronic excitations.
It is doubtful whether the luminous layers can be observed
experimentally in SFg (Hayashi, 1981).

E/N (Td)

Fig. 6
Electron drift
velocity W in HgO,
T = 300 K.
O Presnt calcu-
lated values of W
by B Eq.
— , • Experimental
values (Gallagher).
X The values of W
which calculated by
using the values of
qm given by Packs et
al. (1962).

\
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and F,

ka at'
in

350

Fig. 7 Attachment
rate coefficient ka
in F2 as a function
of electron mean
energy.
• Present calcu-
lated values in
pure Fg.
o Experimental
values obtained by
Nygaard, et al,
(F2 in He, 1979).
X Experimental
values given by
Chen (F2 in N2,
1977).
— , — Calculat-
ed values given by

<€>(eV) Mitchell (F? in He,
1978). At thermal electron energy the values of
3.1X10"9 cm3/s (Sides, et al ., 1976).

10"

E/N (Td)
Fig.
E/N.
The

8 Attachment rate coefficient kfl in Fg as a function of
• Present calculated values . — Nighan (1978) in F?.

symbols +, A and x are experimental values in HC1 for
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ABSTRACT

The mobility of electrons in nonpolar liquids is strongly dependent on the
molecular shape. In spherelike methane the mobility is three orders of magni-
tude greater than in the rodlike ethane. To investigate the enormous gap
between methane and ethane, the effect of slightly perturbing the symmetry of
the methane molecule by progressive deuterium substitution was studied. At
temperatures near the triple point (T/T = 0.48) and near the mobility maximum
(T/T « 0.93) the mobilities change in the order: CHi, > CH3D > CH2D2 < CHD3 =
CDi). The differences are related to the symmetries of the molecules and to
the rotational motions.

KEYWORDS

Electron transport; liquid; scattering; spherelike; conduction band; pulse
radiolysis.

INTRODUCTION

Electron transport in liquid hydrocarbons is strongly affected by the physical
shape of the molecules (Gee and Freeman, 1983). Electrons injected into a
liquid composed of more spherelike molecules exhibit a larger mobility than do
those injected into a liquid of less spherelike molecules. When the molecules
are spherelike the value of the density normalized mobility, ny, in the liquid
phase is greater than that in the low density gas. The thermal electron mobil-
ity in liquid CHi, is similar to that in liquid Ar. The density normalized
mobility in liquid Ar at the normal boiling point is 20 times larger than that
in the low density gas (Huang and Freeman, 1981). The ratio for CHi, is 40
(Gee and Freeman, 1979). However the value of this ratio in ethane is only
0.03 (Gee and Freeman, 1980). The enormous difference between the values in
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methane and ethane is largely attributable to the effects of the different
molecular shapes. The high mobility in liquid Ar and Oft has been attributed
to the formation of a conduction band by overlapping of unoccupied molecular
Orbitals. Ar and CHM are spherelike species, of roughly the same size, and
isotropically polarizable. In these liquids the conduction band is relatively
smooth and the mean free path between scattering events of the thermal elect-
rons is ~102 molecular diameters. When the molecules are less spherelike,
orientational disorder causes potential fluctuations in the band as a function
of location. Electrons are scattered by potential fluctuations. Ethane mole-
cules are rodlike. In liquid ethane a potential fluctuation can be deep and
wide enough that an electron can become localized in it. When the molecules
are more spherelike, orientational disorder has less effect and the conduction
band is smoother. The same effect is noticeable even in more complex molecular
liquids like neo-pentane, where the ratio of the density normalized mobility in
the liquid phase at the normal boiling point to that in the dilute gas is 20
(Huang and Freeman, 1978).

An example of how nolecular symmetry affects the electron mobility in liquid
hydrocarbons is illustrated by beginning with CHi» and progressively substitut-
ing the hydrogen atoms by methyl groups. One obtains the sequence methane,
ethane, propane, i-butane and neo-pentane (Table 1).

Table 1. Electron mobilities at the normal boiling point, y.

Molecule

H3OCH3

carbon
skeleton

/ \

!2/Vs)

(H3C)3CH

(H3C)4C

400

0.56

0.39

5.0

68

The mobility decreases with increasing svfcstitution, reaches a minimum in pro-
pane, the least spherelike molecule, and increases again. The electron mobil-
i ty drops by three orders of magnitude on going from methane to ethane. This
dramatic change i s caused by the change of molecular sphericity. There i s an
enormous gap to be explored between methane and ethane. This was done by only
slightly altering the spherelike symmetry of the methane molecule by pro-
gressively substituting the hydrogen with deuteriun atoms. Replacement of
hydrogen with deuteriixn has several effects, most of them rather snail: the
C-D bond is 0.4% shorter than the C-H bond (Barbell, Kuchitsu, and De Neui,
1961); the polarizability of CDi, is 1.5% smaller than that of CH., (Frivold,
Hassel, and Hetland, 1939); but the important difference i s the introduction
of a degree of asymmetry. The dipole moment of CH3D is 5.6 x 10~3 D ' (Wofsy,
Muenter and Klemperer, 1970), compared to 5.4 x 10~e D for CHi, (Ozier, 1971),
In addition there i s an appreciable difference in moments of inertia of these
molecules (Table 2).
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Table 2. Moments of inertia of the methanes (10 Kg m )

Species

CHD3

CD,

3

4

5

6

6

*A

.218

.351

.537

.430

.430

h
3.218

4.351

4.824

5.162

6.430

1

3.

3.

3.

5.

6.

c
218

218

931

162

430

EXPERIMENTAL

Hiqhlv purified liquids were contained in a conductance cell that could with-
stand pressures up to about 6G atm (Dodelet and Freeman, 1977). The tempera-
ture of the cell was adjusted and maintained by a flow of cold nitrogen.
Electrons were generated in the sample by 10 or 30 ns pulses of 1.7 MeV X rays
which gave an absorbed dose of -10 eV/g and generated ~108 ions and elect-
rons/g in the sample. The nobilities of the electrons in liquid methane are
five orders of magnitude higher than those of the ions. Beth were measured
in the same sample by a time of flight method (Wada and Freeman, 1979).
Mobilities were measured with both positive and negative applied voltages to
check for effects of adventitious fields. The results obtained with the two
polarities were within 3% of each other. Measurements were made in the liquids
CHit, CH3D, CH2D2, CHD3, and CD« under their own vapor pressures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are plotted in Fig. 1 as p against the reduced temperature, T/T .
This was done to normalize for slight differences in critical temperatures.
In Fig. 2 are reported the density normalized mobilities, ny, against the
number density, n. The critical density is the same for all compounds, n =
6.1 x 1027 molec/m3. Beginning at the low temperature end of the CH* curve
in Fig. 1, the mobility decreases with increasing temperature, goes through a
minimum at T/T * 0.7, increases to reach a maximum at about T/T = 0.93 and
then drops sharply on approaching the critical temperature.

At temperatures close to the triple point electrons are scattered by phonons
and the mobility is inversely proportional to the long wavelength limit of
the structure factor, S(0) (Cohen and Lekner, 1967). S(0) increases with
temperature:

S(0) =

Xm is the isothermal compressibility of the fluid. This explains the
of the extreme left end of the mobility curve.

f i

where
slope of the extreme left end of the mobility curve. At the temperature
(density) of the mobility maximum it has been suggested (Basak and Cohen,
1979) that the short range repulsive interaction, which predominates at higher
densities, is balanced by the long range attractive dispersion potential. At
that average density the scattering length goes through zero but microscopic
density fluctuations keep the mobility finite. At even lower densities the
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0.4

Fig. 1, Thermal electron nobilities, V, as
a function of the reduced temperature, T/T ,
in coexistence liquid methane and deuterium
substituted analogues. The critical tempera-
tures used are (compound,T(K)) ü CH,,, 190.6;
CH3D, 191.1; CH2Da, 189.2; CHD3, 189.0;
CDi», 189.2.

10.0 1S.05.0

Fig. 2. Density dependence of the
density normalized mobility, nu,
in coexistence liquid methane and
deuterium substituted analogues.
The arrow indicates the criti-
cal density; n = 6.1 x 10 2 7

rolec/m3 for all compounds, v »
supercritical gas at the criti-
cal density and T = T + 0.1K
for c

compressibility of the fluid increases drastically, causing an increase in
density fluctuations. This destroys the conduction band and the mobility
drops. In the deuterated compounds (Figs. 1 and 2) the same features are
observed but, at a given temperature, the absolute value of the mobility is
different. These systems can be compared at a given temperature, say the
temperature at which the mobility goes through a maximum. In Fig. 3 are
reported the electron mobilities at the maximum for all compounds. The
mobility decreases cm going from CHi, ta CH3D, reaches a minimum in CHZD2,
increases again on going to CHD3 but only a further slight increase is
observed on going to CDi, in which one would expect to observe a mobility com-
parable to that of CTU because of the symmetry.

In Fig. 4 are reported the ratios of the mobility in CHi» to that in the
deuterated compounds as a function of the reduced temperature. A single line
has been drawn for CHD3 and CDi, because the electron mobility in these two
compounds is the same within the scatter throughout most of the temperature
range. These curves have the same general shape as that of the electron
mobility, which indicates that those effects producing the former are shape
sensitive. For example, at temperatures close to the triple point where
elastic scattering by phonons in a solid-like regime is the predominant effect
CH2D2, the least spherelike compound, gives the lowest mobility. The same be-
havior is observed at the density of the mobility maximum. Here, as indicated,
what is important is the balance between attractive and repulsive potentials.
For the more asymmetric compounds the attractive part of the potential be-
comes important at higher densities than that of tha more spherelike compounds
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1.0

CH2D2

CH3D

CHD3 * CD4

0 1 2 3 4
No. of D Atoms

Piy, 3. Electron nobilities a t the
tjutperature of the maxiitm, Vmax as
a function of the number of deuterium
atans substituted for hydrogen in CHi,.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
T/Te

Fig. 4. Ratios of the mobility in
liquid Ob to that in the deuterated
compounds IVwAV)' as a function of
the reduced temperature, T /T .

because in the latter case we are dealing with a charge-induced dipole inter-
action whereas in the former there is also a permanent dipole moment. There-
fore the minimum of the bottom of the conduction band energy should be high-
est and occur at a higher density in the least spherelike compound, CH2D2-
Frcm our data it is not possible to decide whether the maxima are occurring
at different densities; the shift could be too small, but the lowest maximum
is observed in CH2D2. Intermediate values are observed in CH3D and CHD3
(Fig. 3). However in CDi» the mobility stays low by comparison to CHi» through-
out the temperature range. Inelastic collisions make an important contribu-
tion in moderating the electron energy, even at energies <0.1 eV, in liquid
methane. When elastic scattering is the dominant process that moderates the
electron energy, the electron drift velocity, v,, should became nonlinear
with field strength when v. a c , where c is the velocity of low frequency
sound (Shockley, 1951; Paranjape, 1980). In liquid methane near its triple
point the ratio of the threshold drift velocity to the speed of sound equals
8 (Gee and Freeman, 1979). The values of the ratio in the liquids argon,
krypton and xenon, where inelastic scattering is negligible, are approximately
unity (Miller, Howe and Spear, 1968; Huang and Freeman, 1981). Therefore if
inelastic scattering is important in liquid methane even at thermal energies,
excitation of phonons and molecular rotations must be involved.

The temperature region above the mobility maximum in the liquid and measure-
ments in the supercritical gas at the critical density are shewn in Fig. 5.
The differences tend to disappear. In this temperature range the conduction
band is being destroyed by the increasing density fluctuations. It appears
that in the liquid phase the electron senses a different environment in the
different compounds but such differences are noticeable only when the mole-
cules are correlated.

i
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Fig. 5. Thermal electron mobili-
ties, v, in liquid and si?ser-
critical gas at the critical
density for O h and deuterated
analogues as a function of the
reduced temperature, T/P , in
the region around the critical
point.

0.95 1.05

Differences in behavior are related to rotational motion of the molecules but
they are noticeable only in liquid phase. It has been suggested that rota-
tional notion in liquid methane could be hindered near the triple point
(Ewing, 1964; Bigeleisen, Cragg, and Jeevanandan, 1967; Savoie and Fournier,
1970). The moment of inertia of CDi, is twice as large as that of CHi», see
Table 2, therefore rotational energy levels are closer to each other in CD»
than in CH». The rigid rotor rotational constant, B of CHi, is 0.65 neV
while that of CDi« is 0.32 meV. In addition, the phonan spectra in the two
systems are different. The energies of intermolecular vibrations (phonons)
are related to van der Waals forces and are inversely proportional to the
square root of the mass. Intermolecular forces are nearly the same in CHM
and CDi». Phonan energy levels are 12% lower in CDi» than in CHi,. The
probability of inelastic collisions involving excitation of phonons and
rotations should be greater for electrons in CD, than in CHi,. In the gas
phase these effects are masked by the predominant elastic contributions. It
is not clear why the curves of the deuterated compounds come together in a
density region intermediate between the triple point and the density of the
mobility maximum (Fig. 2). This is probably the result of two overlapping
mechanisms which are sensitive to the same molscular properties. Near the
triple point lattice contributions are important. The least spherelike com-
pound, CH2D2, gives the lowest inability because of orientational disorder.
The mobility in CDi, is lower relative to that in CHi, because of the larger
moment of inertia and the lower phonon energies. Around the density of the
mobility maximum the balance of attractive and repulsive forces is affected
not only by symmetry but also by mass. At densities lower than that of the
mobility maximum, density fluctuations are so large that the conduction
band is destroyed. The differences between the compounds disappear and the
electron mobility is the same in all of them.

In conclusion, a slight distortion of symmetry by deuterium substitution of
hydrogen in methane affects electron scattering in the conduction band.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advantages of using gas mixtures in swarm experiments were realised

soon after the first swarm experiments were made, and the monograph by

Healey and Reed1 written in 1941 contains many references to such studies.

However the presence of two or more components in a mixture increases the

complexity of the analysis, and consequently the full potential of these

studies could not be realized until more detailed analytical techniques

became available for interpreting the experimental data. With the

development of such techniques there has been extensive use of gas mixtures

in swarm experiments for a number of purposes including: the study of

vibrational excitation in molecular gases2; measurements of attachment rate

coefficients for highly electro-negative gases3; the suppression of

attachment cooling in oxygen1*; and studies of specific gases of applied

interest5, including those intended for use in gas lasers, fast nuclear-

particle counters and diffuse discharge switches.

The purpose of this paper is to present some recent work from our

laboratory on the measurement and interpretation of electron transport in

gas mixtures.

II. ELECTRON ATTACHMENT AND DIFFUSION IN OXYGEN

Preliminary results of our work on thermal electron attachment and

diffusion were presented at the first Swarm Seminar in Tokyo. At that time

we were principally concerned with the experimental evidence for attachment

cooling and the theoretical support for our results provided by Skullerud's

analysis'*. There was some subsequent debate about the validity of both

the experimental and theoretical results'* which has now been resolved7.

We report here subsequent work using O2-N2 and O2-CO2 mixtures whose aim

was to obtain data for the attachment rates and diffusion coefficients

free from the substantial errors that can result from attachment cooling.

The non-trivial effect of attachment cooling in pure 0 2 at a pressure

Permanent address: National Measurement Laboratory,
CSIRO, Lindfield, N.S.W., Australia.
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figure I

of 2.5 kPa can be seen from Fig. I 8. Even

at the lowest pressures {- 0.5 kPa) that

can be used in our electron density

sampling (Cavalleri) technique for

measuring electron loss rates, attachment

cooling significantly affects the

measurements. Its effect can be

adequately suppressed by using a binary

mixture, the second component of which is

chosen to have a much higher energy

exchange rate with thermal electrons than

oxygen which has an exceptionally low

rate for a molecular species.

(a) determination of the three-body attachment rate coefficient

Because the attachment of thermal electron to O2 is a three-body

process, the analysis of experimental data for binary mixtures is

complicated by the unknown ratio y of the stabilizing efficiency of the

other component to that of 02- We followed the procedure developed by

Shimamqri and Hatano^ to determine y and hence k 2 , the three-body

attachment rate coefficient for 0 2. Using mixtures with a sufficiently

large proportion of the buffer gas (either N2 or OO2) to suppress attach-

ment cooling adequately we found10 k 2 = 2.2 x 1O~ 3 0 cm6 s"1, in

satisfactory agreement with the value of Shimamori and Hatanc, and

Y = 0.05 and 1.57 for % and CO2 respectively.

(b) determination of the diffusion coefficient for thermal electrons

Measurements of diffusion and drift in O 2 for swarms of near-

thermal energy are extremely difficult. Consequently considerable

uncertainty exists concerning the momentum transfer cross section a at
m

thermal energies, even the average value of which is uncertain by at least

a factor of two. Our attempts to measure the diffusion coefficient for

thermal electrons (NDj-n) in pure O2 by the density sampling technique were

thwarted by attachment cooling and here, too, we had to resort to

experiments with mixtures; these were then analyzed using Blanc's law

(see section 3).

The momentum transfer cross section in O2 at thermal energies is

believed to be much smaller (< 50%) than the cross section in N2;

consequently it is necessary to use mixtures with a substantial proportion
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of O2 to obtain reasonable sensitivity of the measurements to ND . for 0_.

Fortunately this is possible because: (a) as has already been stated,

N2 is a superior thermalizing agent, and (b) the diffusion coefficient, " 1

representing an average over the whole swarm rather than a part, is less j

sensitive to attachment cooling than ka
2. We were therefore able to

determine ND t h for mixtures having concentrations as high as 66% without

significant errors from attachment cooling. These data were then used in
No

eqn. 3.2 (section 3) , together with the known values of NDt£, to give a

set of values of ND t h for oxygen.
10 The use of Blanc's law in this

application yields negligible error (see section 3). Our best estimate of

N D ^ = 37 x 10 2 1 cm"1 s"1 is in satisfactory agreement with the value of

39 « 10 2 1 cm™1 s"1 obtained by Nelson and Davis11 and supports a rather

small value (- lft2) for the averag« value of a m in O2 at thermal energies.

III. THE APPLICATION OF BLANC'S LRW FOR MIXTURES

The lateral diffusion coefficient for electrons in H2O has not been

determined for low energy electrons. The electron density sampling

technique with an applied RF warming field appears to have advantages for

these measurements and we have therefore initiated a series of experiments

in H2O by attempting to measure the diffusion coefficient for thermal

electrons. These experiments required that H2O be buffered with N 2 in

order to reduce the decay constants to values measurable with existing

equipment. However the very different energy dependences of a m in H2O and

N2 1 2 demanded an examination of the validity of Blanc's law for this

application.

For a mixture containing a fraction f of component A and (1-f) of B,

the density normalized diffusion coefficient for the mixture (NDmlX) is

given by

N D m x = (2/m)1* f - -f(e) de. 3.1
' f a + (1-f) a

m m
A B

If a n /
a
m
 = const., and we consider only the case of thermal swarms for

which f(e) is the thermal Maxwellian distribution, it follows that

3.2

which is Blanc's law applied to diffusion coefficients. Given the validity

of this equation, NDfch can be calculated from measured values of N D S J
X and

known (or measured) values of ND^.

Petrovic13 has made a systematic theoretical study of the validity of
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this procedure using a number of mixtures of model gases whose cross

sections are represented by simple analytical functions, and extended his

work to include some mixtures of real gases. We show here only his results

for mixtures of O2 and H2O in % . His procedure is to calculate N D ^ for

each gas of a given mixture, using published cross sections, then N D ^ X

from eqn. 3.1. The "Blanc's law" value of N D ^ for the "unknown" gas is

then calculated from eqn. 3.2 using the calculated value of N D ^ for the

known gas. The fractional difference between the "Blanc's law" value and

the directly calculated value, the "error", is then calculated and plotted

as a function of f. The results are shown in Fig. 2 which shows a

limiting error (i.e. the error as f •+ 0) of 80% for mixtures of H2O in Nj-

For comparison note the small maximum error (- 1%) that results from

applying Blanc's law in order to determine N D ^ for 0 2 from measurements

in 02-N2 mixtures (see section 2 ) .

Our experiments to determine N D ^ for H2O were made with mixtures

containing between 5 and 20% of H 20. From Fig. 2 we expect the error in

the result from the 5% mixture to be about 10%, and from the 20% mixture

about 3%. The lower curve of Fig. 3 shows our "raw" data, i.e. the values

of ND t h calculated by direct application of Blanc's law. However we can

use the error curve of Fig. 2, which is relatively insensitive to errors

in the cross sections used to derive it, to correct these data, thus

obtaining the upper set of points. The scatter about the mean value is

within experimental error, the correction procedure having clearly removed

the systematic abundance dependence which was to be expected from the

analysis and which was confirmed by experiment.

\
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IV. VIBRATIONAL CROSS SECTION DETERMINATION FROM SWARM MEASUREMENTS WITH

GAS MIXTURES

Haddad and Milloy2 have recently completed drift velocity measurements

in. CO-Ar mixtures and analyzed the data to provide revised normalizing

factors for the vibrational cross sections in these gases, a procedure

suggested by the work of Engelhardt and Phelps2. Fig. 4 shows examples of

the drift velocities in mixtures containing 1 to 20% of CO in Ar on which

the analysis is based. When data for mixtures having low concentrations

of the molecular species are analyzed, there is a large measure of

separation between the influence of a m for the molecular species and that

of the cross sections for vibrational and electronic excitation (ay and

a e x respectively). in the case of CO there is, in addition, almost

complete separation between the effects of o y and o .

tlH (U) E(.v)

Figure 4 Figure 5

An acceptable match between calculated and experimental values for the

dilute mixtures could not be found simply by renormalizing the set of

a v and a e x proposed by Land
11*. Two modifications to the set of a„ were

GX

necessary: a reduction of the a3ir threshold to 6.01 eV15, and the

incorporation of a resonance structure near threshold16. With these

modifications, and using the set of o y used by Land but with his normalizing

factor of 1.9 replaced by 1.3, it was possible to fit all the data in all

the mixtures to within ± 4% which is just outside the experimental

uncertainty of ± 3%.

With these cross sections determined, a m for CO could be found by

fitting to the drift velocity data for pure CO.



The momentum transfer cross section, a , and a for the a3ir
Q->\L ®x

transition so determined are shown in Fig. 5. There are significant

differences in each case between these cross sections and those of Land.

While both sets predict the drift velocity data in pure CO equally well, this

is not the case for the 1% CO mixture where the maximum mismatch using

Land's set approaches 15%. The explanation for the differences in the cross

sections seems to be that Land fitted to both drift and diffusion data in

pure CO, and that the errors in his calculated values of D̂ , that arose from

his use of a conventional (two-term) Boltzmann code resulted in quite sub-

stantial errors in the cross sections. However the experimental data for

Dm on which his analysis was based requires confirmation and further

experiment and analysis is required.
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Abstract: A new method for measuring the spread of electron swarm

drifting under uniform electric field in liquid xenon is proposed.

This is made by observing the width of scintillation pulse produced

by drifting electrons in the vicinity of a thin center wire of a

proportional scintillation counter, put in the end part of the

electron drift space. From tne spread of electron swarm and its

drift time, the ratio of longitudinal diffusion coefficient to

mobility E = eD^/u for electrons in liquid xenon is directly

obtained. eT of electron swarms under the various electric fields

have been measured and compared with e„ = eD /u previously obtained

under the same electric fields.

I. Introduction:

In the end of 1970's, Shibamura et al. ' 2' measured the ratio

of transverse diffusion coefficient to mobility, e T = eD /p (e:

electronic charge, ?!„:transverse diffusion coefficient and p:electron

mobility) of electrons in liquid argon and xenon by using the micro-

strip electrode technique. In general, the diffusion coefficient in
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the direction parallel to electric field, "longitudinal diffusion

coefficient", DL is different from D,_. In gases havingTRämusauer effect,

D^ is slightly smaller than D . in gases having Ramusauer effect,

on the other hand, the ratio of D. to D remarkably changes in the

region of Rarausauer-miniinum. Such a tendency is expected in liquid

rare gases, too. If so, the ratio of DT/D„ is considered to be a

measure for judging whether Ramusauer effect exists or not in liquid

rare gases. From such a view point, we are trying to measure D as jL 1
well as DT of electrons in liquid rare gases.

In this paper, we propose a new method for measuring D , that is,

GL o f e l e c t r o n s i n liquid xenon, which is a kind of time of flight

method, and present some preliminary results obtained so far.

2. Principle of Method

In liquid xenon, the so-called "proportional scintillation"

occurs in the vicinity of a thin wire to which a high positive

voltage is applied, as in rare gases. If a wire of several microns

in diameter is used, the occurrence of proportional scintillation

is limited within about one micron from the surface of the wire(see

Fig. 1). Also, the drift velocity of electrons in liquid xenon is almost

constant for the electric field higher than 3 kV/cm. Therefore, if

an electron swarm enters to the proportional scintillation region

around the thin wire after drifting a long distance in the region of

uniformelectric field as shown in Fig. 1, eD^y is given by a following

formula by measuring the time width T r m s of the proportional

scintillation pulse,' f
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where w is the drift velocity of electrons in liquid xenon,

d is the drift distance of electrons and V̂  is the voltage applied

between the start and the final points of drifting electrons. In the

abovetformula, the average electric field strength in the drift space

is assumed to be VVd and the influence of the non-uniform electric

field around the wire on the value of eDL/p is neglected. The drift

velocity of electrons w is easily obtained by measuring the time

interval of the primary scintillation directly produced by ionizing

particle and the proportional scintillation emitted around the wire when

the drifting electrons reach the sensitive region. Also, the range of

ionizing particle, by which the electron swarm is produced, should be

small compared with the spread of electron swarm due to diffusion.

If these conditions are satisfied, we can directly obtain E L =
 eDr/iJ

or DT bv usina the above formula.

3. Experimental

In this experiment, the vessel of the liquid xenon drift chamber

used for studying the position resolution for aplha-particles

has been used but the arrangement of electrodes was chanaed. The cross-

sectional view of the electrode syatem is shown in Fig. 2. The drift

distance of electrons is 15 mm and the internal radius of the

proportional scintillation counter is 3 mm. The anode wire of 4 microns

in diameter was used in this counter. The electron swarms were produced

by alpha-particles emitted the source plate. In this electrode arragement

it seems that the influence cf non-uniform electric field in the

counter can not be neglected. However, it is estimated to be less than

10 %. The electric field strength used for measurements covers

the range from 2 to 7 kV/cm.



4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows a typical example obtained at source-plate-

voltage Vs = -6.0 kV and anode-wire-voltage Vw = +1.2 kV. Two

types of scintillation pulses are shown in Fig. 3(a). The first

negative pulses at the beginning of the trace are the primary

scintillation produced by a-particles from Po, and the second

pulses are the proportional scintillation emitted around the anode

wire. The time of = 6 usec between the first and the second is the

drift time of electron swarm from the source plate to the anode

wire, which is consistent with the data of electron drift velocity

in liquid xenon. Figure 3 (.b) shows the expanded picture of

proportional scintillation pulse.

The preliminary results obtained so far are shown in Fig.. 4,

as well as the data on eD /y in liquid and gaseous xenon. One can

see that eDL/ji is about 30% smaller than eD /u in liquid xenon,

which suggests non-existence of Ramsauer-minimum in liquid xenon

near these electric fild.
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(a) 1 usec/div, O.lV/div (b) 0.2 ysec/div, O.lV/div
Fig. 3 Oscilloscope photograph of scintillation pulse at

Vs = 6 kV, Vw = 1.2 kV.
(a) First pulses correspond to the emission of a-particles

in liquid xenon. The second pulses correspond to the
arrival time of electron swarm to the anode wire.

(b) The width (fwhm) of this second pulse is = 0.2psecond.

Fig. 4 eD/y in liquid
xenon. Solid line
shows eD /\i in gaseous
argon at the same
value of E/N.
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INTRODUCTION y\

I Swarm phenomena become very complex in gases containing energetic

neutral metastable particles. A satisfactory understanding of the

situation in a single gas such as N_ is based on the analysis of the
2

spatial dependence of the metastable particle contributions by Davidson

and on the Molnar analysis of the corresponding temporal characteristics

of the ionization growth, i The situation is far from satisfactory,

however, in gas mixtures containing two or more such particles.

Measurements of the primary ionization coefficient in binary mixtures
4

were reproducible . However the secondary ionization processes showed

marked sensitivity to the experimental conditions and complexities

] appeared in the Molnar analyses. *

' Thejaeypreliminary observations have stressed the need for more highly

.' time-resolved studies to separate the electron, positive ion and Penning

Kx ionization components in the ionization growth. At the same time it is

essential to establish the origin and interpretation of the more complex
2

1/t vs 1/d plots associated with the Molnar analysis and indeed to

reassess the validity of the Molnar approach itself.

The purpose of the present paper is to outline new techniques that

have led to further insights into the parameters controlling metastable

particle contributions to swarm phenomena.

BASIC PROCEDURES

} Both the first ionization coefficients a/"N and the spatially

I dependent secondary coefficient u(d) are evaluated from observations of

{ the spatial growth of ionization between plane-parallel electrodes at

*v" constant E/N (electric field/gas density). A auenehing parameter u/ot =
BI I >_^_«

o" VGTD' where G and D are the volume destruction and diffusionm m
coefficient respectively for metastable particles, provides a means for

comparing observations of «(d) with theory. I For an ideally pure gas

sample u/a = 0. Typical values, producing agreement between theory and
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experiment, varied between 0.8 and 1.9.

[Temporal investigation of the ionization growth lead to values of

both G and D . , An external light source, capable of producing electrons
m

from the cathode boundary surface, is chopped periodically giving access

to the time constant for the growth or decay of ionizaticin due to

metastable particles. The shape of the In I vs t curve yields the

quantity 1/T which when multiplied by the ratio of the total current to

the fast component Im/Ip yields the reciprocal of the decay constant T.

It is the Molnar analysis , applied to a single metastable-particle

contribution that, to a satisfactory first approximation for the samples

of Np gas used in previous studies, yields the relation 1/T = (I /I_)(1/T)
? 2= (x D )/d + G and enables both D and G to be evaluated.m m

THE MOLNAR ANALYSIS

The validity of the Molnar approach was tested as follows:

(i) A numerical solution of the appropriate continuity equations

containing the relevant swarm parameters was obtained for the case of the

single dominant metastable H,(A f ) particle in N and values of I vs t

computed to confirm agreement with the actual measured values,

(ii) The Molnar analysis was then applied to the set of computed values

to retrieve the appropriate values of D and G used in the formulation of
m

the continuity equations. For this purpose two approximations were

considered for the multiplying factor [I-, + (S-1 )-1i 3/[I~ + S(B-1)~1i ]
1 S £ S

used by Molnar t o c o n v e r t 1/T i n t o 1 / t namely, ( a ) i = 0 g i v i n g !-,/!„ a s
s i r

used in recent applications and (b) ß = 4 giving instead of I~/Ip the

factor (IT + 0.3 i )/(I_ + 1.3 i ). Here i represents a small correction
1 S I S S

to the value of the slow component of the ionization current arising from

neglect of higher order terms in the series expansion representing the

total ionization current growth.

(iii) The above procedures were then repeated for a situation which

recognised contributions .from two different metastable particles. As a

first approximation the computed values of I vs t obtained separately for

each particle were simply added together and treated as a set of values to

be analysed by application of the Molnar approach to retrieve the input
values D and G for the two separate particles. Other more complex

in
possibilities are being investigated.

\ .i A-
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The first two testa, applied to N, at an E/p = 100 V cm" torr" , p =

5 torr and influenced only by the R 2 ! A V ) particle, led to the values of

D = 160 and 151 and G = 35 and '»8 for i = 0 and ? = 1 respectively. The
in a

agreement obtained with the actual values Dra = 153 and G = 50 gave

confidence that the Molnar procedure was satisfactory.

For the third test one of the particles wa3 the N2(A
3£*) state with

the same values for D and G. However the D_ value for the second
m ni

particle was assumed to be 40, volume quenching rate G = 50 and the

product (a n ) of its excitation coefficient, 0L.,and surface ionization
m m 3 +

efficiency, n , four times larger than for the N2(A
J£u) state. This gave

the values of I vs t for each separate particle shown in Figure 1 as

curves A and B respectively. When combined, the double-slope Molnar plot

shown as curve C was obtained. The input data for the first particle

A 153 50 0.0025
B 40 50 0.01

un
its

) o

I 
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rb
.
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\ \ d
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could be retrieved, as in the first two tests, only by applying the 8 = 1

approximation to the curve A. Similar treatment of the residual data

represented by curve B would yield the corresponding input data

appropriate to the second particle. However in the particular case chosen

for this test the analysis ia extremely sensitive to the precis« values of

i and the difficulty becomes more severe the larger the value of d. Some
s

caution would therefore be neceaaary whan considering values of D and G

derived on the basis of the Molnar analysis applied to experimental

observations subject to such limitations.
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APPLICATION OF THE MOLNAR ANALYSIS TO OBSERVATIONS IN HIGHLY PURE GAS

SAMPLES

Strict control of common impurities in recent experiments has

revealed unusual phenomena especially in the region close to critical

breakdown . For improved gas purity one would anticipate an increase in

w(d) and a decrease in both the breakdown potential Vß and the value of G.

D 3hould remain essentially unchanged. To investigate this situation new
m

experiments have been carried out in an all-metal system capable of

prolonged high temperature baking. The new instrumentation was first
•7

checked by confirming earlier measurements of both a/N and V_ before any

degassing was attempted. Subsequently, with progressive degassing,

dramatic changes occurred in the magnitude of the contributions from the

secondary ionization processes, a/N remaining unchanged. V_ decreased
D

considerably as the ratio Im/Ip increased substantially. Most

significantly, extra structure also appeared in the In I vs t observations

(Figure 2) suggesting the presence of more than one metastable particle.

In the light of the tests of the Molnar approach outlined above,

contribution (2) in Figure 2 was subtracted from the total, yielding the

reduced data of curve (b). This in turn could be converted into the

form suitable for evaluating both D and G. For all values of electrode
m

separation d considered, the simplest approximation i = 0 applied in test
s

(i) above was adopted. The results are shown in Figure 3, which yields

the value D^p = 160 cm s~ torr expected for the N (A Z+) particle. The

experimental precision was not sufficiently high to justify applying the

approximation B = 4 to the experimental observations.

The implication of the evidence presented in Figure 2 is that the new

particle associated with the contribution 2 of Figure 2 is itself another

particle of N2 and within the constraints outlined in the tests of the

Molnar analysis discussed above, it should be possible to retrieve further

information about the 'new' particle by analysing the In I vs t data

associated with curve (b). Indeed this leads to a value D p ̂  HO which
m

Implies a diffusion cross-section -v- 4 times greater than for the I ( A S + )

particle, unfortunately no measurements of the diffusion coefficients of

highly excited states of N £ appear to be available which would help in a

positive identification of such a particle at the present time.
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OPTOGALVANIC STUDIES OF METASTABLE PARTICLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO IOHIZATION

GROWTH- d

A new technique that-wayr ln~due~ course; bB-cap*bi«-of- resolving

abwre uncertainties, has been developed specifically for

investigations of the role of metastable particles in swarm experiments.

The technique relies on the selective perturbation of metastable particle

populations by the use of a dye-laser tuned to an appropriate transition

removing a metastable particle to a higher energy state. \ If the laser-

induced perturbation takes the form of a 10 nanosecond pulse, the

equilibrium of a steady-state pre-breakdown experiment is temporarily

disturbed and a so-called opto-galvanic (O.G.) signal is observed which

provides information about the gas and surface processes that combine to

restore the equilibrium situation.

Given the relatively small population levels of energetic particles

in swarm experiments on weakly ionized gases, the O.G. signals are weak.

For the first experiments neon was chosen as the gas medium, the energy

level system and a typical O.G. signal being shown in Figure t. A

schematic representation of the experiment is ahown in Figure 5 and the

detailed structure of the fast component of the O.G. signals is displayed

in Figure 6. The fine structure of this component can be interpreted in

terms of the resonance radiation and the ionic contributions from the

successive avalanches to the restoration of the steady-state equilibrium.
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Whilst these processes occur over microseconds the final restoration of

equilibrium extends to the millisecond time scale associated with the

diffusion times of the neutral excited particles.

(1)

(3)

N = 1.062 x 1 0 " cm"3

d = 1.44 cm

E/N = 110.9 Td

Figure 6.

50 100

The success of these experiments encourages attempts to apply them to

the phenomena observed in N„ under highly pure conditions. However

several difficulties then arise. Firstly a dye laser is required that is

tunable in the spectral region appropiate to the nitrogen rather than neon

system. Secondly, a pheifomenon and appropriate detection system is

required that provides the maximum possible sensitivity to the

laser-induced perturbation. The choice of laser must await the removal of

some of the present ambiguities about the identification of the 'new'

particle. Several of the following phenomena associated with high purity
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conditions in N may provide a suitably sensitive detection technique.

NEW IONIZATION EFFECTS OBSERVED WITH HIGH PURITY CONDITIONS
10

As the gas sample is purified two new effects establish themselves

in N_. (i) Close to breakdown an overshoot occurs in the temporal

response of the steady-state ionization current before it saturates at the

equilibrium value. This does not occur at moderate gap separations or

when the gas is 'impure*, (ii) An extremely sensitive control of a self-

sustained current becomes possible, which is lost as the quality of the

gas purity deteriorates. Both effects could be anticipated if, under

these special conditions, it is a/-sensitive balance between the production

and destruction of two metastable particles of the same gas, themselves

capable of interacting with each other to yield new sources of free

electrons,\that controls the situation. In such circumstances selective

laser-induced perturbations might provide the appropriate disturbance of

the balance that could be readily detected. Since each of these particles

diffuse to boundary surfaces to yield electrons then corresponding surface

effects could be anticipated and some evidence for this has been observed

in experiments involving a reversal of polarity of the applied voltage in

the presence of two different surfaces in the same gas sample.
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A HIGH-RYDBERG ATOM AS A PROBE TO LOW ENERGY ELECTRON RARE-CAS COLLISIONS
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Yutaka Sato
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Abstract: It is shown that one can get information on scatterings of

extremely slow electrons by rare-gas atoms from Rydberg rare-gas atom

collisions. Zero-energy scattering length of Xe is tentatively estimated
1 3

to be -(7.2+.," )a„ from the experimental data on Xe**(nf)-Xe I mixing
J. -O U

collisions.

I. Introduction: Recently collision processes involving high-Rydberg atoms

have been a target of active experimental and theoretical research /!/. It is

now widely accepted that the interaction between a high-Rydberg atom (A**) and a

neutral species (B) can be largely understood in terms of information on the

scattering of the slow electron by B /2,3,4,5/. This is based on the free

electron model in which an excited Rydberg electron behaves as if it were 'free*

and slow with its interaction with B playing a decisive role. Theoretically

speaking, this means that refined experiments on the A**-B interaction can give

us information on the scattering of the slow electron by B /2,3,5,6/. Based on

this model, it has been pointed out that one may view the high-Rydberg atom as

an electron beam with a velocity distribution determined by its quantum state

/3,5/.

Fortunately recent development in high resolution laser spectroscopy enables

experimentalists to excite an atom selectively into well defined Rydberg states

[ and to do more refined experiments on collisions involving high-Rydberg states

/I/. Recently experimental data on collision of Xe**(nf) with SF_ /7,8/ have
I b

J been compared with those oh e-SF scattering /9/. This supports the free
I
, electron model, ie, the assumption that the Rydberg electron interacts with a
i \

molecule very much like a free electron. A previous report from our laboratory

/10/ has shown that it is feasible to extract information on the low—energy

electron rare-gas collisions, ie, zero-energy electron scattering length a from
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the quasi-elastic state-changing collisions of the high-Rydberg atom with the

lighter rare-gas atoms such as

A**(nfc)+B * A»*(n'8,')+B (1)

where n(n') is the principal quantum number, J,(i') is the angular momentum of

the Rydberg state and B is a rare-gas atom. This can be considered as the

simplest prototype of swarm studies on collisions of Rydberg atoms. Here we

will report an extensive study on collision processes (1) including collisions

with heavy rare-gas atoms and make a tentative determination of the zero-energy

scattering length of Xe from the experimental data on process (1).

II. Extraction, of information on electron rare-gas collisions from Rydberg

rare-gas collisions: Expression for the cross sections for process (1) is

written /5/ as follows:

2. , %, (Q)QdQ

(2)

where \i is the reduced mass of the colliding system, K and K1 are the wave

numbers of the relative motion before and after the collisions, F (Q) is
nd.n'I'

the transition form factor of the high-Rydberg atom for the (nJ)*(n' I') transi-

tion, -KQ is the momentum transfer, a is the polarizability of the rare-gas

atom, m is the electron mass and a is the Bohr orbit. So far we have found

that expression (2) can describe the state-changing processes by collisions with

the lighter rare-gas atoms /15/. For lower n, expression (2) can be applied

only to the lighter rare-gas atoms because of the approximation made in its

derivation. However, for the higher n, we have also found that expression (2)

can describe the state-changing collisions with the heavy rare-gas atoms

reasonably well. Figure 1 shows comparison of the thermally averaged cross

sections with the experimental data on collision processes between Xe»*(nf) and

Kr or Xe. Theoretical results are seen to be in a good agreement with experi-

mental data though the error estimates of the data are not so small.

According to the procedures proposed in Ref.10, we rewrite expression for the

thermally averaged cross section F„. • (n&,An) (=<Va„. . (nl,An)>/<V>) for the

2, mixing process (with n change) as follows:
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10- 1 ]
r

Fig.l Comparison of the

experimental «,-mixing cross

sections /12/ for process

Xe**(nf)+B+Xe*»(n,SÄ')+B with

the theoretical ones where B is

Kr or Xe. The cross sections

evaluated at n=24, 35 and 45 are

connected by smooth lines. The

quantum defect of Xe**(nf) is

taken to be 0.055.

where

v »0
2 ,-1 ,a ,2 V (3)

T = <VXV~1I (nfc,4n,V)>,

An=n-n', v =• /fi and t=Qa_. Thus one should have a straight line if one makes a

plot of X[ = (<V>/v ) (c . (na,An)/aQ )/2irT ] against the quantity "I-/I. employ-

ing the experimental data as a . (nH,An). Physically we may interpret the
8f mix

quantity as a measure of the average momentum transfer experienced by the

Rydberg electron in process (1). The intercept of the Ordinate of this plot
2

gives an estimate for the quantity a and its slope yields information on a

product o a where equation- (3) is valid. It should be noted that one can plot

all the data on collisions with the same rare-gas atom in a single figure.

Recently several sets of experimental data on process (1) for the high n have

appeared /ll,12,13,14/. We have made plosts of X against employing these

data as ä . (nll.An). Figure 2 shows the results for Xe. In this figure we plot



Fig.2 Plot of X against I-/!, for

quasi-elastic state changing

collisions of the high-Rydberg

atoms with Xe. The closed circles

are calculated from the experimen-

tal data on collisions of Xe**(nf)

/12/ and the open ones are from

those of Na**(nd) /14/. A straight

line stands for the theoretical

result calculated from a=-6.5aQ and
3

8X101-2

two sets of experimental data /12.14/. For comparison with dat.-i points derived

from experimental data on Rydberg-neufc»"5! collisions, we also draw a theoretical

straight line determined by the data on a (=-6.5a,,) and a (=27.292a 3 ) from the
O p 0

other independent sources /16.17/. These data sets should be consistent with

one another. However, there is a systematic difference between two sets of

data. Data of Ref.14 tend to deviate systematically from the theoretical

straight line given in Figure 2. This tendency is also seen in the same plot

for Kr (not shown here). Therefore we make a tentative least square fit to the

data of Ref.12. This gives a=-(7.2±^g)a0 and ap=(36±
3g)aQ

3. These results are

consistent with the data on a and a derived from other independent sources

though agreement is still not satisfactory from a quantitative view point. More

refined experiments on process (1) are highly desirable.
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THE USJE OF N2 MOLECULES FOR DETECTION OP RARE

GAS METASTABLES IN SWARM EXPERIMENTS

J.V.BoSin, V.V.Urosevid and Z.Lj.Petrovid

Institute of Physics, 11001 Beograd, P.O.Box 57, Yugoslavia

Rare gas metastable levels play an important role in

many natural and technical processes (atmospheric phenomena,

gas discharge, processes in gaseous coherent and incoherent;

light sources, etc.). But, their detection and quantitative

measurement is a very crude problem until now. In this work

we propose and elaborate la method of measurement of the conce-

ntration of rare gas metastables in weakly ionized gases based

on the transfer of their excitation energy to N_ molecules and

application of this method for evaluation of their excitacion

coefficients.

In a gas mixture consisting of a rare gas (argon, neon

or helium, ^99%) and nitrogen («1%), the total gas presure

being typically 5-50 Torr, a stationary non-selfsustained

discharge is produced in an uniform electric field. Photo-

-electrons emitted by Hg resonante line at 253,7 nm, io~10~ -
—9-10 A, are multipled in ionizing collisions and an electron

swarm is formed. Many other inelastic collision processes take

place also, including formation of rare gas metastables and

transfer of their excitation energies to N 2 molecules. Abso-

lute measurement of subsequent nitrogen radiation, performed

by a sensitive optical and detection system, makes possible

determination of metastable concentration, if (i) direct exci-

tation of, N„ by swarm electrons can be neglected (or taken

into account) and (ii) the probability of the corresponding

excitation transfer process is known. More of them, if (iii)

electron energy distribution function of swarm electrons is

not much perturbed by small addition of N_, the same method
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can be used for determination of excitation coefficients of

rare gas metastable levels e/N=f(E/N), as shown in [l[ for

the case of argon metastables.

As an example, we shall use helium metastables, which

excitation coefficients have been determined by measuring of

N 2 1 negative group. In Fig. 1 simplified energy level dia-

grams of He and N_ are presented, thogether with the most

important (for our measurement)transitions:

Fig.l Simplified energy level

diagrams of He, N 2 and N 2
+

and important excitation tran-

sfer processes, relation (2)

(1)

(2)

He e _1_ Hem(23S1 ,21So) + e

(Excitation of He1" by swarm electrons)

N2
+(B2£g)+He(11SO)+e

Hem (23S, , 21S J +N- (X1^)

N2(C
3nu,B

3ng)+He(l
1SQ)+e
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(Transfer of excitation energy grom He m to N 2 molecules;

the processes k 2 . are possible, but not important because

of high energy deffects)

(3) Hem(23S,,21S ) + H e d 1 ^ ) 3 ^ products

Hem(23S1,2
1So)+2He(l

1So)
 k3,2 products

(Selfquenching collisions in binery (k3 ^) and ternary (k3 2)

collisions of He m with ground state He atoms)

, B ,
(4) N 2 (B Z ) Av N 2(X O + h\)

(Emission of nitrogen 1 negative group)

(5) Drift of N 2
+(B 2E +) ions from the viewing volume (near

the anode)

Other processes are neglected in this approach.

By absolute measurement of the internsity some bands

of the 1 s t negative group (4), and knowing transitions proba-

bilities A y
B \s[, reaction rate coefficients k 2 l f k , 3^*3 2

|2I and drif velocity w. of N, + in argon [4|, it is possible

to determine [He [ and k. (or corresponding Townsend excita-

tion coefficient e/N) as a function of E/N, as shown in full

details in [5[.

The description of the experimental apparatus and the

method of absolute mesurement of spectral intensities is given

in |6l.

' Fig. 2 shows an example of emission spectra for (He+N2)

i gas mixture and pure N 2- It is seen that for the mixture the

! deminant part of radiation belong to the N 2
+ first negative

! group, while in the case of pure nitrogen only N_ second po-

' sitive group (transitions N 2(C
3n )—-N 2(B

3n v„)) is seing

in the investigated spectral region (200-500 nm).

't '
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txuty

300

200

(0-1)

336,2 390 xtnm)

Fig.2. Emission spectra of (He+N2) gas mixture and

pure N2 excited by an electron swarm

In Fig. 3 our (preliminary) experimental results for

excitation coefficients of Hem (2 S +2 S ) are given together

with the corresponding theoretical results of Corrigan et all.

|7| and Phelps [8[-.

Using the same "detector" of rare gas metastables (N?

molecules) we were able also to determine:

(i) excitation coefficients of Arm(43P_+43p ) [l[, and

(ii) excitation coefficients of Nem(33P2+3
3P ) (this

work, Fig.4)

where (in both cases) transfer of excitation energy to the

Ia

N2 state and subsequent absolute measurement of intensi-
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ties of spectral bands of the nitrogen second positive group

has been used.

20 24 28 32 36 M

Fig. 3. Comparison of excitation coefficients of

lowest helium excited levels:

• He(23S1+2
3SQ) this work, preliminary experi-

mental results

o He(23S1+2
15o+2

1P1) [7|, theory

• He(23S1) [8|, theory

• He(21S ) [8[, theory.
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10

15 21

Pig.4 Comparison of excitation coefficients of neon:

• Ne(33I> +33P ) , this work, preliminery experimental
& o

results

» Ne(total excitation) |9[, theory

x Ne(33P-) llo|, theory.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE DE-EXCITATION RATE CONSTANTS

OF EXCITED RARE GAS ATOMS BY ATOMS AND MOLECULES

H. Koizumi, M. Ukai, Y. Tanaka, K. Shinsaka, and Y. Hatano

Department of Chemistry, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract: The temperature dependence of the de-excitation rate

23 , and CO., )

I»-

constants of He(23S) by H ( M = N2, CO, Ar, Kr, NO, O2> ^

and Ar( P.) and Ar( P.) by SF, and N» have been measured using a pulse

radiolysis method to give the collision energy dependence of the cross

sections of these processes. The results of He(2 S) show that a larger

de-excitation probability corresponds to a larger interaction radius

of the transition from the state of He(2 S)-M to that of He-<M++e~). .

The results of Ar( P.) and Ar( P.) show that a long-range dipole-

dipole interaction and a short-range interaction are important in the

de-excitation processes of Ar( P,)-SF, snd Ar( F,)-SF, and in those of
3 1 6 1 6

Ar( Pj)-N2 and Ar( Pj)-N9, respectively.

I. Introduction; De-excitation of excited rare gas atoms is of great impor-

tance to understand various phenomena in ionized gases such as radiolysis,

electrical discharges, upper atmosphere, etc. The rate constants or the

cross sections of this process have been measured using a beam method, a

flowing afterglow method, a static afterglow method, and & pulse radiolysis

method. We have applied a pulse radiolysis method, i.e., time-resolved

observation of optical emission and absorption spectroscopy (V\A{ or micro-

wave conductivity technique /5/ , to the measurements of the de-excitation
3 3 1 3

rate constants of He(2 S), Ne( P ), and Ar( P , P- , „) by various atoms

and molecules, and have shown clearly some advantages of the pulse radioly-

sis method as compared with other methods to obtain the absolute values of

the rate constants. In this experiment, we have measured the temperature

dependence of the rate constants for both metastable and radiative states by

using the pulse radiolysis method with a specially designed but quite simple

temperature control system, and have shown additionally the following advan-

tages of this method to understand more about the de-excitation process.

1) The temperature dependence of the absolute rate constant can be measured
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Thermo-
controller

Thyristor

in a cell. The •'

decay of the number

density of the

excited atoms after

Temperature
monitor

ABSORPTION
„MEASUREMENT

> tyf

EMISSION
MEASUREMENT

much easier and more directly than flowing afterglow methods. 2) In a way

almost similar to the case of metastable atoms, it is possible to obtain the

collision energy dependence of the cross sections of radiative state atoms,

to which it is very difficult to apply beam methods or flowing afterglow

methods because of their extremely short lifetimes (^ns).

H. Experimental:

The experimental

method is almost

the same as our

previous one /IM/,

but with a modifi-

cation of a gas

cell for tempera-

ture control (Fig.

1). A ns 600keV

electron beam pulse

impinges upon a

sample gas mixture

FEBETRON 706

Dewar vessel

OOMPUTER

Monochro-
mator

I

Digital
memory

Experimental apparatus

the pulse is observed with a time-resolved optical emission and absorption

detection system, which is composed of a xenon flash lamp, a 1m grating mono-

chromator, and a photomultiplier. The time-resolved signals are observed on a

digital memory with a computer system. The sample cell of quartz is put in a

dewar vessel to change and maintain the gas temperature. By introducing cold

nitrogen vapor from liq.N2 into the vessel, the cell temperature is kept at

temperatures ranging from room temperature to -140°C within the error of

±2 C. The gas temperature is measured with thermo-couples at two points on

the cell wall.

HE. Results and Discussion:

He(23S)

The temperature dependence of He(2 S) de-excitation rate constants by

r"-oms and molecules M ( M = N2> CO, Ar, Kr, NO, C ^ , and C02 ) has been mea-
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in-

in He-N- and He-N2-M systems through the observation of N2 ( B E u —}>

x V ) emission which corresponds to He(23S) density /1,2/. The observed de-

excitation rate T" 1 of He(23S) in He-N2 mixtures is written /I,2/ in our

experimental condition as

—1 —1 r i
T = T Q + kfl L « 2 J »

and in He-N2-M mixtures as

-1

-1 , [ N 2 ] , and [ M ] are the de-excitation rate of He(2 S)where TQ \ k ^ ,
pure He, the de-excitation rate constant by N2> the de-excitaion ratei n

constant by M, the number density of N2> arid the number density of M,

respectively. In accordance with these equations, the values of k N and k^

are obtained from the experimental data of T~ as a function of [ N 2 ] or .

[_ M ] . The obtained rate constants at each temperature are converted into the

cross sections <x, at the corresponding collision energy using the equations,
M

and E = ( 3 / 2 ) kß T

where, ]i, k,., T, and E are reduced mass, Boltzmann constant, absolute temper-

ature, and the corresponding collision energy, respectively. Some of the

results are shown in Fig.2.

Since the major de-excitation process in this experiment is thought to be

Penning ionization, it is assumed /6/ that the

transition rate from He(2 S)-M state to He-(M +e~)

state tobe W(R)=»Aexp(-aR), and that the interaction

potential between He(23S) and M, V*(R), is equal to

Bexp(-ßR), where A, B, o, and ß are constant and R

is the intermolecular distance. According to the

above mentioned theory /6/, the de-excitation cross

section has the collision energy dependence such as

o « E a'P~'' and the value of a/ß are experimen-
ts
tally determined for some atoms and molecules M

( Table 1 ) . Previously, we obtained the "de-excita-

tion probability", P, which is the ratio of the mea-

sured value a M and the gas kinetic collision cross

M

N2

CO

Ar

Kr

NO

°2
C2 H4
co2

a/ß

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

.4

.1

.0

.0

.6

.6

.3

.1

P

0.05

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.16

0.18

0.31

0.39

section Oni P

Table I: a/ß factor and

de-excitation, probabil-

,/ar 111- They are also listed in ity of He(2 S)-M system*
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Table 1 , which shows that the value of ct/ß decreases with increasing P value.
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Fig.2; Collision energy dependence of the de-excitation cross sections

of He(23S) by N2 (left), NO, and C02 (right).

j) and Ar^Pj)

The collision energy dependence of the de-excitation cross sections of

radiative Ar atoms by SF, and N, has also been obtained in a way similar to

that described above, but through the observation of optical absorption/3-4/ of
1 3

Ar( P.) and Ar( P.). As mentioned above, because of the short lifetimes of

these states, it has been very difficult to measure the cross sections or the

rate constants. In this experiment, the effect of resonance radiation trapping

is utilized for increasing the effective lifetimes of these states. The

de-excitation rate constants of Ar( P ) and Ar( P ) by N_ have been measured

in Ar-SF,-N„ system to scavenge thermal electrons by SFfi, because they

disturb the observations through the cascading effect which follows electron-

ion recombination and the mixing between the first excited states of Ar atoms

by electron collision /3,4/.

The result of SF, is shown in Fig.3. Since SF, has an intense absorption
1 3

band almost at the excitation energy of Ar( P ) and Ar( P.), we have tried to
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compare the data with the Watanabe-Katsuura theory which explains well Penning

ionization via a long-range depole-dipole interaction /7/. The agreement of the

collision energy dependence as well as the absolute value of the cross section

between the theory and the experiment are fairly good.

On the other hand, the result of N, is largely different from that of SF ,

i.e., the absolute scale is quite small and the collision energy dependence is

rather similar to the results of Ar( P_ 2^~
N2 c o lli s i o n s (Fig»3). Since there

exists no absorption band of N, around the excitation energy of Ar( P.) and
3

Ar( P.), a long-range dipole-dipole transition is not to be expected.

Thus, it has been concluded that a long-range dipole-dipole resonance transfer
1 3

is important for Ar( P,)- and Ar( P.)-SF, collisions, while a short-range
1 3

interaction with curve crossing is important for Ar( Pi)- and Ar( P.)-N«
collisions.

CM
E
o

o

c
ti
o
n

V)

cr
o

ss
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0

o
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Art'p,)-:

1

Art3?,)-!

5F6

<>o o •

10 20 30 40

collision energy (meV)

10 20 30 40

collision energy (meV)

Collision energy dependence of the de-excitation cross sections

Pj) and Ar(3Pj) by SFfi (left) and N2 (right). Solid lines in the

of Ar-SF, are obtained from the Watanabe-Katsuura theory /7/.
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V1BRATI0NAL RELAXATION OF MOLECULAR IONS IN FLOW-DRIFT TUBES

El don FERGUSON

Laboratoire Physico-Chimie des Rayonnements

Universite de Paris- Sud

91405 ORSAY, France

Vibrational relaxation measurements of N + (V), O?
+tv) and NO (v)

ions have been carried out in Flow Drift Tubes in Innsbruck and Boulder,

using a monitor ion technique to detect the vibrationally excited ions .

Different monitor gases can be injected into the tube ahead of the sam-

pling port to detect different vibrational levels of the molecular ions.

In the case of 0*(v) ; Xe was used to detect 0_*(v> 0 ) , S0 2 to detect

0 ?
+ ( v > l ) , and H O to detect 0„+(v> 2 ) . The ions rapidly charge-transfer

with the monitors when exothermic and only slowly or not at all when

endothermic. For N0+(v) ions, CH I has been used to detect N0 +(v>0),

N0 2 and KIH3 to detect v>1,2. N 2*(v>0) is detected by Ar monitor.

Kinetic Energy dependences of the quenching rate constants

are determined by application of an electric field to the drift tube.

The vibrational relaxation of the N„ , NO and 0? ions by

their parent neutrals all occur at nearly the charge-transfer rate constant,

i.e^near the collision rate constant and are almost independent of the KE

in the near thermal energy range.

There is a very strong correlation between vibrational quenching

rate and the strength of the electrostatic interaction between the ion and

the quencher. When the interaction is large, e.g. D w» 1eV, it appears li-

kely that quenching will generally occur on every collision. The quenching

rate constants generally decrease with increased collision energy

(except for the charge-transfer relaxations discussed above). These obser-

vational facts strongly suggest an intermediate complex role in ion vibra-

tional quenching.
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The model we propose is that complexes are formed between the

molecular ion and quenching neutral with a rate constant k . The complexes

either unimolecularly dissociate with rate constant k or vibrationally

predissociate to give a vibrationally relaxed ion and the neutral with a

rate constant k . The vibrational quenching rate constant Is then
vp

vp
ku+k

. For k > k one has k = k ,
vp u q c'

vp
as observed for strongly bonded complexes, e.g.

02
+(v) + H„0 and NO+(v) + NH,. For k < k one has k = kc k T , where

the complex lifetime is k . When the 3-body association of the ion and

the neutral has independtly been measured we can obtain an experimental

determination of the product k from the 3-body rate constant k =k k T ,

where k is the third body stabilization rate constant, assumed to be
s 3

Langevin.For the cases where we have both k and k } We can solve for

k « k fe /k . It is found that with only two exceptions in the cases

examined so far that k ^ 2x109 s"1.
vp

One of the exceptions found, 02*(v=1) + H_ •*• 0„ (0) + FL

for which k > 10 s is explained as being due to rotational excitation

of the H_ by the orbiting 0 ? . A rotational transitionAj = 2 transfers

enough relative energy into internal energy that the ion-neutral pair is

trapped, yielding a longer lifetime for the complex than would be expect

ted from the weak electrostatic attraction. There is also a large isotope

effect (H /D„) which follows from this model.

The other exception found so far is the case

N0+(v=1) + N,
2

N0+(v=0) N, for which k =1
2 vp

We attribute this

anomaly to resonant V -»-V transfer being more efficient than vibrational

predissociation. NO and N, have the same triple bond with nearly the same

vibrational frequency ( &\> = 14 cm ).

In the case where common quenchers have been measured an inverse

relationship between vibrational quenching rate constant and vibrational

frequency is observed, as expected.

For Kr, Kq(0,*) >kq(N *) > kq(N0+), consistent with v (O*)=1872cm~1,
+ -1 + -1

v (N_ ) • 2175 cm and v(N0 ) =2344 cm . For the 6 common quenchers,
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Ar, CO, CO-, H„, H„O and CH. , the O„ (v) quenching rate constant exceeds

that for NO (v) in every case.

In independent Flow-Drift Tube studies, we have found that the

triatomic ions CO- , N-0 and H„0 with their lower frequency bending mo-

des are much more efficiently vibrationally deexcited by Ne, P>10~ ,

than is 0„ P < 3x10-5

The relatively large electrostatic ion-neutral bonds lead to

much larger vibrational relaxation rate constants for ions than are gene-

rally found for comparable neutrals.

i,
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THE REACTION OF O 2
+ IONS WITH

M. Durup-Ferguson* , H. BoWinger** and E. E. Ferguson*

The Op+ + CH^ reaction has been studied in variety of the

flow-drift tube and other experiments in recent years. The resulting informa-

tion allows a very detailed picture of this remarquably complicated reaction

to be drawn. Possible products of the reaction are :

°2+ * CH4 - > CH302
+

_ > H3O
+ +

-?« HCO+ +

— > C H 3 0
+ +

~ * * C H 3 + +

^>CH, + +

+ H

CO +

H2O +

OH

H02

°2

+ 111 Kcal Mol

H + 93 " "

H + 69 "

+ 79 " "

. 4 « ..

- 14 " "

(1)

(2)

(3)

14?
[b)

(6)

At thermal energy the most exothermic reaction (1) is obser-

ved to be the major channel, dominating the other observed reaction, the

endothermic (5) by over a factor of 30. Addition of either kinetic energy or

sufficient vibrational energy to the 0 2
+ (v£. 2) leads to the two endothermal

channels producing CH,+ and CH-+.

! The rate constant for (1) at 300 K is quite slow,

'. K.| = 5.10 cm S . It is actually remarquable that (1) occurs at all^consi-

! dering that 4 bonds are broken and 4- are made in this reaction !

University of Paris-Sud, France , |

** Max Planck Institut, Heidelberg, Germany ( ^'t'^oio '• C ) f
*** Aeronomy Lab. Bouler Colorado, U.S.A. J?
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The Innsbruck group (Lindinger et al.) have established that
the CHoOg* ion is protonated formic acid, i. e. the structure is HC (0H)2+.

They have shown this by two types of experiments in which is is found that
the CH,Oo+ produced by (1) behaves identically to protonated formic acid
produced by the reaction of formic acid positive ion with formic acid. In
the first of these experiments it has been shown that the two ions show
an identical isotope exchange with D20, namely a successive exchange of
the OH hydrogens and no exchange of the CH hydrogen as expected ener-
getically for the HC (0H)2

+ structure. Secondly they have shown that col-
lisional break up of the two CH30p

+ ions is identical^yielding comparable
H,0+ and HCO ''product ions with a dissociation eneroy greater than 1 eV.

More recently Smith and Adams at Birminghan have supported these break up
studies finding HCO+/H,0*2.and an activation energy (not well defined for

-1a molecular ion in a dirft tube) of approximately 30 kcal mol

The Boulder Group (Durup-Ferguson et al.) recently found
that 0o+ (v = 1) is vibrationally quenched by CH^ with a rate constant
Kq = 6 x 10 cm s (<*i K*). Higher vibrationally excited states of

react rapidly via the endothermic channels (5) and (6).

Recently Rowe et al at Meudon, in a uniform supersonic
flow experiment have measured (1) at temperatures down to 20 K and found
^ to increase to 5 x 10"10 cm3 S"1 at 20°K, increasing as T -1'8 in the
temperature region below 210 K. Smith and Adams have confirmed these mea-
surements in the Birminghan Flow - drift tube down to 80 K.

The sum total of all these informations allows us to deduce
a very detailed reaction mechanism for (1).

The vibrationnal relaxation of 0„+ (v = 1) in about one.
half the orbiting collisions indicates that the complex life-time is compa-
rable to the vibrationnal predissociation life time, i. e. the life time
against vibrational relaxation in the complex,

(o2
+ ( v = l). v = 0 ) + CH4.
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Recent vibrational relaxation studies in Boulder and Innsbruck indicate that

the 02
+ (v) and N0+ (v) vibrational predissociation l i fetime in a number of

complexes are about 10 s, therefore we beleive o i ^ O s for the

02
+ - CĤ  coll ision complex at 300 K. This is very long compared to what one

could expect from purely electrostatic considerations e. g. the N0+ - CĤ

complex l i f e time is only / v 3 x 10 s, as deduced from 3 body association
rate of NO* with CH4.

>. . >*•
The l i f e time of lO9 . CH*] complex against reaction (1)

2 ^ c n '
must be*vlQ times the l i f e time against unimolecular reaction, since the
reaction rate constant at 300 K is o n l y v l % of the coll ision rate constant
i . e. K̂  <V 10"7 s.

From the K-j (T) measurements, the l ifetime of the complex

at 20 K isT(20K)<R; U (300K) ^ ) ^ ^ l O " 7 s assuming the T dependence

of (1) to be due to the T dependence of " ^ . t h e complex l i fe t ime. The 10"7s
l i fet ime of the complex at 20 K then leads to the observed value of 1^(20 K)

/V I K.n.'5 10'10 cm3 s"1.
2 L

The relatively long lifetime of the Complex 6u(300 K) is
believed to be due to an initial H~ abstraction from CH., to form CH3 .. H0~
with the 4 kcal mol" endothermicity of the H~ abstraction (reaction 5) sup-
plied by the collision energy resulting from the ion-neutral attractive for-
ce. Hydride ion abstraction is a generally fast process and in this case the
CH3

+ appearance is observed at the reshold.

The H" abstraction facilitates the extreme rearrangement re-
quired in (1) the 0-0 bond is reducedfrom 6.7 eV in 0 2 to 2.7 eV in HJ), one
CH bond is broken and one CH bond made. The remaining rearrangement of CH3

+

- H02 follows a plausible exothermic path to CH 30 2
+ + H.

The colUsional break up of CH 30 2* to HCO
+ + H20 is readily

understood as proceeding via an activated complex of the form HCOO H,+ known
-1

to lie 28 + 2 kcal mol above protonated formic acid, which would decay na-
turally into HCO+*+ H90 (HCO + H„0

+ being very endothemvid. The dissocia-
+ -1

tion energy to produce HCO + HJ) is 42 kcal mol and the activation energy
for such break up must lie considerably below thisyv-SE kcal i..ol~ would be
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MEASUREMENTS OF ION-MOLECULE REACTION RATES CONSTANTS AT VERY LOW
TEMPERATURE <2OK - 160K) : THE CRESU TECHNIQUE

B.R. ROUE, G. DUPEYRAT., J.B. MARQUETTE
Laboratoire dlAerothermique du C.N.R.S. 4ter, route des Gardes F-92190 Meudon

Introduction : The research in the field of ion-molecule reactions has been
stimulated since it has been recognized that complex molecules can be formed
by this way in dense interstellar clouds /I/. Typical temperatures in these
clouds are in the range 10K - 100K and study of ion-molecules reactions at
these extremely Low temperatures is a formidable challenge from the expe-
rimental point of view. In our laboratory a new technique has been developed which
has the unique ability of giving reaction rate constants for temperature
down to 20 K. This technique completely overcomes the problems of condensation
of neutral reactants on the wall which is inherent in other experiments 12, 3/ ;
we have called it : "CRESU" which means : kinetics of reaction in uniform
supersonic flow (cinetique de reaction en ecoulement supersonique uniforme).

Experimental

This experiment uses the very uniform supersonic jet generated by de
Laval nozzles in the big rarefied wind tunnel SR 3 of the Aerothermique
Laboratory. This system /4/ has an exceptionnal size and pumging capacity
chich allows this kind of flows to be generated between 5 10 and 10~ torr.
The technique will be described in details elsewhere /5, 6/ and only general
features are given below ; a schematic drawing of the experiment is shown on
fi9- 1.

gar

Ahock Quadlupolz
wawe mcu>&

Reaatan* entiij pott TIG. J
The nozzle generates a supersonic jet with a kernel where the flow

conditions are uniform : Mach number, temperature pressure and velocity.
The nozzle reservoir can be cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature in
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order to obtain very Low temperatures in the flow with a moderate Mach
number.

Ions are ,-eated directly in the flow by an electron beam of 20 kev.
They are monitored with a quadrupole mass spectrometer and a skimmer from
the Beam Dynamics Company allows this sampling to be made without detaching
shock wave.

The decrease of the reactant ion versus reactant flow rate or versus
distance yields the reaction rate constant by standard flow reactor analysis /6/.

Results

The 0 2 + CHy| • + H reaction :

The reaction

(1) H <2S)

has been extensively studied by several group|, as a function of kinetic +
energy or of vibrational excitation of the 0^ ions. In the present Study O2 ions

In the present study 0p+ ions were very quickly relaxed on the ground
electronic and vibrational Level by the Op buffer, and the temperature
dependance of (1) was measured at low temperature (down to 20 k) in
order to give additional insight into the reaction mechanism.
on the ground electronic and vibrational level by the 0, buffer, and the
temperature dependance of (1) was measured at low temperature (down to 20 K)
in order to give additional insight into the reaction mechanism.

In fig. 2 typical variation of 0. reactant ions and CH,02 products

the 0,

are shown as a function of CH. flow rate at a distance x = 38 cm from the
e-beam+; close to the beam (x = 1 cm) there is nearly no decrease of

signal.
loni

. Count
Haute

10 000

7 000
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CH4
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The rate constant values obtained for different temperatures are
shown in fig. 3. Also shown in this curve : the values obtained recently by
D. Smith and N. Adams in their cooled flow system 75/. The extrapolation to OK
yields the Langevin collision rate constant. It has been proposed by E. Fergusc-;
/5/ that an intermediate complex is formed whose lifetime increases as the
temperature is reduced, increasing the reaction probability.

fe
[cm3 S-1
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10 -17
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\
\

\

\

\

The • 2N2

50

N,* + Ng. reaction (2)

700
FIG. 3

150 T (K!

The rate constant for this reaction was more difficult to obtain ; witt
a first skimmer, typicaL variations of the ions versus distance to the source
show a curvature of the N_ decrease (fig. A). It was there demonstrated that
this curvature comes from the breaking of cluster ions in the quadrupole chambe
by varying lenses and quadrupole polarizations. With a. small polarization and
using a skimmer with a much lower orifice size, the energy of the ions and the
pressure in the quadrupole were there sufficiently Lowered to completely
avoid this phenomenon (fig. A).

In fig. 5, the rate constant values versus temperature are shown. Our
results are in very good agreement with K. Böhringer and F. Arnold measurements
for temperature :&• 70 K, but do not indicate any deviation from the power
law at lower temperature. These results show also that theoretical models
by Bates 111 and Herbst /8/ give a satisfactory description for this reaction.
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The 0, + 20- 0, reaction (3)

For temperature ^ 70 K our results are also in very good agreement
with H. Böhringer and F. Arnold /3/. For lower temperature evidence of breaking

4of the clusters in the quadrupole chamber was also demonstrated. Since 0,
is much less bounded than N, , it was then necessary to strongly reduce
the poLarization ( ££ 0.3 volt) in order to avoid breaking. With ouj present
electronic this results in a loss of the high masses and a poor 0_ count
rate. However in contrast with H. Böhringer and F. Arnold /3/, no decrease was
found for the rate constant in the low temperature and the preliminary results at
very low polarization indicates no departure from the power law. These results
for reaction (3) needs to be checked with a better electronic.

Conclusion

The CRESU technique overcomes the problem of condensation of neutral
reactants on the wall. This very low temperature capability wiLl be of interest
for astrophysical problems but also will give insight in reaction mechanisms.
The technic has potentially the same chemical versatility than a flowing
afterglow. Use of an helium buffer will extend soon this versatility.
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ON THE ROLE OF HC(OH)2
+ IN INTERSTELLAR MOLECULAR SYNTHESIS

H. Villinger, A. Saxer, E.E. Fergusona, H.C. Bryant and
W. Lindinger

Institut für Experimentalphysik, Universität Innsbruck, A 6020 Innsbruck
Austria

Abstract

Recent measurements in different laboratories have established that
the reaction of 0,"1" with CH* produces protonated formic acid HC(OH)2

+

with a large rate constant at very low temperatures. The HC(OH)2
+ ion

so produced may be a significant contributor to interstellar formic
acid, formaldehyde and formyl radical production by dissociative re-
combination with electrons. The exothermic reaction of CH, with 0 2 to
form protonated formaldehyde may also occur at cloud temperatures and
be a source of formaldehyde or formyl radicals by dissociative electron
recombination. Moreover ions produced in fast radiative association of
HC(0H)2

+ with neutrals such as HgO may be the source of observed mole-
cules as complex as methanoi.

Introduction anci Results

The reaction

• 0 2
+ + CH4 ->• CH3O2

+ + K + 111 kcal mol"1 (1)

has been extensively studied in the laboratory. The reaction is quite
t slow at 300 K, k. = 5(-12) cm3 s"1, nr k./k ~ 5 x 10~3, where k,., the
* • "5 1

j Langevin collision rate constant is 1.1(-9) cm s . It is known that
J the 0 2

+ -CH4 rate constant
i ,

a Laboratoire de Pttysico Chimie des Rayonnements Universite de Paris-Sud,
Orsay, France. Permanent address: Aeoronomy Lab, NOAA, Boulder,
Colorado
Fulbright professor 1982/83. Permanent address:
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, The University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131, USA
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is increased with kinetic energy and with 0 2
+ vibrational energy,

however, the product ions change to CHj+ and CH^+, which arise from
endothermic reaction channels of (1). Recent measurements in Innsbruck
have established that the product ion is definitely protonated formic
acid by a comparison of the isotope exchange reactions and the col-
lisional break-up reactions of the CH3O2

+ product with those of pro-
tonated formic acid produced by reaction of formic acid ion with formic
acid. (Villinger, Saxer, Richter and Lindinger, 1983; Villinger, Richter
and Lindinger, 1983).

Recent measurements in Meudon and Birmingham (Rowe, Dupeyrat, and
Marquette, 1983; Rowe et al. 1983) have shown that k, increases rapidly

3 -1at low temperature to a value 5(-10) cm s at 20 K. Recent measurements
in Boulder of the competitive reaction and vibrational quenching of 0 2

+

(v=1) by CH, have allowed a time scale to be established for the lifetime
of the (02

+.CH.)+ complex formed in (1) against unimolecular decomposition
back to reactants and against reaction to products. (Durup-Ferguson et
al., to be subm.).

Since 0 2
+ and CH. are presumed to be present in interstellar mole-

cular clouds (Pasad and Huntress 1982) it is reasonable to inquire in-
to the possible role of (1) in interstellar molecular synthesis.
Moreover we have demonstrated in the present investigation that HC(OH)2

+

associates fast with H2, NO and other neutrals. The threebody association
rates of HC(OH)2

+ are similar fast as the ones of CH,+ with various neu-
trals showing the same steep energy - (and thus temperature) dependences,
leading to association processes (stabilized by photoemission) at inter-
stellar temperatures in every collisions.

Discussion

Molecules have been detected in dense molecular clouds where T may
be as low as 10K and the gas density as high as 106 cm"3. (See Smith
and Adams, 1981). For a trial estimate of CH 30 2

+ production by (1) we
take the model of Prasad and Huntress (1982) appropriate to the Orion
molecular cloud, characterized by n(H2) = 4(5) cm , T = 50 K and n =
0.14 c m . In their model the value of [o 2

+] = 4(-6) cm"3 and [CH-J =
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5.3(-5) cm"3. The value of k1 at 50 K is k., = 1 (-10) c m V
1 . This leads

to a CH302 production rate of ~ 2(-20) ions cm" s . The loss of CH 30 2
+

will be predominately dissociative recombination with electrons at a
3 1rate anfi where one usually assumes a - 1(-6) cm s . This would give L

(CH302
+) -10 s . The dissociative recombination has several exo-

thermic product channels

CH3O2
+ + e •> HCOOH + H + 136 kcal mol"1 (2a)

- H2C0 + OH + 116 -"- (2b)
-*- HCO + H20 + 187 -"- (2c)

The products of C H ^ * dissociative recombination have not been deter-
mined. In terms if exothermicity and necessary molecular rearrangement
they all seem favorable. A purely phase space argument, which we do not
at all suggest should be applicable, would favor the most exothermic
reaction (2c). This indeed seems to be a likely product channel since
collisional breakup of CH3O2

+ produces a large fraction of HCO+ ions
(Villinger, Saxer, Richter and Lindinger, 1983) and electron recombi-
nation might occur via the same fragmentation with the fragment ions
being neutralized. A geometrical isomer of CH302

+ having the form

WH

H-C-0

is shown to exist at an energy 28 kcal mol" above the stable

OH
A

form (Benoit et al. 1977). The products, formic acid (2a), formaldehyde
(2b) and formyl radical (2c) are all known to exist in interstellar

! clouds and must all be considered as possible products of reaction (1)
\ followed by (2).

lv. The rate of production of any of these molecules by this mechanism )
is limited by the rate of production of CH302

+, i.e. -10~20 cm"3 s"1 j
for the model cloud adapted. Assuming a,colder more dense cloud with n ;|
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(H2) = 1(6) cm"
3 and T = 20K would increase this production rate by

slighty over an order of mangnitude if the mixing ratios of 0 2 and CK4

stayed the same. The resulting neutral concentration would be P(cm" s"
1) x T ( S ) where T is the neutral lifetime against all loss processes.

In order to obtain an fxj/ [Horatio of 1 (-10), the lifetimes of X ( =
HCOOH, H2C0 or HCO) would need to be in -10 years for the model cloud

above or perhaps only " 5 x 10 years in the most favorable conditions.

Cloud lifetimes can apparently be as long as 10 years (Scoville and

Hersch, 1979, Kwan, 1979) but this is uncomfortably long and one must be

sure, other destruction processes for X are not operating. Neither 0 2
+

nor CH. have been measured, perhaps one or both (specifically their

product) is larger in some clouds than indicated in the Prasad and

Huntress model.

Further association of HC(OH)2
+ with various neutrals most likely

cannot compete efficiently with recombination in Orion type clouds,

but may well do so in clouds with somewhat lower electron densities.

This would open up a wide variety of production paths for complex mole-

cules, such as

(3)

(4a)

§• 0 2 + H20 + HCN hydrocyanic acid (4b)

At this point these considerations are still highly speculative and
both, more laboratory, work as well as more model calculations need to
be done in order to strenghten such ideas.
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. H?0
HC(0HJ2 *

or amongst others,

. NO
HC(0H)2 +

(CH5O3)
+ ! HO,

. e
(CH303N) ->- (

, + CH3OH methanol

) 2 + NH2CHO formamide

I»-
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NEGATIVE ACID CLUSTER ION HYDRATION STUDIES
OF ATMOSPHERIC INTEREST -\^il OOO bl

W. Glebe and F. Arnold, Max-Planck-Institut f. Kernphysik, Heidelberg, FRG

Abstract. Hydration of HS04(H2S04)m cluster ions with m=0, 1, 2, 3,4
which are important in the stratosphere was studied at room tempera-
ture using a new high pressure ion source/ion drift cell apparatus.
Equilibrium constants for hydration are found to decrease steeply from
m=0 to m=1 and to increase again for m > 2. This behaviour is similar
to what has been observed in the stratosphere. Estimated AH° values,
however, appear to be lower than the inferred stratospheric data.

Introduction
Atmospheric negative ions observed in the stratospheric region are most-

ly acid cluster ions N03(HN03)m , HS04(H2S04)m, and HSQ4(HN03)m with m
ranging up to 3. This Ras been revealed by recent in situ ion composition
measurements1-6, using balloon-borne mass spectrometers.
The HSO^-cluster ions were proposed '»4 to be formed from N03(HN03)m clu-
sters by ion-molecule reactions involving stratospheric sulfur compounds
like H2SO4 and HSO3.
Besides the above major ions, also minor ions were detected.some of which
were tentatively identified as hydrates 4 of the above major ion species.
Interestingly, it seemed that the degree of hydration of HS0Ä(H2S04)m
clusters increases again for m larger than 2 which may suggest the occur-
rence of cooperative bonding between H2O- and H2S04-ligands

 4.
Unfortunately, however, there exist no laboratory studies on the hydration
of negative acid cluster ions. Therefore we have started such investiga-
tions using the new high pressure ion source/ion drift cell apparatus
(HPIS/IDC) recently employed by our group for positive ion reaction and ne-
gative ion mobility studies.
First results on HSu4(H2S04)m hydration at room temperature are reported.

Experimental
The HPIS/IDC apparatus used has been described in some detail by

Schlager et al. 7 and therefore will only briefly be reviewed here with an
emphasis on those parts which were modified for the present studies.
The apparatus consists of three major units: (a) high pressure ion source
(HPIS); (b) ion drift cell (IDC); (c) detector quadrupole mass spectrome-
ter (QMS).
For preparation of reactant HSOif^Su^),,, cluster ions the HPIS was operated
at pressures between 1 and 10 Torr ana the discharge gas mixture used con-
tained laboratory air (about > 90 %) and SO2 (about < 10 %).

I Under these conditions the reactant ions extracted from the HPIS exit hole
; (diameter: 0.03 cm) were mostly HS04(H2S04)m clusters with m
I ranging up to 4. Analysis of the reactant ion mixture in the QMS was used
! while the IDC was moved out of the ion beam.
I By adjusting the discharge gas composition the size distribution of
'<• HS04(H2S04)m clusters could be changed.

The processes involved in the formation of HS04"(H2S04)m clusters in the
HPIS are not. well known. Probably, HSOä-core ions are produced by reactions
of mostly NO^-cores with sulfur-bearing gases like H0SO4. Subsequent H2SO4
clustering leads to the terminative ions HS04(H2S0)
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Sulfuric acid formation from SO2 may involve catalytic processes occurring
on the gas discharge electrode surfaces. -•*.... •*-.--.
For hydration studies the reactant HSOä(HoS04)m cluster ion mixture is ad-
mitted to the IDC via the IDC-inlet hole (diameter: 0.05 cm). The total
gas pressure inside the IDC is typically 0.1 to 1.0 Torr.
As discussed by Schlager et al. ' soft cluster ion admission can be achiev-
ed by merging the gas jets effusing from the HPIS-exit- and IDC-inlet holes
and by employing only weak electric fields in the region between HPIS and
IDC.
Using this technique it was possible to admit HS04(H2SÖ4)m clusters with
m up to 4.
Usually only water vapour was used in the IDC serving as both buffer and
reactant gas. Mass analysis of the IDC-gas was made by using a neutral gas
mass spectrometer mounted inside the main vacuum vessel which also contain-
ed the QMS. During these analyses the HPIS remained evacuated and thus the
residual gas in the main vacuum vessel was due only to gases effusing from
the IDC inlet- and exit holes.
Thus, it was ensured that H2O was practically the only gas inside the IDC.
The drift voltage applied across the IDC was typically 15 V and E/p values
were mostly around 10-15 V cm"1 Torr"^. Thus, electric field-induced
cluster ion dissociation inside the IDC was kept small.
After having traversed the IDC a small fraction of the ion swarm effuses
from the IDC via the exit hole. Subsequently, the ions'are extracted from
the gas jet forming behind the exit hole by the electric field produced by
the QMS-field axis potential.
Care has to be taken to minimize electric field-induced collisional cluster
ion dissociation during ion extraction as large E/p values may occur in the
gas jet region.
Usually, a trade-off between ion signal and dissociation has to be found.
In order to minimize dissociation, a smaller IDC exit hole (diameter:
0.03 cm) and a relatively low QMS-field axis potential of 80 V were used.
Hydration of each HSO^HgSO^)^ species was studied separately. In each case
the desired HS04(H2S04)m species was the most prominent ion in the reactant
ion mixture. Thus, the influence of dissociation was reduced.
For each HS04(H2S04)m species the signal ratio for the hydrated and non-
hydra ted cluster m was measured as function of the water vapour pressure
PH2o inside the IDC.
Usually, the IDC wall temperature was 300 K at the beginning of each meas-
urement and subsequently increased by about 3 degrees during the measure-
ment. This temperature rise is due to heat flow from the HPIS to the IDC. ;

Results and Discussion
The variation of the QMS-signal ratio Rm for HS04"(H2S04)iH20 and

HS04"(H2S04)i divided by P H 9 U with water vapour pressure p„ n is shown in
Figure 1. ^ « 2

U

As to be expected the above quantity increases steeply at low and saturates
at higher p^ g indicating that a hydration equilibrium of the form

HS0;j(H2S04)m + H20 + H20 ^ H S O ^ S O ^ H g O + HgO (1) J

has been established. :?
Since the equilibrium constant k for (1) is ;i

R ''
k =—2- (2) 1
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for HSO^HnSt^J^O and HSOJjt^SO^m the quantity shown in Figure 1 would
be equal to ki i f ion dissociation was unimportant.
The l a t t e r , however, is not quite certain and w i l l be further investigated.

For investigation of AG°-| from km another problem arises, the uncertainty
of the IDC temperature of about 3 degrees.
A compilation of measured Rm/pH 0 values is shown in Figure 2. Clearly the
values decrease steeply from 2 m=o to m=1 and increase markedly for m
larger than 2.
In view of the overall uncertainties quoted (Fig. 2) the observed variation
is signif icant suggesting an increase of the hydration efficiency for m
larger than 2.
For comparison Rm values inferred from in s i tu ion composition measurements
in the stratosphere are also shown in Figure 2. The relative shapes of
these curves compare well with the present laboratory data.
However, AH0 values estimated from our present laboratory studies are much
smaller than AH° values inferred from the stratospheric data.
At present this discrepancy is an unresolved problem. Further investiga-
tions are in preparation. In particular, i t is planned to systematically
study electr ic field-induced dissociation of weakly bonded negative hydrate
ions and to employ a temperature controlled IOC which can be cooled by a
refrigerator system. I t is also planned to extend hydration studies to
other cluster ion systems including NO^HNO )̂,,, clusters.
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PRODUCTION AND LOSS OF H~ IN A HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGE

a)

M. Grindhanuner, I. Kuen, H.C. Bryant and F. Howorka

Institut für Experimentalphysik der Universität, A 6O2O

Innsbruck, Austria , .̂  7

1. Introduction.

The contribution of H~ ions to the total density of carriers

in a hollow cathode discharge in hydrogen is investigated.

Production and loss rates are calculated using cross sections

and rate constants from the literature.

The ions are extracted from the plasma through a thin metallic

hole probe into a magnetic mass spectrometer. The hollow

cathode can be moved radially with respect to the hole probe

so that ion density distributions are obtained as functions

of discharge pressure, discharge current and extraction

potential. Finally, the predictions of a model for H density

for pressures ranging between O.15 and O.3O Torr are compared

with measurements at a discharge current of 14 mA.

2. Experimental.

The apparatus is well described /1/. Only a few details have

been changed: the quadrupole mass spectrometer is replaced by

a 60° magnetic single focusing sector type mass spectrometer.

Ions from the cylindrical hollow cathode pass a 1 mm probe

through a hole of 50 ym and are then focussed onto the en-

trance slit of the mass spectrometer through a cylinder lens.

Moving the cathode gives a radial scan of the plasma ions

across the negative glow of the cylindrical discharge.

Density distributions are directly obtained by recording the

extracted ion current vs. radial displacement on an x-y

recorder.

a) Fulbright guest professor 1982/83. Permanent address:
Dept.of Physics and Astronomy, The university of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA.
i, {,££ ooo US
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3.1.3. Dissociative recombination of positive ions:

e + H * + H + + H" (3)

and

e + H 3
+ * H 2

+ + H~ (4)

are possible production processes for H .
2

The cross sections are: for process (3): 5(-18) cm at 0.4 eV

to 1 (-18) cm 2 at 4 eV; for process (4) 2(-18) cm as a peak

value at 8 eV /6,7/.

3.2. Loss processes for H ions

The following reactions appear to contribute to the loss of H

via discharge:

H~ + H 3
+ + H 2 + 2H (5)

H~ + H 2
+ •* H 2 + H (6)

H" + H + -> H + H (7)

H~ + H + H 2 + e (8)

H" + e -> H + 2e (9)

Reaction (8) has a rate constant at room temperature of 1.8(-9)

3—1

cm s /8/. According to Bieniek and Dalgarno / 9/, the H2 pro-

duced by (8) is expected to have high vibrational quantum num-

bers which would favour dissociative electron attachment to re-

create H by process (11). At higher energies, processes (5,6) ;

and (7) are more important.

A summary of the cross sections for these processes is presented :

2

in ref.1O . They are on the order of 1 (-12) cm at 0.1 eV. Pro-

cess (9) was investigated by Walton et al. /11/ and gave a peak

value of 4(-15) cm2 at 10 eV.

Associative ionization |

H" + H+ + H 2
+ + e (1O) 3

has been neglected in our calculation. |

i
is*
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3. Hydrogen discharge.

The hydrogen discharge investigated äiows t n e ions H , H , H2

and H,+ and in addition a few impurity ions of negligible

density. The proportion of H+ : H 2
+ : H 3

+ is a strong

function of pressure, reflecting the different production and

loss processes for individual ion species. H cannot be

compared directly with the positive ions because the extrac-

tion conditions are different for positive and negative ions.

Whereas positive ions are extracted well at or around space

potential (which is near the floating potential of the probe),

negative ions need extraction potentials which are slightly

j positive with respect to anode potential. A density comparison

can be made only from the production and loss rates.

3.1. Production processes for H ions

3.1.1. Dissociative electron attachment:

H2 + e" • H~ + H (1)

*•' The cross sections for this process are summarized by

Christophorou /2/. The cross section shows a general rise

with electron energy with a sharp peak at 14 eV with a value
2 4

of 3.5(-20) cm . Although an enhancement factor of 10 is

expected for v = 4 as compared to v=0 from measurements of

Allan and Wong /3/ and theoretical considerations by Bardsley

and Wadehra /4/, we have neglected the possible presence of

small amounts of vibrationally excited states of H_.

t
'. 3.1.2. Ion pair production:

JJ + e « H + + H~ + e (2)

is effective only above an electron energy of 17.2 eV. The
2

cross section at 100 eV is only on the order of 1(-19)cm

according to the summary given in /5/.
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It has a E dependence on the particle energy with a cross sec-

tion of 3(-15) cm2 at 40 meV.

3.3. Radial density distribution of H~ as dependent on discharge

pressure, discharge current and extraction voltage.

The ion current distribution across the discharge shows marked

dependence on the extraction voltage. Figure 1 shows the depen-

dence of the distributions on the extraction voltage in a range

of 5 - 20 V- Below 5V the shape does not change, just the inten-

sity is smaller. At an electron energy above 15 eV the distri-

butions show a sharp increase in intensity; that is due to the

dissociative attachment cross section maximum at 14 eV, follo-

wed by the onset of pair production (17.2 eV) in the hole probe.

The dependence of the radial distributions of H on pressure and

discharge current have been determined at a extraction voltage of

5 V where the ions come from the interior of the discharge rather

than from the interior of the hole probe.

In the region 0.15 torr to 0.29 torr and a discharge current

range of 8 - 26 mA, ion density distributions have been mea-

sured. The dependence of the distributions on pressure and on

current show a similar behavior: the central peak on the axis

,...„.. increases strongly with these parameters.

The density of H as measured on the axis of the discharge shows

a quadratic dependence upon discharge current (Fig. 2). The

dependence on the discharge pressure shows a maximum of the ax-

- ial H density which is the more pronounced the higher the dis-

charge current is. The flanks of the distributions show the en-

largement of the glow radius with increasing pressure in accor-

! dance with the visual appearance of the negative glow.

3.4. Densities of H~ in the interior of the discharge

' As the extracted currents of positive and negative ions are

not directly comparable for a determination of the ion densities

in the discharge, the ion densities must be derived from a dis-
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Charge model. The ion temperature is assumed equal to the neutral

gas temperature and is set to 300 K. From the temperature an ion

speed is derived which is used to calculate reaction rate con-

stants from the cross sections given. The electrons in the dis-

charge are divided up into 3 groups .

For a discharge current of 14 mA, the following densities are

assumed:

= 9.2(9) cm" , energy <_ 0.3 eV

= 1.7(9) cm

= 1 (6) cm"
3

energy : 3 eV

, energy >_ 100 eV,

in accordance with earlier probe measurements /!/.

The relevant electron velocities are inserted for the processes

given in Table \, below.

Production
Process

Rate Loss
Process

Rate

1

2

3

4

1.2x1O~12cm3/sec

4.7x10

1.6x10

-11

-10

1.6x10-1O

5

6

7

8

9

.2x1O~7cm3/sec

1.2x10-7

8 x 10

2 x 10

8.8x10

-8

"9
-6

The density of atomic hydrogen which plays a role in some of the

processes is assumed to be 0.01% of the H2 density. Process (9)

shows a maximum at 10 eV; the density of electrons having this

amount of energy is assumed to be 1 (8) cm" .

In the steady state the time derivative of the ion density must

be zero:

d(.H
dt

so that

[•"I-

= 0,

[»3 £••] (i)



Due to the guasineutrality of the negative glow the number of

postive and negative carriers must be equal, if only singly

charged particles are present:

The ratios of the densities of the positive hydrogen ions to

[H+J ( [^2
+]/ [n*l = a and fH3+J l [R+] = b) ' obtained from

measurements of the ratios of positive ion currents and the

mass dependence of the effusion velocity, are given in Table 2.

Table 2.

pa Torr J V ]

0.

0.

0.

15

2

3

1

1

1

O.

1.

3.

947

414

53

1.

23

732

3

.09

The following balance for H can be derived from eqs. I and I I :

H+7 (1+a+fa) - e k s [ H + ] - b + ke[H!J• a + k7 |»+ ] + k 8 f H ] + k9
Now the absolute densities can be obtained for H +, H_+, H,+

and H~ and inserted into eq. I giving the importance of the in-

dividual production and loss processes for H~ for the listed

processes:

Table 3: Production:

Loss:

p e Torr
0.15

0.2

0.3

PeTorr

0.15

0.2

0.3

1

97,5%

97.5%

97.7%

5

29.0%

32.9%

41.4%

2.

2.

2.

15-.

15.

6.

2

2%

3%

35%

6

8%

5%

3%

3

0.2%

0.1%

0.1%

7

11.1%

6.7%

1.2%

4

O-O8%

O.13%

O.O3%

8

23.0%

26.6%

35.0%

9

21.1%

18.3%

16.1%
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

O 3 4 6 S

-is ft- *~EJ

rw mm

Extracted H" current as function of radial posi-

tion of hole probe for various extraction potentials.

The square root of H current vs. the discharge

current.
H

Q23 025 OL29
P.Tbn

H" density in the H_ hollow cathode for discharge

current of 14 mA.

+ Calculated from measured I„- with n = 41/ (e v A) ,
-5 2A = 1 . 2 x 1 O nun- and v is effusion velocity.

Calculated with k,. and k_ equal to 1.5 k_

o Calculated with k_ and kg equal to 1.25 k_.



4. Conclusions

In the production processes dissociative electron attachement

plays the most important role, ion pair production shows a small

contribution of 2%. Dissociative recombination of positive ions

is negligible. The loss processes contribute more evenly. Mutual

recombination (Ĵ -7) , associative ionization (8) and electron de-

tachment (9) all play a role.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the densities as obtained by the

modeling with direct-extraction data of H~ taking into account

the effusion of the ions through the hole probe and assuming a

cosine distribution inside the cavity /11/. The overall trend

of the curve seems well reproduced, although the calculations are

done independent of the extraction potential; only the ratios of

the densities of the positive ions enter the modelling.
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The Enrgy Dependence of the Clustering Reactions
of Li+ ions with some Atmospheric Gases

Y. Satan, M. Takebe, K. Iinuma, and K. Seto

Faculty of Engi., Tohoku Universitry
Aramaki, Sendai, 9B0 Japan

,- ? •• *, 7 cc : r

Abstract; The clustering reactions of Li+ ions with N_, Q„, CO, and

CO, molecules have been investigated using a conventional drift

tube over a wide range of ion energy at near room temperature. The

forward rate coefficients were found to be inverse propotional to

the ion energy. On the other hand, the backward rate coefficients

rapidly increased with ion energy. An Arrhenius plot of the backward

rates provides the activation energy, which is closely related to

the minimum of the interaction potential.

I. Introduction; Ion clustering reactions may play a major role at high
pressure because of their three body formation characteristic, so that
transport coefficients of cluster ions will be essential to understanding
the ionic process at atmospheric pressure. The rates of such processes
have been measured by many investigators with various methods, while energy
dependences of clustering reactions are rarely reported/1,2/. The
measurements of them will provide some additional informations on the
mechanism of the clustering reactions.

The drift tube mass-spectrometer is now a powerful instrument for ion-molecule
reactions well above thermal energy, but its operation is usually restricted
to low pressure range (below Torr order). On the other hand, a conventional
drift tube has no pressure limit and becomes favorable for clustering
experiments. It is possible to distinguish a spectrum of parent ions
from that of cluster ions with sufficient resolution which may be established
under some conditions. We constructed a drift tube for the study of ion
clustering reactions and describe here the rates of Li + ions with some
inorganic gases.



U . Experimental: The apparatus and the method of arrival time spectrum

analysis haue been already reported in detail/3,4/. The drift tube used

in this study consists of following components: a) a movable ion source

in which Li+ ions are produced from thermionic emitter, b) a guard ring

assembly which operates as a reaction cell under the uniform electric

field and c) a Farady cup type ion collector. The maximum drift distance

is 6.3 cm and a pair of Tyndal-Powell shutters is installed.

A pair of spectra obtained under the identical conditions except that

of ion source operation, one is rich and the other is poor of initial

cluster ions, provides an isolated cluster ion spectrum by subtracting

the two spectra afer the normalization of the spectrum height. This

difference spectrum should be equivalent to a spectrum that would be observed

if only cluster ions have been introduced to the drift region. The

non-reacting ion current is well expressed by a simple equation,

U-v.t)2

] «1>I =, const t-5'2 e*P[- 4DJT ]« «1>

under usual conditions, where 1 is the distance, «. is the drift velocity

and D. is longitudinal diffusion coefficient/5/. The rate coefficient

and the mobiliy for each ion species were determined independently from

two spectra, a spectrum when only parent ions were introduced and a differnce

one.

In the measurements in 0„, only a deform of parent ion spectrum or a mobility

shift corresponding to gas pressure was observed without no clear peak

for cluster ions. It appeared that an equilibrium was established between

parent and cluster ions in the drift region, and then we derived the

equilibrium constant and the mobility of cluster ion from mobility shift

data using the next relation in the form of

K, + K [N]K„

m - 1 + K LNJ ' U J

6

where K is the observed mobility, K. and K_ are the mobility of parent

and cluster j

constant/6/.
and cluster ion, N is number density of gas and K denotes the equilibrium ,'i
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Experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 .

Table 1.

Li+-N2 Li+-02 Li+-CO Li+-C02

E/N(Td) 8-120 10- 60 10-140 30-300

P (Torr) 1.2-4.0 1.3-10 0.8-4.0 0.3-0.8

Temp.(K) 303 303 302 303

III. Results and Discussion: Figure 1 shows the results of mobility

measurements for parent ions carried out in relatively low pressure where

clustering reactions are not observed. In each case, mobility curves

have smilar profiles and clear minima except in 0» molecules, and the

zero-field reduced mobilities are lower than Langevin polarization limits,

neglecting small contribution of permanent dipole moment in CO molecule.

In order to identify the observed cluser ion, we measured the reaction

frequency as a function of gas pressure for all gases. From these results,

it is concluded that the detected cluster ions are the relevant ones because

the frequency increases with square of gas number density and the formation

process shows three body characteristic. 5ince no further cluser ion

peaks were observed over the presure used in this study, the reaction

is expressed by

Li+ + 2M | Li+(H) + M , (3)
kb

' where H is the number density of reactant and/or buffer gas, kf and k.

denote the forward and the backward rate coefficient, respectively, and

Li (M) is the first stage cluster ion.

j As can be seen in Fig. 2, the energy dependence of the forward rate

I coefficients shows that the formation process is a exothermic one in each

I case. Even a slite translational.energy affects the rates and these rates

are roughly propotional' to the- inverse of the ion energy, although in \

I
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the case of C0_, the slope is rather gentle. These reults show that the

transport cross section suggested by the mobility curve will be the dominant

parameter for the energy dependence.
All the backward reactions always show two body characteristic and steep
energy dependence. The rate coefficients of this process are arranged
by Arrhenius plot(Fig. 3), where the intersects of these plots are the

Langevin capture rates. The activation energies, determined from these
plots, are closely related to the well depth of the interaction potential,

which can be estimated from the mobility curve. This fact suggests that

the bond of the cluster ion is the electrostatic one.

We also determined the mobility of first stage cluser ions. The reduced

mobilities of them are almost constant ovsr E/N range measured and the

zero-field reduced mobilities deviate significantly from Langevin polarization
prediction in all these molecular species.
In the case of N_ and 0„, our values of rate coefficients and mobilities

are agreement with the results reported by B.R.L. within the experimental

error/7,8/. There are no data available for comparison in other gas species.
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THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES OF THE N2 + N 2 -» N»

AND O j + + 02 •* O H * ASSOCIATION REACTIONS

H.Bohringer and F.Arnold
Max-Planck Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, West Germany

and
D.Smith and N.G.Adams

Department of Space Research, University of Birmingham, Birmingham BIS 2TT, England;
INTRODUCTION

The temperature dependences of three body association reactions have been investigated
for many years in attempts to elucidate the mechanisms of ion-molecule association. Because
of limitations in the experimental techniques, such studies have usually been carried out over
limited temperature ranges (I). The variation with temperature of the three-body rate coeffi-
cients, k, is usually represented in terms of a power law, i.e, k a T~n (see below). Evidence
is now becoming available from the body of data on such reactions which suggests that measure
nentB over limited temperature ranges result in derived temperature dependences of k which
are erroneously large (i.e.excessively large indices n ) . Clearly there is a need for studies
over wider temperature ranqes. Two experimental techniques which are particularly valuable
in this respect are the variable-temperature Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) developed at
Birmingham (2,3) and the variable temperature ion Drift Tube (DT) developed at the Max-Planck
Institut fur Kernphysik in Heidelberg (4). The temperature ranges available to the SIFT and
DT are 80 to 600 K and 30 to 400 K respectively. This represents an overall temperature range
of 30 to 600 K, i.e. a factor of 20 change in temperature! These techniques have previously
been used separately to study the temperature dependences of association reactions notably
of CHj+ ions with several molecules (S) and of N2+ and O j + ions in their parent gases (6).
Now, in collaboration, we have undertaken to study several reactions over the uniquely wide
temperature range available with these apparatuses and have initially studied the He
stabilized reactions (7-10):

H 2 • »2 + He 3 N » + He (1)

and O2+ + 02 + He i?0»+ + He (2)

The aim of our experiments was to provide high quality experimental data which could be used
as a critical test of recent theories of association reactions (11-14).
EXPERIMENTAL +

The SIFT technique has been described in detail previously (2,3). N2 and O2 ions were
created in a low pressure electron impact source (electron energy just above the threshold
for ionization) mass filtere^ and Injected into the He carrier gas (pressure 10.5 Torr). It
is known that M 0 % of the N2 ions produced in such sources are in the first vibrational
level of the ground electronic state (15,16). Fortunately this vibrational excitation is
efficiently quenched in collisions with Nj (15,16) which must be added in relatively large
concentrations (even at the lowest temperatures) to study the relatively slow reaction (I).
Similar considerations apply to the reactant 0 2

+ which is also expected to be in its ground
vibronic state. In the SIFT experiments, reaction (1) was studied over the temperature range
80 to 520 K; however for reaction (2) the upper limit temperature was 200 K because of
thermal decomposition of 0i»+ at higher temperatures.

The DT used in these studies has recently been described in detail (4). Again the ions
were created in a low pressure electron impact source, mass selected and then injected into
the He buffered drift tube (pressure '\iO.O3-6 Torr),. As in the SIFT experiments,any vibra-
tional excitation in the reactant ions is quenched in collision with N2 or 02. The ions
then drift and react with the added N2 or O 2 in a weak electric field before detection. Thus
the energy gain in the electric field was insignificantly small (this was confirmed by
experimental checks at different ratios of the electric field to gas number density, E/N).
Reaction (1) was studied over the temperature range 45 to 400 K and reaction (2) from 48 to
200 K.

Very recently, the SIFT apparatus has been converted to a variable-temperature selected-
ion flow drift tube (VT-fIFDT). With this apparatus, ionic reactions can be investigated at
variable temperatures ani variable E/N. Initially, as an extension to the present studies,
we have used it to investigate the effect of E/N on the rate coefficient for reaction (1)
and on the mechanism of collisional stabilization in the N 2 + N 2 * N2 reaction (see below).
RESULTS

The combined data from the two experiments indicates that above 100 K the temperature
dependences of ki and k 2 are

. : • !
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I.B X XO-»^ 2- 3*"- 2 em's- (3,

and Kz - 5.5 , I 0 p ]
The 300 K values for both ki and kj are in good agreement with previous values (7-10). Power
law dependences are predicted by the recent theories by Bates (11,12) and by Herbst (13,14)
vhich, more specifically, predict that k<)T-({t$) where I is the number of degrees of freedom
in the separate reactants (Jt> 4 in the reactions studied here) and 5 describes the tempera-
ture dependence of the stabilization efficiency of the association reaction. Thus, for He
collisional stabilization in reactions (1) and (2), 5 is about 0,3 and 0,7 respectively.
These values clearly differ from the & vlues of about -0.3 and about 1.0 previously obtained
in our DT for the Nj and O j + association reactions stabilized by Hi and O] collisions resp-
ectively. These J values are within the range indicated by Herbst's work (17) except for the
negative value for which the theory makes no allowance. He have suggested (IB) that the diff-
erences in the & value for Nj and He stabilization of (Nl<

+)* excited complexes indicate very
different stabilization mechanisms, with the stabilization by N 2 involving the switching of
an »i molecule out of the (N, ) • complex rather than a super-elastic collision which presum-
ably is the only process occurring in Be collisions. Such a switching mechanism has been
investigated at 80 K and 300K in the SIFT by studying the reaction

(l»M » H ) * • " H * ("N . l sN ) + + " N (5)

No reaction was observed with ground state Nli ions. However when the energy of the inter-
action was increased in the VT-SIPDT, the reaction was observed to proceed at an increasing
rate with increasing E/N reaching *^50% of the collisional rate coefficient at an E/N of
^70 Td. Under these conditions, the internal energy imparted to the N« ion in collisions with
He carrier gas atoms is much less than the excitation energy of the N H

+ intermediate complex
when formed from Nj and Nj and thus reaction (3) is a viable stabilization mechanism. The
efficiency of this switching reaction could also explain why the absolute value of the rate
coefficient for the N 2 stabilized association reaction is several times greater than that for
the He stabilized reaction. Interestingly, the overall rate coefficient for the N 2 stabilized
reaction is almost independent of E/H (below SO Td.) (19). However we have recently shown
using the VT-SIFDT that kj changes dramatically with E/Nl

In the DT study of reaction (2j below 100K, O 2 .He ions'were observed as a significant
component of the product ion spectrum. This suggests that, in addition to reaction (2), O„
is produced by the "chaperon mechanism1' viz:

O 2
+ + Be + He * Oj+.He + He (6) O^.He • 0 2 •» O„* * He (7)

The effect of these reactions on the determination of k 2 has been accounted for (20) by study-
ing equilibrium in reaction (6). Below M00K, the DT data apparently indicates a departure
from the power law dependence of both ki and fci although this has been brought into question
by some recent experiments conducted at temperatures as low as 20K (B.Rnwe,priv.comnu) •
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LABORATORX STUDIES OF H/D EXCHANGE IN THE REACTIONS OF Ha WITH H2.

N.G.Adams and D.Smith

Department of Space Research, University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, England

INTRODUCTION ' " " " ' ''

During the last three years we have carried out detailed studies of isotope exchange in
ion-molecule reactions, including l lC/ l IC exchange in ths C + CO and the HCO+ + CO reactions
(1). " N / ^ N exchange in the NjH + Hi reaction (2) and D/H exchange in the B + H 2(3),
CHs* + CH» (4) and CHS + Hi (5) reactions. He have also considered the relevance of such
reactions to isotope fractionation in interstellar molecules (1,2,6). In the Hj + H2 reac-
tions, we first studied the reaction Hj + HD * HjD + H2 because of its interstellar import-
ance (6,7). Now we have studied the other reactions in this series and the results of this
study are briefly reported here.

The common approach taken in all these studies of isotope exchange reactions is to
measure at one or more temperatures the c-rerall forward (exoergic) rate coefficients, kf, and
the overall reverse (endoergic) rate coefficients, kr, and also the product ion distributions
when there are two or more products. From these data, the equilibrium constants, K(=kf/k ),
and hence AH* and AS' for the individual reaction channels can ba determined. The ergicities
of these reactions correspond to the differences in vibrational zero-point-energies (z.p.e.)
and rotational energy contents of the reactants and products,
EXPERIMENTAL

The measurements were made using a variable-temperature selected ion flow tube (SIFT^
apparatus, the features of which have been discussed previously (8). The reactant ions Hi ,
H2D , HDi and D 5 , are formed in a high pressure ion source containing B2, t>2 or H2/D2
mixtures. The high source pressure relaxes any vibrational excitation in the ions. The ions
are injected at low energy into pure helium carrier gas and the reactant gases, H2, HD or D 2

as appropriate, are introduced into the carrier gas in the usual way. Thus, k f and k r and the
product ion distributions for all reactant ion/reactant gas combinations were determined at
two temperatures, i.e. 80 and 300 K.
RESULTS

In four out of the ten reactions in the H 3 + H 2 series only one binary product channel is
possible, whilst in the regaining six reactions two binary product channels are possible.
This total study represents a great deal of data which will be presented lit detail in a fuller
paper (9). Here we choose to discuss just four representative reactions which illustrate
the important features of the total data set. The reaction :

BD B2D 4H°/R -136 K (1)
is one involving only one product channel. We have studied this reaction in detail
previously (6,7). Both k_ and k have been obtained at BO, 200 and 295 K and AH° /R was
determined and compared with the values calculated from the z.p.e. and rotational energy
contents reactants and products. The quoted value of A H°/P. for reaction (1), and indeed for
the other reactions discussed below, have been calculated from the differences in vibrational
z.p.e. only and do not include contributions due to any differences in rotational energy
contents of the species involved. Differences in the rotational energy contents are some-
tinas very significant at low temperatures !<100 K). This is particularly so for reaction
(1) for which A B°/R is very dependent on temperature below 100 K (6), principally due to the
so-called "rotational z.p.e." o£ Ha+ (10). Note that the exoergic direction for the reaction
is that resulting in an increase in the degree of deuteration of the ion (this is a "golden
rule" for these H3 + + H2 reactions, but not for all D/B exchange reactions (11)1.

An important feature of these isotope exchange reactions (and indeed of all the other
isotope exchange reactions which we have studied; these are referred to in the Introduction)
is that the kf increase towards the corresponding k c (the collisional limiting value ) as the
temperature is reduced. Thus for reactions (1), kf(l) is 1.3(-9)cm s"

1 at 80 K <kc=1.7<-9)
cBjS-^). As expected k c reduces with reducing temperature, T,e.g. k r d ) at 80 K is 2.9(-10)
cm s-.. Also when T i |ÄH°/R| , then kf • k r •*• k c for all the reactions studied, an
obsetvation which is particularly significant in predicting k £ and k r values at the low
temperatures of interstellar gas clouds (12).

From the six reactions for which two product channels are possible, we choose for
discussion a reaction for which both channels are exoergic, one which has an exoergic and an
endoergic channel and one for which both product channels are endoergic. The usual
accuracy of product ion distributions determined using SIFT apparatuses was not always
achievable for these reactions because of the sometimes rapid secondary reactions which occur
between the product ions and the reactant gas. This was particularly problematic when BD was
the reactant gas.
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Both product channels and exoergic in the reaction i

Bi + • Dj * (a) HOi+ + Hi, AH°/R - -241 Ki (b) HjD+ + HD, A H ° / R = -57 K (2)

Ststi.sti.es (entropy) favour HjD+ production (2b) which can be viewed as an atom exchange or
isotopic scrambling process, whereas HOj + production (2a] can be viewed as the more direct
process of proton transfer. In a merged beam experiment (13) only (2a) was observed,
presumably because the time scale of the interaction at beam energies does not allow for (2b)
which presumably requires the formation of a (HjD2

+)* complex. The present SIFT data
indicate that (2a) is dominant even at 80 K, but that (2b) is also significant (25% at 80 K ) .
This indicates that, in the thermal SIFT experiment, the (H1D1+)* complex has a sufficiently
long lifetime to allow some H/D exchange (partial scrambling) to occur. However, there
is more phase space available to (2a) because of the greater exoergicity of this channel; the
simpler mechanism of (2j) is also favoured on thegrounds of interaction time. The overall
rate coefficient for the reaction is 1.4 (-9)cm>s~ at 80 K and therefore is within error
equal to Kc.

One product channel is exoergic and one endoergic in the reaction :

HDj* + HD + (a) Di + + Hi, AH°/R « -230 K; (b) HiD* + Di, fiH°/R - 105 K (3)

Clearly Di+ production (3a) requires complex formation and predictably is not significant in
the beam experiment (13) but it is the major product (* 80») in the present SIFT experiments
at 80 K. Although (3b) represents the simpler mechanism and is also favoured entropically,
it is a small component of the reaction at Bo K because this channel is appreciably
endoergic U.e.&HS/a> T ) , However at 300 K, when ta°/RCT, then (3b) becomes the major
channel C" 70%) indicating that entropic and mechanistic effects rather than enthalpic effects
determine the course of the reaction. The net rate coefficient for the reaction is relatively
small CV 0.S k c ) , even at 80 K, this being a reflection of the high probability for the re-
generation of the reactant ion HDj* out of the intermediate (HiDj+)«coapleJC.

Both product channels are significantly endoergic in the reaction :

Da * + H + (a) H2D* + Hz, 4H°/R = 335 Kj (b) HDj
+ + HD, AH°/R - 230 K (4)

This reaction has previously been studied in a tandem ICH (14) and both HjD+(701) and HDj +

(30») were observed products, a result also obtained at 300 K in the present SIFT studies.
Bowever, the total rate coefficient in the ICR experiment is only 40» of that indicated by the
SIFT study (l(-9)cm s-*). Thus at the higher temperatures (and energies) the direct
deuteron transfer process (4a) is favoured; however, at 80 K channel (4b) is favoured C^O»),
presumably because it is the least endoergic channel and because it is favoured entropically.
That both channels are appreciably endoergic is manifest by the relatively small total rate
coefficient for the reaction at 80 K which is 4(-10)cm*s~1. (i.e. k<v0.2 kc).
CONCLUSIONS

Studies of D/H exchange in the Hi* + Hi system clearly demonstrate the controlling
influence of enthalpy and entropy differences on isotopic exchange reactions. ! They also
demonstrate that isotopic scrambling occurs in relatively long lived intermediate complexes
at low temperatures, whereas at higher temperatures the simpler mechanism of proton (or
deuteron) transfer is favoured. The data on these reactions also add to the body of data
on ion-molecule isotope exchange reactions (lj I S which invariably show that the rate
coefficients for the exoergic reactions, kf, approach the collisional limiting values, kc, at
low temperatures (i.e. when T < |&H°/R| )
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THE INTERNAL ENERGY OF N 4
+ DRIFTING IN N2 AND He. •,
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Abstract

Comparison of the rate coefficients for the reaction of N 4
+ with H2

obtained in drift experiments both in a He and N~ buffer show the same de-
pendence when plotted as a function of Ti = KE c m . 2/(3k) being the colli-
sion induced internal temperature according to Viehland et al. This de-
pendence is nearly identical tothe one obtained as a function of real
temperature, T, in the NOAA-Laboratory at Boulder, showing that N.+ is
readily internally excited not only by the heavy buffer N~ but also by
the light He buffer gas.

I Introduction

. ' The exothermic reaction
,1

\ N 4
+ + H 2 - N2H

+ + N 2 + H (1)
1 . has been the subject of extensive investigations in a flow drift tube

experiment using Ng as a buffer as well as in a temperature variable
flowing afterglow both at the NOAALaboratory in Boulder1. The data
obtained as a function of temperature showed a strong increase of k.
from a value of k, = 2.7 x 10~ 1 2 cm3 sec"1 at 300 K to k. = 2.5 x 10~11

2 - 1 1

cm sec at 485°K and an Arrhenius plot of these data yields an activation
barrier of about 0.15 eV, and a pre exponential factor of 1.1 x 10~9 cm3

' sec" , being close to the Langevin limit 1.5 x 10"9 cm3 sec1. The NOAA-
* flowdrift data in N, show an enormous increase of the rate coefficients

from about 2 x 10"1' cm3 sec"1 at zero E/N to 1.3 x 10"1ocm3 sec"1 at
E/N - 140 Td. While in this E/N range the relative kinetic energy between
the reactants N 4

+ and H 2 only changes by ~ 25%
2, the relative kinetic

energy between N 4
+ and the N 2 buffer gas changes by more than a factor

of 4. Thus the strong charge in k is mainly caused by the change of the

"t
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N 4
+ internal (vibrational) energy and does not reflect the kinetic

energy dependence of the reaction. As the vibrational spacing in
the H 2 reactant is so large (0.51 eV) the fraction of H2 (v > o) reached
at even the highest temperature (485°tO in the temperature variable
afterglow is so small, (< 5 x 10" ) that the change of internal excita-
tion of the neutral reactant H~ cannot contribute significantly to the
change of k as a function of T. Therefore reaction (1) is an ideal case
to test the internal excitation of N.+ in various buffer gases by comparing
the respective rate coefficient dependences with the temperature dependence
of this reaction, knowing that this is nearly solely caused by the
change of the N 4

+ internal energy. A first attempt to compare the drift,
tube data obtained in N? with the temperature variable afterglow results
was made by connecting an "effective" temperature T ^ , to E/N in the
form2,

Teff " Tgas (2)

By adapting a, agreement was reached between the rate coefficients measured
as a function of temperature and the respective drift tube data over the
whole overlapping range of the data.
Only very recently could Viehland et al. show theoretically, that the
"internal temperature" Ti of a molecular ion drifting in an atomic buffer
gas is governed by the relation

I k T -Ik
C D 1 £ C

7 Mb vd
2-2 b d (3)

with Mfa being the mass of the buffer gas and v. the ion drift velocity.
Relation (3) actually is identical with the experimentally found ralation
(2), under the condition, that uQ is constant, which indeed is usually
the case at low E/N in heavy buffer gases.

In the present work we have repeated the drift tube measurements on reac-
tion (1) in an N2 buffer and extended them to a Helium buffer in order to
compare both data sets using relation (3) of Viehland et al.r with the NOAA
data obtained as a function of temperature.
We also investigated the reaction
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N 4
+ + Ar ->• ArN2

+ + Ng (4)

which shows a barrier similar as reaction (1).

Experimental and results

For the present investigation a quasistatic drift tube was used, with

mass selection prior to the ion injection through a Ventury type inlet

into the drift section. The N^+ ions are produced in a high pressure ion

source and typical count rates of about 500/sec are obtained both in a

Nitrogen and in a Helium buffer. From the decline of the N 4
+ ion signal as

a function of H2 or Ar addition to the buffer gas, the respective rate

coefficients are calculated in the usual way4 by using the mobility data of

Lindinger et al. for N 4
+ in N2 and of Smith for N 4

+ in He5.

Fig. 1 shows the presently obtained data on the reaction of N.+ with H2

together with the NOAAdata, all plotted as a function of T.. according to

Equ. (3), and T respectively (for the data obtained in the temperature

variable system). In the N2 buffer (and at low pressures also in He) two

declines were observed, especially at elevated E/N, and both rate coeffi-

cients obtained in each case are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 represents Arrhenius

plots of the rate coefficient data sets of the "slowly reacting" fractions.

The data show close coincidence between the present He-buffer data and kT

obtained at NOAA, while the data obtained in the Ng buffer lie somewhat
lower at higher T ^ This is most likely to be explained due to the
existence of small vibrational spacings in N 4

+ which means that the
relative kinetic energy between N 4

+ and He is big enough even at low E/N
to cause vibrational excitation of N 4

+. A surprising fact is, that a
fraction of N 4

+ seems to retain internal excitation in an N 2 buffer even
at low E/N though usually the excitation of molecular ion is efficiently
quenched in their parent gas.

| The fact that the N 4
+ internal temperature is represented well by equ. 3

j allows us also to use drift tube data to deduce a fairly exact value for

I the activation barrier of reaction (4), which also shows a strong E/N

t, dependence, which again can be expressed in terms of T. as shown in Fig. 3.

The Arrhenius plot yields Efl -0.26 eV, while the overall reaction is

close to thermoneutral. as D(Ar - N 2
+) - D(N2 - N 2

+ ) . The preexponential
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factor k^ — 3.5 x 10" cm sec" lies within a factor of 2 of the Langevin
limiting value k, = 6.2 x 10 cm sec . Activation energies are quite
unusual for ion molecule reactions and the fact that N^+ shows a barrier
in both reactions (1) and (4) indicates that the barrier formation lies
in a property of the N.+ ion rather than in properties of the neutral
reactants.

Conclusions

N.+ drifting in Helium is internally vibrationally excited in
quantitative agreement with Equ. 3,, recently developed by Viehland et
al. This finding allows us to deduce the temperature dependences for
reactions of N»+, such as reactions (1) and (4) from the measured
dependences as a function of E/N.
The present results are a conclusive test for the validity of Equ. 3.

This work was supported by the Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen
Forschung , Project No. S-18/07.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THREE-BODY ^11

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS ' '

H. Bohringer and F. Arnold, Max-Planck-Institut f. Kernphysik, Heidelberg,F.R.G.

Abstract. The temperature dependence of the ion-molecule association re-
actions (i) N|+N2+M + NJ+M (M=N2, He), (ii) 0£+02+M •+ Ot+M (M=0?, He) and
(iii) He++2He -* Heg+He have been studied over an extended temperature
range to temperatures as low as 30 K with a recently constructed liquid
helium-cooled ion drift tube. Over most of the temperature range the three-
body reaction rate coefficients show an inverse temperature dependence pro-
portional to T-n with n in the range 0.6 to 2.9. This temperature depen-
dence is quite consistent with current theories of ion molecule association.
At low temperatures, however, a deviation from the T"n dependence was ob-
served for the association reactions (ii). For reactions (i) different
temperature dependences were obtained for N? and He third bodies indicat-
ing an additional temperature dependence of the collisional stabilisation
process.

Introduction
There is a considerable interest in the kinetics of three-body ion-molecule

association reactions because of their important role in the ion chemistry of
planetary atmospheres. Association reactions are probably also very important
for the synthesis of the larger molecules observed in interstellar clouds.
Therefore association reactions have been the subject of increasing experimen-
tal !»2 and theoretical 3~5 research. The study of the temperature dependence of
these reactions over as large a temperature range as possible is particularly
important to test the theoretical modelling and understanding.
For this purpose a temperature-variable ion drift tube has been developed in our
laboratory that allows reaction studies in the extended temperature range from
20 to 420 K. In the present study, the new experiment has been applied to in-
vestigate the temperature dependence of the following association reactions

N£ + ZN2 - N^
N2 + N 2 + He

0£ + 2 0 2 -»- C
0| + 02+He -

He+ + 2He

Hf He

+ 0^ + He

He£ + He

0)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

over a wider temperature range than previously accessible. This investigation
includes reaction systems with atomic and molecular reactants for comparison
and for reactions (1) and (2) and reactions (3) and (4) the influence of the
nature of the third body on the reaction kinetics can be studied.

Experimental

The studies were conducted with a temperature-variable selected-ion drift
tube which has been described in detail recently . In this apparatus the prima-
ry ions N^, Oi and He+ were generated in a separate electron-impact ion source,
mass selected by a quadrupole mass filter, and injected into the drift tube
with laboratory energies of typically 30 eV. After entering the drift tube the
ions were thermalized in collisions with the buffer gas and any vibrational ex-
citation was rapidly quenched by collisions with the parent molecules N 2 or Op
which were present as reactant gas. After traversing the drift tube the primary
and product ions were sampled through a pinhole orifice and analysed by a qua-
drupole mass spectrometer detection system.
The drift tube has a length of 2.9 cm and is operated at gas densities from
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0.5 to 20x10*6 molecules cm" . The temperature variation was achieved by cool-
ing the drift tube with liquid N2 or liquid He or by electrical heating. The
residence time of the ions in the drift tube was measured experimentally and
the ion mobilities determined therefrom as a function of temperature and E/N
(drift field strength/gas number density) have been published elsewhere6,7,8.
For the reactions (1), (3), and (5) the rate coefficients have been measured
by varying the Ng, Og, and He total pressure, respectively, and monitoring the
primary and pjoduct ion signals (for details, see ref. 6 and 9). The rate coef-
ficients of reaction (2) and (4) have been measured at constant buffer gas
pressure monitoring the decline of the primary ion signal as a function of the
reactant gas pressure.

Results and Discussion
Due to the drift motion of the ions the ion molecule collision energy is

not truly thermal in a drift tube. Therefore it is important to know the in-
fluence of the "field energy" of the ions (which is a function of E/N) on the
association rate coefficients. This has been investigated in detail for reac-
tions (1) and (3), A series of data have been taken as a function of E/N for
different temperatures. Part of the data set for reaction (3) is shown in
Figure 1. Thermal energy rate coefficients are derived from such plots by ex-
trapolation to zero field (AT e«=0). For the reactions (2), (4), and (5) the
rate coefficients have been determined for such low values of E/N (1-5 Td,
1 Td=10"l7 V cm2) that the field energy of the ions can be neglected as is
shown by comparison with the results above. The thermal energy rate coef-
ficients which were obtained for the five association reactions are shown in
Figures 2, 3, and 4 as a function of the gas temperature. The rate coeffi-
cients can be approximated by the following expressions:

K, = 6.8 x 10"29 (300/T)1-64(±0.3)

K2 = 1.8 x 10"29 (300 /T) 2 - 3 ( i ° - 2 )

K3 = 4 x 10"30 (300/T)2 -9 (±°-3 )

K4 = 5.5 x 10"31 (300 /T) 2 - 7 ( i ° - 3 )

K5 = 1.4 x 10~31

There is good agreement between these results and the previous results also
shown in the Figures 8,10-18. A slightly steeper temperature dependence for
reaction (1) was found by R. Johnsen 19. For the same reaction a large dis-
agreement exists to recent results by Headley et al. z o.
To compare the dependence of the association rate coefficients on temperature
and on the field energy we use the Wannier formula which describes approximate-

} ly the mean kinetic energy of ions in an atomic buffer 21» 22. The field ener-
gy is correlated to an effective temperature enhancement A T e « and comparison
is made to the true temperature dependence shown in Figure 1 as broken lines.
The association rate coefficients decrease more steeply with a true tempera-
ture enhancement. This shows that the internal energy modes of the molecular
reactants which are not all effectively heated by trie drift field do play an
important role in the reaction kinetics.
In the studies of reaction (4) an intermediate product Ot-He was observed
which makes possible the production of Ot through a so called Chaperon mecha-
nism

Og + 2He ->• 0* • He + He (6)
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FIGURE 1. Rate coefficients for re-
action (3) measured as a function of
the field energy of the ions for dif-
ferent gas temperatures. The field
energy is correlated to an effective
temperature enhancement AT ff by
means of the Wannier formula 21, The
broken lines correspond to thermal
energy rate coefficients as a function
of a gas temperature enhancement of
AT.
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Figure 3 shows the estimated contribution of the Chaperon mechanism to the ob-
served production rate 8. The true three-body rate coefficient obtained by sub-
tracting the Chaperon contribution is also shown. No such cluster ion N+-He
was observed in the study of reaction (2). 2
At the lowest temperatures the rate coefficients of reaction (3) obviously de-
viate from the generally observed r n temperature dependence of association re-
actions. A similar deviation is also indicated for the reactions (1) and (2)

; o r - r T t l o n {4),if the contribution of the Chaperon mechanism is
S * 1° l^ n° exPlanati°n has been found for this behavior. That re-
£ S lnü2-ves*2nl¥ a t O m i? r e a c t a n t s» does not show this behavior,
6 ? a t this *ffect is elated to the internal structure of the re-

K ..I c h a n 9 e i" the temperature dependence can, however, not be explain-
by a "freezing of internal modes" at low temperature 6 F

?H°S leACtlun (1) and (2)'and (3) and (4) shows that He is a less ef-
m y t h/?^2 ° r °2' *lh1?!| is we11 known f ™ P^vious results?

l (l )x a n d [z)^en a significantly different temperature depend-
i2vSerVKd

1t
or *he different third bodies. This shows that the process

n l Ä e 2 s t a5 l 1 l s a^on by collision with a third body also introduces a tem-
perature dependence in the kinetics of the overall process. This has been neg-
lerbst 5 M r m ' Ut 1S take" int0 account 1n a recent treatnSt of
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FIGURE 2. Thermal energy rate coefficients for reactions (1) and
(2) as a function of temperature. Comparison is made to previous
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FIGURE 3. Thermal energy rate coefficients for reactions (3) and (4)
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14. Broken lines represent the estimated contribution of the Chaperon me-
chanism (6), (7). The shaded area corresponds to the true three-body rate
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He* + 2He — He2* • He

o Niles + Robertson 1965 q "" •>
Johnsen, Chen, Biondi I980
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(Patterson 1968)
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FIGURE 4. Thermal energy rate coefficient for reaction (5) as a function
of temperature. Previous results are from ref. 15-18.
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Drif t tube measurements of the temperature dependence of ion association

reactions in atmospheric gases. Product ion yields of

reactions in methane.

R, Johnsen, S. Dheandhanoo, and M. A. Biondi

Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

Abstract

Association reactions of NO , 0 2 , N , and Ng ions with No and CO? have been studied
as a function of gas temperature using a variable-temperature drift-tube mass-
spectrometer apparatus. The observed variation of the forward rate coefficients with
temperature (typically 100 K - 400 K) can be expressed in the form of power laws of
the form k = C(T/300)x, with x ranging from 2.2 to 4.3.

In a second set of measurements, we have employed a selected ion drift apparatus (SIDA)
to determine product ion yields for several fast reactions of H+, D+, and N + ions with
methane. It is found that the product ion yields exhibit a pronounced variation with
ion energy (0.04 - 0.2 eV in the lab frame), even though the tota7< rate coefficients
are independent of energy. Generally, charge transfer branches are found to dominate
over rearrangement reactions as the ion energy is increased.

KEYWORDS

Ion-molecule reactions, drift tubes, association reactions of ions, reactions with
methane.

INTRODUCTION

Continuing our previous efforts to provide rate coefficients for model calculations of
natural and man-made gas plasmas, we have studied a number of reactions for applications
to the D-region of the earth's ionosphere and several of relevance to planetary
atmospheres of-reducing composition.

Little needs to be said about the ion drift tube method employed in this work, since
the subject has been covered adequately in earlier Swarm Seminars (see, for instance,
Johnsen, 1981). Two different drift tube apparatus were employed in this work, one
of which equipped with a mass selective ion source (selected ion drift tube apparatus,
SIDA), the other one possessing the capability of operating over a wide range of gas
temperatures (from 77 K to about 600 K). Depending on the reaction under study, either
or both apparatus were used. In general, it was found advantageous to first gain an
overview over the reactions occurring by using the more flexible SIDA instrument and
then to carry out measurements as a function of gas temperature in the variable-
temperature drift tube. Total rate coefficients, i.e. the sum of partial rate coeffi-
cients into all product channels, were obtained by measuring parent ion loss rates by
means of the additional residence time technique (ART). Rate coefficients for specific
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product channels were obtained by recording the intensities of mass analyzed product-
ion signals. In many cases, the time dependence of the product ion intensity, i.e.
the product-ion arrival spectrum, was analyzed to separate the desired product ion
intensity from contributions due to extraneous reactions.

As always in such studies, careful attention was paid to reactions with impurities
contained in the gas samples used. With exception of methane, which contained signifi-
cant amounts of ethane, gas purity was found to be adequate for these studies.

MEASUREMENTS OF THREE-BODY ASSOCIATION REACTIONS WITH N2 AND C02

Present models of the D-region ion chemistry incorporate clustering of the primary
N0+ and 02+ to the abundant nitrogen as the first and crucial step in the clustering
sequence leading ultimately to the observed hydronium water clusters. Because of the
weak binding of ions to N2, rate coefficients for formation of N2 clusters are
generally small and exhibit a very pronounced dependence on gas temperature. For
instance* a T"5 dependence for NO* clustering to N2 ">s required to explain the extreme
temperature sensitivity of ion abundances and composition in the D-Region (Arnold
et al., 1979),

Laboratory measurements of such reactions have to be carried out at reduced tempera-
tures, since the cluster ions are unstable against thermal decomposition at room
temperature. Further complications arising from the "fragility" of these cluster ions
are (a) collisional break-up of ions during sampling from the drift tube into the
mass spectrometer and (b) thermal dissociation in the drift tube, which is not negli-
gible even at low temperatures. The first of the two problems was dealt with in this
work by analyzing the structure of the arrival spectra of parent and product ions.
Since parent and product ion mobilities are generally slightly different, the fragments
of clustered ions having suffered a dissociative collision will be detected at the
transit time typical of cluster ions rather than that of parent ions having traversed
the tube unclustered. In most cases this mobility differentiation provided an
adequate means of correcting for collisional break-up in the ion sampling system.
Conditions where corrections were judged to be excessively large or inaccurate were
avoided.

As mentioned earlier, thermal dissociation of cluster ions is not negligible even at
low temperatures and, unless attainment of reactive equilibrium is prevented by adding
"scavenger" molecules, the forward rate coefficients for the clustering reactions
cannot be determined easily. Nitric oxide was used in the measurements of the
N0+ + 2 N? reaction to convert the N0+-N2 product ions into the more stable N0+- NO by
the switching reaction N0+» N2 + NO •* N0+> NO + N2, thus, preventing redissociation of
N0+« N2. In using scavengers, care must be taken that the scavenger concentration is
adequate to ensure cluster stabilization without leading to additional, undesired
side reactions. Estimates based on the pertinent rate equations and experimental
tests were used to find the "proper" amount of scavengers.

The results of these measurements are compiled in table 1, where the measured rate
coefficients have been fitted to power laws of the type k = k(300 K) x (300/T)*.
For the first two reactions, equilibrium constants for the cluster equilibria are known
from previous work (for N0+-N? the data of Johnsen et al. was used, for 02

+- N 2 the
data by Janik and Conway) such that rate coefficients for thermal dissociation can be
inferred. These have been included in table 1.

The two reactions of N+ and N 2
+ in N 2 are of lesser interest for D-region applications

but were included because of their importance as basic reactions and for comparison
with other experimental results. Several good measurements are available for the
-N2 + 2 N2 reaction at 300 K (Moseley et al. 1969) and over extended ranges of
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temperature (Bohringer and Arnold, 1982, Meot-Ner and Field, 1974). The agreement \
of the present data and those of Bohringer and Arnold is excellent at 100 K, -r
but the latter data are about 30% higher at 300 K than the present data and those
of Moseleyet al. While the satisfactory agreement attests to the high state of !
the art of drift tube measurements, the 30% disagreement at 300 K should be
investigated further.

REACTIONS WITH H2, CH4, AND C2H6

While a considerable body of data exists on ion-molecule reactions involving hydro-
carbons, the complexity of the reaction paths and large number of ionic species
are enormous and much work remains to be done. The present work addresses only
two of the problems, namely the dependence of product ion yields on ion energy
in the case of fast reactions and formation of ions clustered to CH4.

An example of a fast reaction is that of N+ with CH4, which exhibits four different
product channels. The two branches producing CH4 and CH3+ may be classified as
simple or dissociative charge transfer, while those branches leading to HgCN+

and HCN+ require rearrangement of several bonds. The total rate coefficient
(see table 2) is close to the Langevin limit and one might expect that both the
total rate coefficient and the product ion yields would depend little on ion
energy. In fact, only the total rate coefficient is independent of energy,
while the product ion yields vary quite rapidly with energy. As indicated in
table 1, the product ion distribution shifts at higher ion energies to favor the
charge transfer branches. The product ion distribution at 0.04 eV is quite close
to that observed in an ion cyclotron resonance experiment (ICR) by Huntress (1977).

The reaction of H+ with CH4 (see table 1) exhibits two branches which may be
classified as charge transfer and H" transfer. The corresponding reaction of D +

however, exhibits a third branch, leading to CHoD*, which cannot arise from
simple H~ transfer. AgainE as in the case of the N

+ + CH4 reaction, the total
rate coefficients are independent of ion energy, but the product ion distributions
are sensitive functions of the ion energy. It is interesting to note that an
ICR measurement of the product ion yield of the H + CH4 reaction by Huntress
(1977) is compatible with the present values only if one assumes that the ICR
experiment was carried out with kinetically excited ions of about 0.12 eV energy.
It seems plausible to expect that the product ion yields at the low temperatures
of interest for planetary atmospheres or astrophysical environments may be quite
different from those observed at 300 K and above. Measurements carried out at
reduced gas temperature may be necessary to obtain data of relevance to those

•: applications.

I The two reactions with ethane (see table 1) were studied mainly to assess the effect
of an ethane impurity in the methane gas samples. The extremely slow reaction of

' C2Hc
+ with CH4, also observed by Hiraoka and Kebarle (1975), was first thought to

: be due to a reaction with this ethane impurity, but measurements in purified
j methane confirmed the results of those authors.

The final two measurements deal with the formation of complex hydrocarbon ions
by three-body association. It may at first seem surprising that clustering of
CH5 with CH4 is a relatively slow process in view of the polyatomic nature of
the reacting system, but this observation may be understandable if the binding
energy of these.clusters is very small. Small binding energies on the order of
0.35 eV for CH5 • CH4 have been inferred also by Hiraoka and Kebarle (1974) on
the basis of equilibrium constant measurements.
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TABLE 1

(1) N0+ + 2N 2 - NO+N2 + N2

kj = (3 i 0.3) x 10-3 1 (300/T)4*3 cm6/sec

(100 K to 180 K)

(2) N2 + N0+ + 2 Ng

k2 = 1.5 x 10"8(300/T)4 '3 exp(-2093/T) cm3/sec

(100 K to 180 K)

(3) 02
+ + 2 N2 -*• 02

+- N2 + N2

k3 = (1.0 - 0.1) x 10- 3 1 (300 /T) 3 ' 2 cm6/sec

(100 K to 170 K)

(4) 02
+- N2 + N2 -> 0 2

+ + 2 N2

k4 = 1.7 x 10"7(300/T)
3-2 exp(-2676/T) cm3/sec

(110 K to 170 K)

(5) N0+ + C02 + N2 -> NO
+-CO2 + N2

k5 = (1.4 - 0.4) x 10-29(300/T)
4'0 cm6/sec

(150 K to 220 K)

+(6) N+ + 2 N2 ^ N3

k6 = (2 - 0.2) x 10~2 9(300/T)2-0 cm6/sec

(120 K to 410 K)

N 4
+ + N2(7) N2

+ + 2 N2 ->• N4 + N2

k? = (5 - 0.5) x 10-29(300/T)2 '1 4 cm6/sec

(130 K to 450 K)
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TABLE 2

(8) N+ + CH4 + CH 3
+ + N + H 45 to 68% (EiQn = 0.04 to 0.5 eV)

+ H2CN+ + H2 40 to 17«

•+ HCN+ + H2 + H 10 to 5«

•*• CH4
+ + N 5 to 13«

kg = 1.2 x 10~9 cm3/sec

(9) H+ + CH4 -»• CH 3
+ + H2 82 to 50« (Eion = 0.04 to 0.2 eV)

+ CH 4
+ + H 18 to 502

kg = 4.5 x 10~9 cm3/sec

(10) D+ + CH4 + CH3
+ + HD 57 to 40* (EiQn = 0.04 to 0.18 eV)

•* CH2D
+ + H2 21 to 36«

^ CH4
+ + D 21 to 24X

k1Q •- 3.5 x 10"
9 cm3/sec

(11) C2H5
+ + CH4 -̂  C3H?

+ + H2 100« (E-On = 0.04 eV)

kj-, = 1 x 10"14 cm3/sec

(12) C2H5
+ + C2H6 •* C3H?

+ + CH4 14% {£.Qn = 0.04 to 0.14 eV)

->- C4H§ + H2 86«

k12 = 3.8 x 10"
11 cm3/sec

(13) CH5
+ + C2H6 + C2Hy

+ + CH4 100« (E1on = 0.04 eV)

* k-i, = 1.2 x 10-9 cm3/sec

j (14) CH5
+ + 2CH4 ->• CH5

+-CH4 + CH4

' " k14 = (1 * 0.1) x 10~
29(300/T)2-9 cm6/sec

T = 80 to 120 K

Uncertainties are about - 10« for rate coefficients. All ion energies E i o n are

given in the center-of-mass frame of reference.
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ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS AT IflW TEMPERATURES

Nigel G. Adams and David Smith
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A dramatic increase in the understanding of ion-molecule reactions at
thermal energies resulted from the development and exploitation of the
flowing afterglow technique by Ferguson, Fehsenfeld and Schmeltekopf (1)
in 1964. Subsequently, these scientists together with their associates and
several other groups continued to exploit the flowing afterglow technique,
and using it obtained the rate coefficients for several thousands of ion-
molecule reactions, many over appreciable temperature ranges (2). Following
this pioneering work, we developed the Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT). This
technique possesses most of the features of the flowing afterglow but with
the essential difference that the reaction region is not a plasma medium
but rather a flowing gas supporting a relatively low density (swarm) of
either positive ions or negative ions (as required). The ions are
generated in an ion source which is isolated from the main flow tube by a
quadrupole mass filter which facilitates the injection of mass selected
ions into the carrier gas. The venturi effect is exploited to minimise
the backflow of the carrier gas into the mass spectrometer chamber. The
essential features of both the flowing afterglow and the SIFT are described
in more detail in a review (3). Another vital feature of the SIFT is that
the source gas f ran which the primary ions are generated is not present
in the flow tube (only in the remote ion source). Therefore studies of the
reactions of the primary (injected) ionic species with reactant gases which
are introduced into the carrier gas are not complicated by the presence of
the source gas. This feature is especially important in studies of isotope
exchange in ion-molecule reactions (see below). The additional features
offered by the SIFT have greatly extended the variety of reactions which
can be studied at thermal energies and has allowed the product ion
distributions to be accurately determined. The recently developed
variable-temperature SIFT has allowed reactions to be studied over the
extended temperature range 80-600K. It is also pertinent to mention the
Selected Ion Flow Drift Tube (SIFDT) which is a successful union of the
Flow Drift Tube (FDT) developed at Boulder (4) with the mass filter/venturi
injector from the SIFT. The SIFDT allows the study of ionic reactions
over an appreciable range of interaction energies. Very recently in our
laboratory, we have added a drift tube facility to our variable-temperature
SIFT, thus creating a variable-tenperature SIFDT (a VT-SIFDT!). With this,
we are now able to study ion-molecule reactions over appreciable gas
temperature and ion energy ranges.

During the last few years, SIFT apparatuses have been used to study a
very large number of ion-molecule reactions in several laboratories. In our
laboratory, we have been concerned exclusively with the reactions of
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positive ions, including both singly and doubly-charged atomic ions (5-9),
polyatomic ions which are members of recognised series (e.g. CHn (10-14),
HnC0

+ (15), NHn
+ (16,17), HnS

+ (18),etc.) and cluster ions (19,20). These
ions have been generated using different types of ion sources; for the
cluster ion work, a flowing afterglow ion source has been used (21). Both
binary and ternary reactions have been studied and the rate coefficients
and product ion distributions obtained, often over the complete temperature
range available. We have summarised much of the early work in our 1979
review (3). Since that time, we have made a special effort to+study two
reaction types, (i) ternary association reactions mainly of G U ions (but
also of several other ions) with a variety of diatomic and polyatomic
molecules, and (ii) isotope exchange in ion-molecule reactions, concentrat-
ing on reactions which are thought to be important in interstellar gas
clouds. The general results of these studies will be summarised here. In
the laboratories of J.F. Paulson and C.H. Depuy studies of negative ion
reactions are being carried out using SIFT apparatuses (22,23).

During the course of our studies of the reactions of ions derived from
CH., we observed that CH, ions showed a propensity to undergo association
reactions with several molecules (10), i.e.

+ ^3 +CH3 + X + He —^-3»* CH- .X + He

Here X is the reactant neutral and He is the helium carrier gas atan which
acts as the chemically passive (stabilising) third body for the reaction.
Studies of these reactions at different temperatures show that the ternary
association rate coefficients, k,, increase rapidly at low temperatures,
in same cases to very large values (12,24). Indeed, k, was observed to
conform to a power law variation with temperature (i.e. k,«T n) over the
relatively wide temperature range of 80 to 600K. High quality data were
obtained for several reactions (X = H2, N_, CL, CO, CO-) and a meaningful
value of the index n for each reaction was derived. Tnese data have been
used as a critical test for the most recent theoretical models for these
association reactions (see. Bates (25,26) and Herbst ,i 27)).$ .These models
predict that k, should vary with T according to a T *' power law,
where J! is the total number of rotational degrees of freedom in the
separated reactants (e.g. H = 5 for the reaction of CH, with a diatomic
molecule). $ is a factor which accounts for the temperature variation of
the efficiency of stabilising collisions between the (CH, .X) excited,
intermediate complex and the buffer gas atoms (He in these experiments).
Comparison of theory with experiment shows remarkably good agreement, with
S in most cases being a small fraction (usually within the range -0.3 to
+0.3). Closely similar results were obtained using CD, as the reactant
ion but, interestingly, the magnitudes of k,were about a factor of two
greater than for the corresponding CH, reactions. Reasons for these larger
values are suggested in two recent papers (24,28). Association reactions

. involving other ions have been studied and a detailed discussion of the
! results has been presented in a very recent review (29). A collaborative
j study of the N„ + N_ > N. and O_ + O, — 5 * O + reactions has
| recently been carried out using both tfie Birmingham SIFT and the Heidelberg
j drift tube. (30) This very interesting work is discussed elsewhere in the
t, proceedings to this seminar.

The initial motivation for our studies of isotope exchange reactions
came as a result of the astronomical observation that the rare (heavy) iso-
topes of several elements appear to be„enriched in interstellar molecules
(i.e. isotope ratios, e.g. D/H, i JC/ C, are greater in interstellar mole-
cules than in the solar system). It had been suggested (31) that this |

I
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might be due to isotope fractionation in ion-molecule reactions, e.g.

This requires that the forward rate coefficient, kff is significantly larger
than the reverse rate coefficient, k , at the low temperatures of inter-
stellar clouds. Vfe therefore exploited the variable-temperature SIFT to
study k£ and k for several such isotope exchange reactions, studies for
which SIFT apparatuses are uniquely suited. Fronuour„studies of many such
reactions, including those involving exchange of C/iiSC (32), 3N/ *N (33)
and D/H (19,28,23-37), isotope fractionation has been shown to be an impor-
tant process which must be considered in interstellar chemistry. Also, a
great deal of fundamental knowledge has been obtained concerning this
interesting class of reactions. Specifically, the studies of kf and k as
a function of temperature have provided values of the equilibrium constants
for the reactions, K (= k-/k_)r and consequently values for^lr andAs
(via the well-known thermodynamic relations). The enthalpy change, A H ,
is, of course, related to the differences in the zero-point-energies between
reactants and products and to their rotational energy contents. These
studies have provided data on the zero-point-energies (38) in some positive
ions. The accuracy of the measurements is such that the importance of non-
equilibrium ratios of ortho-H_ to para-H„ in the experiments has been
detected at low temperatures T36). The control which enthalpy differences
exert on reaction rate coefficients and product distributions at low tem-
peratures is clear from all the experimental data, and the role of entropy
change (statistics) is also clear. An apparent rule of kinetics for these
reactions, as revealed by the data, is that at low temperatures the sum
kf + k always approaches k , the collisional limiting rate coeffi-
cient for the reaction. This has been an important observation which, in
combination with the experimentally determined A H and As° (i.e. k f A )r
allows the determination of both kf and k separately at temperatures which
are appropriate to interstellar clouds, i.e. below the lower limiting
terrperature of the experiments. The kinetics of these reactions appear to
be quite predictable and there is hope that a description of the kinetics
in terms of thermodynamic quantities may be possible.

It is pertinent to mention again the VT-SIFDT which was referred to
above. At the time of writing, we have only just begun to exploit this
apparatus. Clearly, with it any of the reactions referred to above can now
be studied over an appreciable ion energy and temperature ranges. There-
fore the influence of ion kinetic energy and collisionally-induced internal
excitation (vibrational/rotational) in the reactant ion on the rates and
mechanisms of the reactions can be investigated. To date, we have data
relating to some ternary association reactions and some ligand switching
reactions which show interesting trends. This apparatus will be vigorously
exploited in the future in pursuit of a better understanding of ion-molecule
reactions.
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POPULATION OF NEARLY RESONANT Xe+* STATES BY CHARGE TRANSFER EXCITATION
FROM He+ AS STUDIED SPECTROSCOPICALLY IN A FLOW DRIFT TUBE (ENERGY RANGE:
0.04 - 2 eV; WAVELENGTH REGION: 584 - 1470 A ).

W. Federer, I. Kuen, W. Lindinger, W.Doblerand F. Howorka

Institut für Experimentalphysik der Universität Innsbruck, Karl Schönherr-
str. 3, A 6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Recently conducted combined drift tube and beam luminescence studies
/1/ have shown that the charge transfer excitation plays a dominant role in
collisions of helium ions with xenon atoms. At an energy of 100 eV, about
3O3> of the total charge transfer goes into emissive states. A number of
states emitting visible photons is excited in this energy range, which are
endoergic by about 1.5-3 eV. The lowest energy maxima of the excitation
cross sections lie around 50 - 100 eV. On the other hand, the total charge

transfer rate constant as investigated in flow tubes and flow drift tubes
3 1shows a strong increase from 4(-12) cms at a relative kinetic energy of

the collision partners of 0.025 eV to 1(-9) cm3 s at 1 eV. Although the
reaction is highly exoergic, this energy dependence corresponds to an endo-
ergic reaction with an endoergicity of about 0.1 eV. A close inspection of
the Xe+ state distribution shows that there are four nearly resonant states
(two endoergic, two exoergic) which can be populated by charge transfer if
the helium ions have drift tube energies. It seems paradox that the popula-
tion of exoergic states should need a certain amount of ion energy but from
a quasimolecular model of the collision complex (HeXe)+ it is evident that
a slightly endoergic crossing must be passed first before the exoergic cros-
sings can be reached.

The energy range of the collisions that can be studied in the flow drift
tube is 0.04 - 2 eV. Beam studies 111 extend down to 1 eV. The slight over-
lap in energies provides thus the possibility of calibration of the cross
sections or -ate constants which is otherwise a very difficult task.
Table 1 provides the notation of the states, their excitation and reaction
energies and the wavelenght of the emitted photons which can be studied in
the present arrangement.
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Table 1.

Wavelengths, transitions, excitation energies Eft and reaction energies

AE(> 0, endoergic, <0 exoergic) for Xe+ states investigated.

wavelength (A)

939

973

1048

1100

transition

upper state

6s 4 P 1 / 2

6s 2 P 3 / 2

5d \/z

5 D 6 2Sbp b 1 / 2

lower state

5P5 "

5P5

5P5

5P5

2P"3/2
2p o

2po

2 p o
K3/2

EA(eV)

12.54

12.74

11.83

11.27

AE (eV

+ 0.09

+ 0.29

- 0.63

- 1.19

The helium ions are produced in the buffer gas itself by a electron impact

ion cource. The buffergas flow (15 STP cm /s at 0.05 Torr) transports the

ions into the drift section of the tube where an electric field is used in

axial direction to transmit a certain amount of energy to the helium ions.

Xenon gas is introduced at a specific port on the axis of the tube and short-

ly downstreams (1 cm) the produced photons are observed perpendicularly to

the tube axis through a collimator and an externally pumped vacuum ultra-

violet monochromator (Acton research company, ARC VM 502). The photons are

wavelength-selected and measured in an open 15-stage multiplier. An equation

decribing the number of photons N which are emitted as a consequence of the

excitation of a specific state as part of the total charge exchange reaction

can be derived, which reads as follows:

N H-lfcl X -
k k1

v
W (1)

Here, k ist the "optical" rate constant into the emitting state, k1 ist the

overall charge-exchange rate constant, v is the relative center-of-mass velo-

city of the ions with respect to the neutrals (calculated from the Wannier

formula), [A o
+J is the density of the ions at the port of introduction of

the neutrals, fß] is the density of the neutrals in the observation region,

x is the distance of the observation region from the port of introduction

of the neutrals.

A graphical representation of eq. 1 where the photon counts are recorded

as a function of the reactant gas flow rate (being a measure of the numeri-
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cal xenon density) would give f i r s t a linear increase, then a f l a t maximum

and at very high reactant gas concentrations a square decrease of the curve.

The slope of the curve at small reactant concentrations is direct ly pro-

portional to the optical reaction rate constant k and inversely proportional

to the ion-neutral relative velocity. Fig. 1 shows an example for the ex-

ci tat ion of the 989 + 973 A lines of Xe* as dependent on the reactant xenon
O

flow, at an ion energy of 1.37 eV. From a comparison with the neutral 1470 A
line of xenon, the contribution of the electron impact excitation can be
estimated. The pure ionic excitation can thus be isolated from the sum of
ionic and electronic excitation with an error of about 30$, concerning the

o

measured optical rate constants. A separation of the 989 A l ine from the
Q O

973 A line is done by high resolution studies using a 1024 A multichannel
analyzer and multiple scanning. Until now, the rate constants can only be
derived in an arbitrary scale, because neither the particle densities in the
interaction volume nor the interaction volume itself is known. A calibra-
tion is necessary. Here we used the fact that we have an energy overlap
with the well-calibrated beam measurements of Jones et al. HI in the re-
gion 1-2 eV. They give absolute values for the cross section for the charge
exchange excitation for the states of Table 1. Converting their values to
rate constants by multipling them by the relative particle velocity gives
the curves in Fig. 2. Now we can adjust our measured rate constants to their
values and give them in absolute units. The errors involved in this proce-
dure are large but will not exceed 504. At very low energy, the errors might
be higher due to the additional influence of the electron impact excitation
but will not exceed a factor of 2. From Fig- 2 it is evident that the frac-

+*tion of Xe produced at very low particle energies (thermal to 0.1 eV) is
no more than 10% of the total charge exchange. There is a crossover between
the rate constant values for the 989 A line (endoergicity 0.09 eV) and the

o

973 A line (endoergicity 0.28 eV) which is consistent with the quasimoiecular
model of ref. 1. The exoergic 1048 A line has an even higher threshold, the

O

1100 A l ine can only be observed weakly at very high drift-tube energies

(2 eV). This l ine is mainly emitted due to cascading processes.

A very effective crossing with the ground state of (HeXe)+ must l i e very

near to the one leading to the Xe+ 6s4P1/2 state. Only i f this crossing is

passed quickly (high particle energy) higher-lying excited states can be

reached. To complete this picture, the energy of ground-state Xe+ ions
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after charge exchange should be measured. According to the present results,

they should have about 0.4 eV in the laboratory frame.
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THE DETERMINATION OF RESONANT CHARGE TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS

BY DRIFT TUBE TECHNIQUES

M.T. Elford and O.M. Williams
Research School of Physical Sciences,
Australian National University,

Canberra, Australia.

O & S~, Ccc f.)fj
I. INTRODUCTION ^ U

The measurement of charge transfer cross sections for the reactions

A+ + A A + A+

by beam techniques becomes very difficult at ion energies below about 1 eV

and considerable effort has been applied to deriving such cross sections

by the use of ion swarm techniques. Although a wide variety of swarm

methods has been used to obtain reaction rates for charge transfer (e.g.

flowing afterglow and selected ion-flow tube systems) this discussion will

be restricted to two swarm methods which employ drift tubes. These methods

are the injected ion technique of Kaneko et al. * which has been used

extensively at the Tokyo Metropolitan University and a method based on the

analysis of mobility data using Skullerud's2 drift velocity formula which

has been employed at the Australian National university. 3»t* The purpose of

this brief review is to compare the two techniques and to describe some

recent developments in ion mobility measurements at very high E/N

(> 1000 Td). Particular attention is paid to Kr ions in Kr because of

recent experimental interest in this case.

II. INJECTED ION METHOD

The apparatus used in the injected ion method is shown schematically in

Figure 1.

A small fraction of the mass selected

entry hole ii
SI

Figure 1

primary ions (A ) injected into the
exit hole

S mass
spectrometer drift tube which contains a dilute

mixture of the reactant gas in a

S2 buffer gas, is transmitted through the

exit hole to a mass spectrometer,

together with a fraction of the ions formed by charge transfer (B ) .

Isotopes are used in order to identify the primary and product ions, (e.g.

for Kr -Kr, the ions used were 8 6Kr + and 81*Kr+, Koizumi et al.5)

Present address: Defence Research Centre Salisbury, Adelaide, S.A.,
Australia.
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The reaction rate coefficient k is given by

where v. is the ion drift velocity, N1 the reactant number density, d the
dr

drift length and I. and I the currents at the output of the mass spectrometer

due to the ion species A and B + respectively.

In order to derive the mean resonant transfer cross section <a > as a
c

function of mean ion energy <e > from data for k as a function of E/H,
XaD c

(where E is the electric field strength and N the buffer gas number density),

three assumptions are made.

(a) <g O > = <g><a > (where g is the relative speed) ,

(b) <g> = (<g2>)'!!

and (c) <e-Lav)
> *s 9 i v e n by t n e Wannier formula.

Since the distribution of ion velocities is not, in general, known it

is not possible to determine accurately the error involved in making these

assumptions. In the case of Kr -Kr, Koizumi et al. estimate the uncertainty
in <a > to be i 25%.

c

The injected ion technique has been used to study both resonant and

non-resonant charge transfer with singly or multiply charged ions. It is

usable over a wide energy range and particularly at low energies where the

effect of large angle scattering has been studied. Because of the use- of a

buffer gas of low mass and the fact that the primary ions do not charge exchange

with the buffer gas, the ions can have relatively large energies at modest

values of E/N. No restriction is placed on the form of the charge transfer

cross section.

III. ANALYSIS OF MOBILITY DATA

Helm3 and Hegerberg et al.1* have fitted drift velocity data using the

Skullerud formula
1 „, 2

1 [ E e 2-yI2-Y 2-Y
vdr 2-Y I N m a

in which a is assumed to have the form a
c • c

a v
o

r((3-Y)/(2-Y)}

where v is the ion speed

and Y o are fitting'parameters.

Three additional assumptions are made

(a)

(b)

a = 2a where a is the momentum transfer cross sectionm e m
zero gas temperature

only 180 scattering occurs.
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Details of the fitting procedure and a discussion of the effect of these

assumptions have been given by Hegerberg et al1*. These workers estimate the

error in the derived cross section a to be < i 5*. Although giving cross
c

sections of much higher accuracy than those obtained by the injected ion

technique the analysis of mobility data suffers from a number of limitations.

Assumption (a) limits the method to energies greater than that where large

angle scattering becomes a significant contribution to o . The ion

identities have to be established indirectly and the attainment of high ion

energies, particularly for the heavier inert gases, requires data for very

high E/N values. The method requires data with absolute errors of "< ± 1%

and scatter of "< 0.2%, However such data are available and recent high

E/N measurements (up to 3500 Td) for Kr -Kr are now described.

IV. THE DRIFT VELOCITY OF Kr + IONS IN Kr

The four-gauge time-of-flight system used has been described by

Tegerberg et al.1* and is shown in Fig. 2.

The previous upper limit of E/N in

their drift velocity measurements

for Ne ions in Ne and Ar ions in

Ar was 1200 Td. This limit was

set by the presence of a background

current in the arrival time

spectrum caused by ions produced

within the drift space. A new type

of ion source6 has eliminated this

D
source

If II!• I co1collector

G1 G2 G3 G4
i 1

moveable

Figure 2

problem and enabled much higher values of E/N to be used. However at the

low pressures necessary to avoid breakdown the measured ion transit times

17.7

1 1

At (MS)

Figure 3

t, were found to be a function of
a

the time. At, the shutters (G1-G2

and G3-G4 in Fig. 2 ) , were "open".

(Fig. 3)

Experimental tests and computer

modelling showed the dependence

of t, on At to be due to two effects,
d

The dependence indicated by A is

caused by the truncation of the ion

pulse when each shutter closes. In

the absence of diffusion there is no

net effect since the displacement of
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the centroid of the pulse at the second shutter compensates for the displace-

ment at the first shutter. In the presence of diffusion, which is large at

low pressures and high E/N, the displacements at the two shutters are not

equal and the net effect becomes significant.

The dependence shown as B is caused by the anomalous shape of the input ion

pulse determined experimentally (d is the spacing between Gl and G2) and has the

form shown in Figure 4. The initial maximum C is believed to be caused by

ions which accumulate in the potential

well which exists in front of Gl when the

shutter is closed. As At changes the

shape of the input pulse changes and the

subsequent displacement in the position

of the centroid due to diffusion gives

rise to the effect B.

These effects were both taken into

account by computing the arrival time

spectrum for a given experimentally

determined time dependent number density

at grid G2. The computed spectra were

fitted to those measured using the drift

velocity as a variable parameter. The longitudinal diffusion coefficient D_ ,

which must also be known to compute arrival time spectra was found during the

procedure to obtain the number density at G2 and was not used as a fitting

parameter. The values of vdr and

NDL obtained are shown in Figure 5.

The errors are estimated to be

< ± 1% for 100 < E/N < 1000 Td,

± 1.5% for 1000 < E/N < 3500 Td

in the case of vdr and < ± 4% in

the case of ND_. All experimental

points fall within the thickness

of the lines and are therefore

not shown. The derived charge

transfer cross section is shown

in Figure 6. The present results .

and those of Koizumi et al. agree

to well within their combined error

limits.

Figure 4

I fcnr'»-')

10'.18

io4

Figure 5
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A METHOD TO STUDY REACTIONS BETWEEN IONS AND ATOMIC HYDROGEN IN A QUASI-
STATIC DRIFT TUBE

*\
P. Tosi, S. Ianotta and D. Bassi '

Istituto per la ricerca scientifica e tecnologica, 38050 Povo, Tr-ento
(Italy)

and

H. Villinger, W. Dobler and W. Lindinger

Institut f. Experimentalphysik, Abt. Atom- und Molekülphysik, Karl-Schön-
herrstr. 3, A 6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Abstract

The rate coefficients for the reactions of a primary ion A+ with H2

and H are obtained respectively by comparison of the declines of the
primary ion signal i(A+) and the rises of a product ion signal i(B+) once
with the addition of H2 all one and a second time of a mixture of H 2 and
H to the buffer gas in a drift experiment, performed at IRST, Trento.
The method is demonstrated using the reactions of C0 2

+ with H 2 and K.

Introduction

Atomic and molecular hydrogen represent the most abundant neutral
reactants for processes leading to molecular synthesis in interstellar
clouds. Moreover the same reactants also play an important role for
the balance of the ion densities in the boundary regions of fusion
plasmas, especially in connection with cold gas blankets. While the
reactions in interstellar clouds usually proceed at very low temperatures
of 20 - 80?K, the energy range of interest in fusion plasmas reaches
from many eV all the way to thermal energies. Beam experiments have
produced a wealth of dajta for the interactions of a variety of highly
charged ions with atomic hydrogen, but for thermal energies hardly any

*)
also: Department of Physics, University of Trento
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data exist for ion-H-interactions. The only positive ion - H reactions
investigated at room temperature are

and

C0 2
+

N0T

H

H20

Ki +4- COH + 0

k2H * Products

(D

(2)

both performed at NOAA, Boulder! A value of k = 6 x 10"1° cm sec"
+ 100 - 50% was obtained for reaction (1) and for reaction (2) an upper

-1? ^ «Ilimit k9 < 7 x 10 cm sec was reported.

In order to check on the possibility of using drift experiments for
investigating ion reactions with atomic hydrogen, we used a quasistatic
drift tube of the type described earlier with mass selected ion injection
in connection with a microwave hydrogen source to investigate reaction (1).
The dissociated and nondissociated hydrogen is introduced into the
drift tube through a teflon tube. Whilst the degree of dissociation
of the hydrogen emerging from the microwave source lies at about 90 to
95%, the hydrogen in the drift tube has an average degree of dissociation
of only 30 to 60%, mainly due to the recombination of H on the metallic
walls of the drift tube.

Measurement and Data analysis

The general problem of investigating ion reactions with atomic
hydrogen in swarm experiments arises due to the fact that besides H
also H 2 is always present in comparable densities. Thus the reaction of
the reactant ion with H2 is competing with the reaction with H. In
case of reaction (1) this competing reaction is

C02 C02H
+ H, (3)

which has a thermal rate coefficient 5 x 10 cm sec" declining with
increasing KEcm. One possibi l i ty of measuring k1 is the way followed
by Fehsenfeld and Ferguson, who determined the degree of dissociation of Is
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the hydrogen used as a reactant by a titration method and then calcu-
lated the values k1 and k3 from the total decline of the C0 2

+ ion signal
and comparing it to the rises of the product ions COH+ and COgH re-
spectively. In this procedure mass discrimination effects cannot be
excluded. In order to eliminate those sources of error we presently
applied a method, which makes use only of measured ion count rates
for C0 2

+ and C02H
+ with the microwave discharge on and off respectively.

From these data we get directly information on the degree of disso-
ciation of hydrogen, as well as k̂  and k^. As Equ. (1) and (3) show,
the reaction of C0 2

+ with H only produces COH+ (with some H+) but no
C02H

+, which in turn appears as the only product in the reaction with H«.
Thus, when the discharge is off we get a decline of i(C02

+) and the
respective increase of i(C0,>H+) as shown in Fig. 1. When the
microwave source is on, a lower density of H 2 in the drift chamber
is given at the same total flux of H2 entering the source, and thus a
lower product ion count rate i(CO?H

+) is observed. The difference between
i(C02H ) with the source on and off is related to the degree of disso-
ciation in the following way. The equations governing the density of
C0 2

+ and of CO2H
+ are the following.

[C02+]on

Here ©denotes the slope of the semi logarithmic plot of the ion count
| rates versus the reactant flux 4. pis related to the common parameters
I in drift experiments, as [ R ] , the density of the reactant gas, v d,
• the drift velocity, L the reaction lenght and the reaction rate coeffi-
t • cient k, in the form

iq.
(8)

The data in Fig. 1 include i(C02
+)on and i (C0 2

+) o f f as well as i(C02H
+)

and i(C0 2H
+) o f f, all as a function of the total reactant flux *. The
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rat io (C02
+]OR / [C02

+Joff leads to a value 6

P (9)

Kioff "
and from the experimentally determined ratios £cOgH"|Jon / /cOgH j o f f

we get

t

[CO, H+"L£ 2 Jon
- e

1 - 6

1 +

where A i s

1 - 5

1 + A

A-
From (9) and (10) we calculate

log 6
H9 = -

2 -

thus we obtain

=r
§H 2 (A+1)

and (11)

We are therefore able to plot the ion signal i(JDo ) as a function of
the atomic hydrogen flux d>u = 2(<fc-'r\J ), as shown in F i g . 2 , from

' -In T -I ?
which we obtain k, = 3 . 10 cm sec with an estimated accuracy of
60

_+ 40 %. This value is therefore in agreement with both the values re-
ported by Fehsenfeld and Ferguson1 and a value recently obtained in
Innsbruck in a fast flow drift tube (k,, = 3 x 10"1° cm3sec~1)*
Ack now!edgement
This work was supported by IRST and in part by Fond zur Förderung der
wissenschaftlichen Forschung under Project No. S-18/07.
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Abstract

The reactions of C0g
+ and CH[-+ with atomic hydrogen have been in-

-10 3vestigated in a SIFDT, and rate coefficients of krn + = 3 x 10 cm
-1 -103-1 2

sec and k-u + = 1.5 x 10 cm sec have been obtained.

Introduction

Interstellar molecular synthesis as well as reactions in boundary
layers of fusion reactors involve the interactions of ions with atomic
hydrogen at low energies. Thus a program was started in Innsbruck to
study reactions of ions with H in a Selected Ion Flow Drift Tube, and
first results are shown below.

Experimental

For the present measurements the Innsbruck SIFDT was equiped with
an atomic hydrogen source based on H2 - surface dissociation on a heated
(2800°K) Tungsten filament. The Hg-H mixture (degree of dissociation
- 20 to 50%) was led into the drift reaction region through a glass tube.
In order to check the system, we measured the rate coefficient for the
reaction C0 9

+ + H, for which k = 6(+
3.10"10 cm^sec"1 - 50" 10-10cm3 sec"1

1
and k =

have been obtained in Boulder and Trento
respectively. Parallel to the reaction

C0 o
+ + H — L , * COH+ 4- 0 (1)

•* H + CO,

there is a condition due to the reaction
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C0 2 + H2 I C02H
+ + H, (2)

which only produces COgH* as a product ion.
With the degree of dissociation D = [ H ] / [ Z Q ] , where [Q] is the density
[Ho]at the same flow of H 2 through the source, but the source being
switched off, we get the balances of C0 2

+ and CO2H
+ respectively:

d [CO*] r -
dt = " (k2 Q (1-D) + 2 k, DQ) [CO2

+J

and

d[cO2H
+]

1-D) [C02
+] .

(3)

(4)

Integration- leads to (with [A+Jon and JA+J ~ indicating the densi-
ties of A+ when the source is on or off):

[ C 0 2
+ ] o f f (Q) = [C0 2

+ J o e x p ( -

[C0 2
+ ] o n (Q,D) = [ C 0 2

+ ] o exp (-(

[C02H1off W =fC02+]o (1 " ex

r +i IcoA k-(i-D)
W o n (Q'D) •fctiV+Z^D

(5)

(6)

where L is the length of the reaction region in the drift tube.
Fig. 1 shows typical ion count rates of C0 2

+ and C0r,H+ as a function of
Q, with the source being on and off. From these data and using the above
equations we obtain k1 and k2 as well as D at echa value of Q(H2~Flow
through source). The calculated D as a function of the Hg-flow is shown
in Tabte 1. The value k, = 3 x 10"10 cm3 sec"1 agrees well with the
data obtained in Trento*and Boulder! For ko we obtained 4 x 10

-1° cm3

sec
-1

The reaction of CHC
+ with H

b

CH5
+ + H -• CH- + + H 2 (9)

can easily be investigated, as no parallel reaction with H2 occurs be-

cause of the higher proton affinitiy of CH. compared to the one of H2.
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Table 1:

H2-Flow STP/min

0.355

0.55

O.S

1.13

1.2

1.43

1.83

D (SO

35.57
40.44
45.13

29.4
34.0
40.4
25.97

H2-Flow STP/min

2.05

2.95
3

3
3.3

3.65
2.8

D (%)

23.44
33.15

32.6
29.26

33.37
31.19

32.6
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Thus the decline of the CHg+ ion signal is caused only by reaction (9).
After obtaining the degree of dissociation in the way described above,
it is straight forward to calculate k«, which turned out to be 1.5. x 10
cm3 sec"\ Further investigations of reactions with H are planned for
the near future.

-10
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VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION OF NO+ (v=3,2,1) BY VARIOUS NEUTRALS

W. Dobler, W. Federer, E.E. Fergusona > b , F. Howorka, M. Durup-Ferguson and

W. Lindinger

Institut für Experimentalphysik der Universität Innsbruck, A 6020 Innsbruck

Austria 3

Abstract

The quenching of state selected N0+(v=3,2,1) by various neutrals has

been investigated in a SIFDT in the energy range from thermal to about

1 eV, KE__. With a few exceptions, the quenching rate coefficients decline
Cut

with increasing KEcm, indicating complex formation. The quenching rate

coefficients increase strongly with increasing polarizability of the neu-

trals, however the rare gases do not fit into this pattern.

Introduction

The quenching of the vibrational excitation of any molecular ion

M+(X, v>o) in collisions with the parent gas M is invariably fast. Thus
1 2

in classical flow tubes or flow drift tube experiments , where the parent

gas of an ion usually was present in small amounts within the buffer gas,

the molecular ions M+ were relaxed to their ground state M+(X, v=o) well

before they reached the reaction region. The recent development of the
3 4

selected ion flow drift tube ' with monitor ion probes for vibrational

states now allows the investigation of quenching processes from thermal

to " 1 eV collision energy, KE__. The relaxation of N,+ (v=1) by Ne, No,
c c CHI £ C

0 2 and C02 and by Kr and NO has been measured in Innsbruck. The vibrational
relaxation of 0,+ (v=1 and v=2) by various neutrals has been investigated

7 8
in Boulder , and most recently preliminary results were obtained in Inns-

+ 9
brück on the quenching of NO (v) . Presently we have extended this work and

were able to measure selectively the quenching of N0+ (v=3,2, and 1).

Laboratoire de Physico-Chimie des Rayonnements Universite de Paris-Sud,
Orsay, France

Permanent address: Aeronomy Lab., NOAA, Boulder, Colo, USA
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Experimental

The apparatus used is a Selected Ion Flow Drift Tube (SIFDT) , and
the method of measurement is the following: Mass selected N0+ ions are
produced in an electron impact ion source and injected into the drift tube
via a Venturi type inlet . The N0 + ions consist of a high fraction
of vibrationally excited NO (v>o), which is expected due to Franck-Condon
arguments, and which was checked as follows: CH,I+ has an ionization
potential of 9.35 eV, well above the NO+(v=o) recombination energy, but
slightly below the N0+(v=1) energy (see Fig. 1). This N0+ (v> 1) makes
charge transfer with CH.,1, but not NO+(v=o), so that CH,I+ can be used as

+ + +

a monitor ion for NO (v^ 1). NO, in turn is used as a monitor for NO
(v>̂  2) and NH 3

+ as a monitor for N0+ (v>̂  3). The endothermicity of the
reaction

+ ki

NO (v = 3) + NH3 ->•• NH3 + NO (1)
is small enough so that the rate coefficient k. has appreciable values
even close to room temperature. Addition of the monitor gas F a small
distance upstream of the nose cone leads to the conversion of all the
respective NO+(v>^ u) ions into F+, the count rate of which in turn is
monitored by the ion detection system. Adding quench gas to the drift sec-
tion causes a decline in the signal i(F+), from which the respective
quenching rate coefficient is calculated in the usual way .
Results and Discussion

Typical results for the energy dependences of k are shown for the
case of N0+(v) + CH^. The values of k - 3 show the typical decline as a
function of KEcm, while k 2 stays constant. Table 1 shows the room tempera-
ture values of k obtained, together with the values of the polarizabilities
of the quench gases. The general trend of increasing values k with in-
creasing polarizability is best seen from Fig. 3, which also shows, that
the rare gases do not fit into the general pattern of the molecular gases.
Such an increase of k with the polarizabilities has been observed recently
also for the quenching of 0 2

+(v). This can be understand as an increase
for the probability of V-T transfer with increasing binding energies of
the complex N0+(v).X.
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Room temperature values, k , for N0+(v > o) quenching rate cosntants.

Quench

gas X

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

°2
NO

N2

CO
NH3

CH4

co2

N20

N02

Polarizibility

of X AJ

0.79

0.21

0.398

1.63

2.48

4.01

1.6

1.7

1.76

1.95

2.26

2.6

2.65

3.0

3.02

4.26

(-13) (-13)

all < (-12)

1.3M1)

2.0C-10)

< (-12)
< (-13)

(-13) 3.0(-12)

5 (-10)

3.9(-12) 7.3(-12)

2.5(-11) 1.K-11)

2.5(-10)

1.5(-10)

8.7(-10)
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The declines of k with KE indicate complex formation and of course
the lifetime of N0+(v).X decreases with increasing KEcm, thus reducing
the probability for V-T transfer. V-V-transfer, occuring in addition to
V-T transfer in cases, where close resonances between N0+(v)-vibration
and vibrations in X exist, can be inferred from some of the present data

13and will be discussed in a forth coining publication .
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TRANSVERSE DIFFUSION

OF MASS-IDENTIFIED IONS IN THEIR PARENT GASES

G. Sejkora, H.C. Bryant , P. Girstmair,
M. Hesche, N. Djuricb and T. D. Mark

A.f. Kernphysik und Gaselektronik
Inst. f. Experimentalphysik
Leopold Franzens Universität '
A-6O2O Innsbruck, Austria

Abstract: Measurements, recently completed and in progress,
+ + 2+ +" 2+

of the transverse diffusion of He , Ne , Ne , Ar , Ar ,

Np , N 4 in their parent gases, determined by directly

sensing the mass-identified ions, for E/N values ranging

from 20 to 200 Td, will be presented. The experimental

design and analysis will be described, and theoretical

implications of the measurements will be discussed.

I. Method

We measure transverse diffusion using the apparatus shown

schematically in fig. 1 by directly determining the lateral

distribution of the ions, emitted by a line source, after they

have drifted some distance in a region of constant E/N.

The apparatus, which has been described earlier /1-4/, has the

following interesting features:

0 Cool ion source /5/. The ions are created in the source

by electrons coming from Townsend avalanches, which in turn,

are initiated by a particles from the decay of Am. Since

the source is non-thermal, no troublesome temperature gradients

are produced. In addition, since the half life of241Am is

some 460 years, the emitted current is very constant. Working

pressures are between 0.1 and 1 Torr.

#The source, with its O.2 x 20 ran entrance slit, is

moved laterally by means of a computer controlled, motor driven

precision screw, with spatial resolution of O.O1 mm.

•(X

a)

b)

Fulbright guest professor 1982/83. Permanant address: Dept. of

S f i ' S S?0"101"7 ThS University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
ft

Institute of Physics, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia

f\
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% The drift tube, consisting of 8 drift rings, provides

a uniform electric field in a cylindrical volume 114 mm in

diameter, with a drift distance of 115 mm, and can be baked

out under high vacuum at 300° C.

9 The detection system consists of a fixed 0.15 diameter

aperture at the end of the drift region leading to a quadru-

pole mass filter and then a channeltron.

9 Data acquisition is controlled by a microprocessor.

The data acquired by the apparatus consists of the current

to the detector, as a function of the lateral displacement

of the source slit (e.g. see Fig.1). It can be shown /3/,

that to an excellent approximation, the current distribution

should be described by the function,

j(x) = j (O)exp | - x 2 KE/4DTZj (1)

where j{x) is the current density at a displacement x of

the source slit, transverse to the electric fiöld, E. Z is

the drift distance along the electric field direction and

D„/K is the transverse diffusion coefficient divided by the

mobility at the same conditions. This ratio, therefore,

is independent (in this model) of pressure, and should depend

only on E/N.

Q Values of DT/K with their experimental uncertainties are

extracted from the data by a least squares fitting of the

measured ion currents vs. x with the Gaussian prediction given

by eq. (1). The fits are in general very good, indicating that

the diffusion model contains the essential physics.

II. Results

- a) He+ in He

; Fig. 2 displays the measured quantity D /K for He+ in He

j plotted vs. the drift velocity squared for values of E/N

I lying between 20 and 70 Td. These data were taken at room

temperature (21 ± 2° C) and have standard deviation of

about 1 %, arising from counting statistics only. The

drift velocity corresponding to a given E/N was computed

from the mobility data of Helm /6/, which in this E/N

range have estimated total errors of ± 0,7%. A straight
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line fits these data remarkably well,as predicted by

the work of Sinha et al. Ill and Waldmann et al. /8/.

There are, however, small but interesting quantitative

differences between the measurements and the theoretical

predictions. The results of straight line fits to the

experimental points as well as to the sets of theoretical

values (which were computed at 6 values of E/N ranging

from 48,1 to 83.3 Td) are displayed in Table 1. The

errors quoted on the experimental fits are purely

statistical. Two points should be noted:

1. The theoretical results were both computed for tem-

perature of 294 K in disagreement with their own extra-

polated values, whereas the emperimental extrapolated

value corresponds to a room temperature of 19 ̂  2°C,

which agrees with the actual temperatures.

2. The present data agree better with Sinha et al. /1/ on

the slope of the line. The two-standard deviation dis-

crepancy does not strike us as serious, especially in-

view of the discrepancy between the theoretical results.

Since the theoretical mobility results of Sinha et al.

/7/j also used by Waldmann et al. 18/, agree well with

measurements of Helm 161, our present work supports

-— the conclusion of Waldmann et al. /8/ that diffusion

with resonant charge transfer is not just mobility

seen through some sort of theoretical lens.

•; b.) N4* in N 2

Work is currently in progress on a study of the irkns-

j verse diffusion of N 4
+ in N 2, which is a more complicated

! measurement than that of a simple ion like He+. The N.+

!; ion are formed from interactions of N_ , coming from the
1 ion source, with N-, via ternary collisions, involving an

intermediate excited complex, N. , which is subsequently

stabilized by deexciting collisions with the N„ buffer. This

pattern is described for example, by Adams, Smith et al.
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Table 1.

Results of the fit, DT/K = kT/e + B vd , to present experi-

mental data and to two sets of theoretical calculations.

For reference 8, two versions are given: a. for DT/K vs

v, and b. for kTj_ vs v,. cc stands for "correlation coeffi-

cient" defined in the standard way /9/.

Work kT/e(mV) T(K) B(x1O~9M.K.S) cc

Sinka et a l . 25.75

HI

Waldmann et 26.10

al. /8/ (a)

(b) 25.81

Present work 25.14+.. 26

298.8 5.9893

302.9 4.8983

299.5 5.7140

292+3 6.40+.20

.99992

.99987

.S9999

.9994

STAINLESS STEEL
CERAMICS TO PUMP

Fig.1. Schematic of apparatus. S, translation stage;

IQ, ion source; DI...D8, drift rings; D, drift space;

I , entrance s l i t ; E, exit aperture; QMF, quadrupole

mass filter; A, analysis space; C, channeltron

detector.
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40

El
K

30

20

He
SLB-

WMV(b)

-measured

ZÖ ao

Fig.2. D„/v for He in He vs. v, . Solid line is

linear fit to the data (Solid points). Shown also

are linear fits to theory (SLB/1/ and WMV( ),(b)

/8/ ) . See table 1.

DT/K
[mV]

55

50

01 02 05 ÖU 05 06 07 pQ{Torr]

\\- Fig. 3. Pressure dependence of D_,/K for N. in N„

at 110 Td. The solid bar is data extrapolated from

Alger e t .a l . / 11 / .

I
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+ +

/10/„ Since the back reaction, N- + No -*• No + 2Nof has

only a linear dependence- upon pressure, the equilibrium

concentration ratio VN4 1 / F N, 1 depends upon pressure,

and the apparent diffusion, measured by the detector

tuned to N 4
+, is in fact the diffusion of a positive particlewhich spends pressure-dependent fractions of its transit

time as N 2
+, N.+ and N 4

+ . Pig. 3 displays measurements

made of D_/K for the detector tuned to N 4
+, illustrating

the pressure dependence at E/N of 11O Td. The solid

bar shows a value ranga extrapolated from the data of Alger

et al, /11/, assuming D„/K is quadratic in E/N in this region.

E/N is used, rather than a derived v d, since the data of

Moseley et al. /12/ indicate the mobility of the system is

relatively constant. Our measurements appear to be con-

sistent with this extrapolated value.

c.) Ne +, Ne , Ar+, Ar + in parent gas

Preliminary studies have been made of the transverse

diffusion of Ne and Ar ions in their parent gas. These

results will be discussed.

III. Conclusion

As has been demonstrated for the He in He studies,

the present apparatus is capable of transverse diffusion

measurements with precisions sufficient to challenge

the theoretical models. It seems clear that measurements of

transverse diffusion do in fact give us information about

the ion-neutral potential beyond that which can be extracted

from mobility measurements alone.

This work is -supported by österreichischer Forsohungs-

fonds, Projekt S-18/05 and S-18/08.
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ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF N IONS DRIFTING IN HELIUM

H.A. Fhadil, A.T. Nuraan, T. Shuttleworth and J.B. Hasted

Dept. of Physics, Birkbeck College & university College
(University of London)

A cylindrical 127° momentum analyzer is used to measure

energy distributions of ions effusing at 6 = 0° from an

axial orifice in a drift tube into which mass-separated ions

from a radiofrequency ion source are injected at 30 eV

energy and allowed to thermal ize in a noble gas in the

pressure range 0.25-1 Torr. Figure 1 illustrates the

apparatus and Figure 2 shows typical energy distribution

data.

1. Apparatus for momenturc analysis of ions effusing
from injected ion drift tube.

V microwave cavity.
B.X.Y.ZjH lenses.
Q quadrupole mass spectrometer
Bnp, Exp entrance and exit plates respectively of the

drift tube.
Dj ... Dio drift electrodes.
DT drift tube
Anal 127° electrostatic analyser.
CHI, CH2 channel electron multipliers.
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Fig. 2. Energy distribution functions of N ions effusing
from the helium drift tube operating at E/n = 30, 100 Td.

Pierures 3 and 4 illustrate respectively the variations of

width and asymmetry of measured energy distributions with

reduced field E/n, for the mass 14 nitrogen ion N . No

evidence for the participation of metastable ions is found.

40 60
E/N(Td)

Fig. 3. Full widths at half maximum, ÄVJ, of N+He energy
distributions, as a function of reduced field E/n.
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2 -

1

H

1

•1 1 +

1
20 40 60

E/N (Td)
80 100

Fig- 4. Asymmetries A of energy distributions, as a function
of reduced field E/n. A is defined as the ratio of high
energy gradient to low energy gradient at half maximum.

Assuming the Wannier equation (1), drift velocities are

calculated and compared with previous mobility data (2) in

Figure 5. However, relatively poor accuracy is achieved

at low E/n, because, as is well-known in electron resonance

spectroscopy, momentum analysers, being subject to contact

potentials, do not yield absolute particle energies but

require collisional calibration using a known energy level.

The momentum analysis of effusing ions is a valuable

technique for monitoring the thermalization of ions injected

into a drift tube.

In the absence of buffer gas in the drift tube, it is

possible to measure the kinetic energy spectrum of ions

emerging from the radiofrequency ion source. There are two

major peaks, the separation between which is found to depend

upon the ionization energy of the source gas, as is

consistent with an interpretation in terms of ionization

waves in the plasma.
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-—I

t :

1

40
E/N(Td}

Fig. 5. Comparison of N+He mobilities derived from Wannier
equation with previous data (crosses) (2).
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CALCULATION OF ION DRIFT AND DIFFUSION:

BASIS SET EXPANSIONS WITH NON-GAUSSIAN WEIGHT FUNCTIONS.

H,R. S k u l l e r u d

Electron and ion physics research group

Physics Department, Norwegian Institute of Technology

N7034 Trondheim, Norway

I. INTRODUCTION

Drift velocities and diffusion coefficients can often be

calculated to a high precision from the Boltzmann equation by

using polynomial basis set expansions with suitably chosen Gaussian

weight functions ' . In E/N-regions where the mobility increases

with E/N, convergence problems do however sometimes occur , and

this impairs the prospects of obtaining accurate interaction

potentials from an inversion of transport data.

In the present paper we first discuss the convergence properties

of (isotropic) Gaussian weight basis set expansions, and illustrate

the discussion with a simple one-dimensional model calculation.

It should be pointed out that convergence/non-convergence is not

at all related to the phenomenon of runaway!

We then sketch a non-Gaussian weight basis set expansion method,

which to some extent overcomes the convergence problems mentioned.

Matrix elements of the collision operator are calculated from cold
A

gas expressions with a convolution type temperature expansion , a

scheme which is best suited for light ion calculations. As an

example, calculations for Li ions in Ar are presented.

2. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES OF GAUSSIAN WEIGHT EXPANSIONS

The velocity distribution f(v) is formally written on the form

f(v) = = w(v)ECj<t>j(v) (1)

where w(v) is the Gaussian weight function, <J>. (v) polynomials which

without loss of generality can be taken orthonormal with w(v), and

c. are the (unknown) expansion coefficients.

Multiplication of the Boltzmann equation with functions <\>. (v)
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and integration over dv yields a set of moment equations, from

which the c.'s can be found;

= 0 (2)

(3)

J is the adjoint collision operator, and a=qE/m the acceleration

of the ion in the external field E.

The basis set is complete in the space of functions square

integrable with a weight (l/w(v)) ',

(4)

However, with realistic interactions and a non-vanishing field,

f (v) falls off asymptotically slower than any Gaussian, and the

integral (4) diverges. The apparent meaning of the coefficients c.

indicated by eq. (1) is therefore untenable, and the expansion (1)

is usually absolutely divergent even when converged values of the

c. ' s are obtained from the equations.

Eqs. (2)-(3) should hence rather be interpreted as follows:

c. has the physical meaning of a velocity moment , c. = <$.>.

In order to transform the Boltzmann equation to a set of equations

connecting the moments, J<j>. (v) has been approximated with a

polynomial

(v) (5)

and the coefficients a.. have been determined in a least square

t approximation with weight w(v).

I The approximation (5) yields strictly convergent results when

j eq. (4) is fulfilled - and this happens for the case of a constant

\\- cross section. I t yields exact results when J(J>. (v) is an exact

polynomial, and this happens for the case of a constant collision

frequency v (v) .

Between these limits, i . e . for v(v)°:vY, when O<Y<1, the

approximation should result in an asymptotic series approximation

to <J(j)i>. For Y<0f on the other hand, will neither J<fr. be close
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to a polynomial nor f (v) close to a Gaussian, and there should

be every reason to expect convergence problems.

To illustrate these considerations, we have performed calcu-

lations for a cold gas - idealized charge transfer model, for

which f(v) is known analytically . FIG, 1 shows values of

<Jv> = Z a, •<$•> calculated using exact values for <<)>.>, to
n j=i i] j j

various orders n and for several values of y« The asymptotic

series behaviour is evident.

1.1

1.0

0.9 -

FIG. 1. Gaussian least

square approximations

Jn=<Jv>n/<Jv,exact for a

ccld qas-idealized charge

transfer model with

v>(v)^vY. a. Y = 1.0

b. Y = 0-25 c. Y = 0.0

d. Y = -0.1 e. Y = -0.2

lKibaais 1'U

3. CALCULATIONS WITH NON-GAUSSIAN WEIGHTS

For a cold gas model, exact analytical expressions for J$(v

are readily found when ••> (v) is a polynomial (Ref. 4 eq. (117)).

Non-vanishing gas temperatures can be included by convoluting

translated cold gas expressions with the neutral Maxwellian

(Ref. 4 eqs. (63), (67), (112)).

As a basis set we have chosen ü. ict i_or;s <-.c,. form

f,(v) - f|n)(v) -= w(xs

i Xm

v
where xl = J mV dv'/kTb (•/)

rlm' (6)

The temperature function kTb(v) was chosen to yield the Davydov

distribution in the^ight ion limit m/M-c<1 , and to yield for -

large v-values x2 ~/dv'/(a/v1(v')), vL being the collision frequency

for momentum transfer.
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The moment functions were chosen as

* - *|m> (v) - v
1 + 2 s Ylm(v) (7)

Matrix elements were calculated by transforming to x as

integration variable, and using a Gauss-Laquerre quadrature rule.

Several model calculations with potential interactions V(r)=r

and Q.l<m/M < 1 showed good convergence and no critical basis set

dependence, for n > 8/3. For n < 8/3, the velocity distribution

will fall off asymptotically slower than exp(-a/v), and is then

no longer uniquely determined by its moments . It is no great

surprise that this also sets a limit to the regime where moment

methods are useful.

4. AN EXAMPLE: LITHIUM IONS IN ARGON

Calculations were performed using an analytical approximation
Q

to the CI potential of Olson and Liu , of the form of a Born-Mayer

exponential potential combined with a dispersion series with a

cut-off function. Transport cross sections a,(E) were calculated

classically by standard methods, to an accuracy of 0.2% and over

a cm. energy range from 0.0025 to 250 eV.

The basis size parameters l„„ fr were varied independently,

and values (l__„»r „) = (4,6) were found sufficient to yield

mobilities converged to better than 0.2% and diffusion coefficients

converged to better than 0.5 %, over the whole range 10.<E/N<1000 Td.

FIG. 2 shows the reduced collision frequency for momentum

transfer k^ = V^/N as a function of the c m . energy, and FIG. 3

shows the reduced mobility Ny as a function of E/N. The minimum/

maximum in k^ are reflected in corresponding maximum/minimum in Ny.

FIG. 3 shows reduced diffusion coefficients (D/y-kT/q)/(E/N)2

as functions of E/N. The structures bear resemblance to the

j. structure of the Ny - curve, but with the extrema shifted to lower

values of E/N, due to the higher sensitivity of the diffusion to

the high-energy snout of the distribution.

!
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FIG. 2. Reduced collision fre-

quency for momentum transfer,

k^Vj/N, in units 10~lsm3/s,

for the Li+-Ar model potential.

10 •

100

E/N [Td]

FIG. 3. Reduced mobility Np, in

units m/Td.s, for the Li +- Ar mode]j

1000

\ ,
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FIG. 4. Reduced diffusion coef-

ficients d=(D/ji-kT/q)/(E/N)2, in

units yV/Tdz, for the Li+-Ar model.]
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E/N [Td]
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SOME ASPECTS OF NEGATIVE DIFFERENTIAL CONDUCTIVITY IN GASES

Z. Lj. Petrovic, R.W. Crompton and G.N. Haddad
Research School of Physical Sciences,
Australian National University,

Canberra. Australia.

I. INTRODUCTION

Negative differential conductivity (NDC), that is decreasing electron

drift velocity (v, ) with increasing reduced field strength (E/N), is
dr

important for various applications such as gas discharge lasers, diffuse

discharge switches, and the detection of nuclear radiation.

NDC has usually been observed in gases (e.g. CH.) or gas mixtures (e.g.

Ar-N, and Ar-CO) in which the thresholds for vibrational excitation (E )

approximately coincide with the Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in the momentum

transfer cross section (o ). Consequently such a combination of cross sections
m

is frequently taken as a necessary condition for NDC to occur.

The aim of our paper is to provide a simple conceptual explanation of the

phenomenon through insights provided by a series of model calculations, and

to point out which features of the elastic and inelastic cross sections lead

to its occurrence.
II. MODEL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Provided there are certain restrictions on the energy dependence of

a the following formula for v may be derived:m dr

where F is a factor close to unity which is either a constant or slowly varies
1 2

with E/N ' and e, m, and <v > are the electronic charge, mass and momentum

transfer collision frequency.

'! We consider the simple model illustrated in Fig. la where a increases
r = m

^ linearly with energy (e) and the inelastic cross section (a.) is constant

[ . above the threshold energy (E ) which is the parameter in this case. For low

values of E/N elastic scattering is the dominant process, but as E/N is

i increased a sufficiently high fraction of electrons have enough energy to

I excite the inelastic process and it is observed that v starts increasing

more rapidly than it would if there were no inelastic scattering (see Fig. lb) .

This is because the much greater energy exchange between the electron swarm j
1

Permanent address: National Measurement Laboratory,
CSIRO, Lindfield, N.S.W.
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and the gas throuc.h the excitation process reduces the rate of increase of the

mean energy, and t.ence <v >, with E/N. The curve of v, versus E/N thus
in dr

diverges upwards trom the curve corresponding to elastic scattering only,

shown dashed in Fig. lb. However at sufficiently high E/N elastic scattering

again becomes the dominant energy loss process, because the average energy

loss per elastic collision increases linearly with energy, and the drift

velocity approaches asymptotically the curve corresponding to elastic

scattering only. In the intermediate range there is at least the possibility

that NDC will occur. Whether or not it occurs in this example depends on the

relative magnitude of the elastic and inelastic cross sections - see Fig. 1.

If one couples raqn. 1 with the energy balance equation^'^ it is possible

to conclude that a high slope of a or a sudden decrease of a. can induce NDC.
m 1

This is illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In Fig. 2 we made the slope of cr

the parameter with a. being the same as for case b in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3

show what happens when o is constant and in one case a. is constant for
m i

e > e and in the other cases it has a cutoff at 1 eV.

we

«• 5

°m

1)1 I I I I I I I I I

0 05
E(.V)

10

E/N(Td)

Figure 2a Figure 2b

i
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1 10
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Figure 3a

IH. SPECIAL CASES OF NDC IN REAL GASES

Figure 3b

In addition to the model calculation we have analysed NDC in N at 77 K.

Since NDC occurs for rather low values of E/N it is evident that the inelastic

process that is causing it is the excitation of rotational levels. This is

substantiated by the results shown in Fig. 4a where a comparison is made of

the dependence of v. on E/N with (solid line) and without (dashed line)

vibrational excitation. When vibrational excitation is suppressed the region

of NDC is considerably extended.

At room temperature there is no NDC in N_ even when vibrational losses

are suppressed (see Fig. 4b, case a). On the other hand the suppression of

superelastic collisions induces it (case b). Points on both figures represent

experimental results .

The results for N_ show that NDC can occur when 0 increases slowly with
£ m

increasing energy. Perhaps more surprisingly, the occurrence of NDC in CO at

77 K shows tha^ it can occur even when a decreases. Both examples show that

77 K

001 0.1 I
E/N (Td)

001

293 K

01
E/N (Td)

Figure 4a Figure 4b
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a need not be small (i.e. the characteristics of a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum
m

are not essential). Moreover a second inelastic process fin this case

vibrational excitation) diminishes NDC rather then promotes it . All these

observations are consistent with the insights provided by the discussion

ba~>ed on eqn. 1 and the model calculations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Finally we list the. following conclusions:

1. NDC cannot take place in the absence of an inelastic process .

2. A rapid increase of a enhancej the possibility of NDC.

3. The same is true for the situation when a. suddenly decreases. With

such an energy dependence of a^, NDC can occur ^ven with a constant or

decreasing a .
m

4. The relative magnitudes of affl and a. play a decisive role. Nevertheless,

a does not have to be as low as it is usually encountered at a Ramsauer-
m
Townsend minimum, and the ratio a./a can be such that the velocity

i m

distribution function is never grossly anisotropic, fchat is, even a two-

term spherical haraionics representation of the function may prove

adequate over the range of E/N in which MDC occurs.

The explanations of Long et al_. (see also ref. 3) and the criterion for

NDC recently derived by Robson are consistent with our conclusions and model

calculations.
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THE MOBILITY OP Li+ AMD K+ IONS IN HELIUM AND ARGON AT 294 AND SO K

AND DERIVED INTERACTION POTENTIALS

R.A. Cassidy and M.T. Elford
Research School of Physical Sciences,

Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia.

I. INTRODUCTION

i The analysis of mobility data is a valuable technique for deriving ion-

atom interaction potentials or testing ab initio potentials particularly at

relatively large internuclear separations . In order to obtain the most

complete information on ehe long range part of the potential it is necessary

to have mobility data at sufficiently low gas temperatures and small values

of E/N that the mobility is determined only by the dipole polarization force.

Although this condition can be reasonably well met at room temperature for

gases of high polarizability, this is not the case for ions in helium and in

particular for the most well studied case, that of Li in helium. The prime

purpose of the present measurements was to obtain low temperature data for

Li in helium in order to determine more accurately the attractive long range

tail of the potential. The measurements were also extended to argon to

demonstrate the effect of the polcirizability on the derivation of potentials.

During the argon measurements a dependence on gas pressure was observed and

shown to be due to clustering and dissociation reactions in equilibrium. In

all cases the mobility measurements were unaffected by a change of drift

distance from 3 to 9 cm. Derivations of potentials have been made for K

ions in both helium and argon.

II.—APPARATUS

The mobility measurements were made using a drift tube-mass spectrometer

system employing the Bradbury-Nielsen time of flight technique . \ Two

different drift lengths (3 and 9 cm) were used to detect the presence of

field distortion and other end effects as well as to determine if ion-atom

reactions were in equilibrium. The absolute error in the mobility values is

estimated to be < + 1% for measurements at 294 K and < + 2% £./ measurements

at 80 K. The statistical scatter (< ±0.2%) is such that all the data points

fall within the thickness of r.he lines shown for the present results in the

figures. For Li and K ions in helium no

found over the pressure range 1 to 3 Torr,

figures. For Li and K ions in helium no dependence of the mobility was

I
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III. RESULTS

A. Helium

(a) The mobilities of Li + and K+ ions in He are shown in Pigs. 1 and 2

J;

3 4 -

18

1 I I I I 11 1 I I I I 11

I I I I I II

'80K

! I I I I I II
K>

E/Hfrcj)
100

Figiire 1.

The mobility of Li ions in He

present, A Takata ,
A

O Georgia Tech. group (Gatland )

The zero field mobility at 80 K,
19.6 cm2 s"1 V"1, is 5% lower
than the value obtained by
Hoselitz at 77 K and is 2% higher
than the polarization limit to
the zero field mobility.

Figure 2.

The mobility of K + ions in He

— present, O James et al.5,

A Takata3

Note the small maximum in the
curve at 294 K. The present
data at 294 K are considered to
supersede the previous published
data of Milloy and Robson6 and
of Creaser7 for this case.

1

I
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B. argon
- (a) Li+ ions in Ar.

The data for Li in Ar at 294 K were found to show a dependence

on gas pressure but no dependence on drift length. The current maxima had a

symmetric Gaussian form and the mass analysis showed the presence of a small

proportion of Li .Ar ions under most experimental conditions. These results

are consistent with the equilibrium reactions

Li+ + Ar + Ar t Li+ . Ar + Ar

and the mobility for Li+ ions was obtained by fitting the expected variation

of the mobility with gas pressure to the data. These fitted values are shown

as the present results in Fig. 3. No Li+ . Ar ions were observed for E/N

> 15 Td at 0.75 Torr, the lowest pressure used.

\ I I I I Uli

Li+—Ar

I 1 I I I 111

A

to
dr

T " ° * 9* 294 K

I I I I I I II I I I I I I II

Figure 3.

The mobility of Li ions in argon.
Q

— present, 0 Akridge et al.9A Takata , • Takebe e t a l .10

10
E/N(rd)

100

(b) K in Ar

No K+ . Ar ions were observed at 295 K at any pressure or E/N

value used. However a small pressure dependence (= 0.3% for a change from

1 to 3 Torr) was observed although the values were independent of drift

length. This effect has been attributed to the formation of temporary ion-

atom complexes . The values shown as the present results in Fig. 4 have

been corrected for this pressure dependence.
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The mobility of K ions in
argon.
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IV. DERIVATION OF INTERACTION POTENTIALS

1 The "three temperature" theory of Lin, Viehland and Mason1""' was used to

fit interaction potentials to the present data.- Detailed comparisons are

made here only for the case of Li ions in helium (Fig. 5). The new data for

80 K provide additional information on the potential at internuclear separations

which cover the range to 5 Xlalthough shown only out to about 3 8 in Pig. 5.

r (atomic units)

3 4 5 6

Figure 5.

The interaction potential
for Li+-He.

present, Kim and

Gordon'16

a l .
17

Catlow et

Hariharan and
.18

-3
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DIFFUSION OF LITHIUM IONS IN ARGON

Thdrarinn Stefansson

Department of Physics,

Norwegian Institute of Technology,

N-7034 Trondheim-NTH, Norway

I. INTRODUCTION

Published measurements of transport coeffisients for Li ions

in argon seem to be limited to the mobility and the longitudinal

diffusion coeffisier.t in the field-to-density ratio range at

and below 200 Td .\ In this paper I will present results

from measurements of the transverse diffusion coeffisient to

mobility ratio (D^/y) for Li ions in argon in the field-to-

density ratio range 10 < E/n < 800 Td.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

' The measurements were made with a drift tube mass spectrometer

'•[{ \ (shown in figure 1) at a gas temperature of 295 ± 1 K using the

-•'• \ modified Townsend method of Skullerud .
j. >

I The tube is constructed from stainless steel to ultra high
j _q

I vacuum specifications (base pressure < 10 Pa). A guard ring

Vv' stack of four thick guard rings forms an integral part of the

vacuum system wall'. The drift length (L) is variable in 8 steps

from 10 - 120 mm. Each position, defined by a recess in the

guard ring, is known to an accuracy of ±0.01 mm.

t



Figure 1. Cut-away-perspective of the drift tube

mass spectrometer.
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Matheson Research Grade argon gas was passed through the drift

tube at a rate of 0.1 1/s. The pressure was measured and
_3

maintained stable to within ±10 Pa using a MKS Baratron

type 90 pressure meter controlling a Granville-Phillips series

213 automatic pressure controller. The pressure meter was

calibrated against an absolute pressure standard.

The gas temperature was measured using Chromel-Alumel thermo-

couples located at the ion source and at the collector electrode.

A temperature gradient of 1 - 2 K over the drift gap was observed.

The gas temperature was taken as the average of the temperatures

measured at the ion source and at the collector.

The Li ions were obtained from a heated filament source, and •

entered the diffusion chamber through a 0.25 * 18 mm slit. The

ions were collected on two semi-circular collector electrodes

divided by a 0.015 mm wide slit. The ion source was movable in

the direction (x) normal to the ion entrance slit.

The currents I. and I~ to the semi-circular collector electrodes

were measured by two Keithley 616 digital electrometers that

had been calibrated against each other. The total current

(I. + I„) was kept < 5 pA to avoid space charge distortion

of the swarm. The background current in the electrometer circuit

(< 20 fA) was measured before each electrometer reading and

subtracted.

The lateral diffusion coeffisient to mobility ratio was evaluated

by measuring the current ratio I./d.. +I ?) as a function of

the ion source position x for several driftlengths and analysing

the broadening of the curves with increasing driftlengths.

According to hydrodynamic theory, the spatial distribution of

the ions over the collector plates should be a normal distribution,

and consequently:
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= (1/2) erfc U/v7) . (1)

where x, = (x - xQ)/(2L/E - D^/v)* (2)

and x = the mean of the distribution.

However, non-hydrodynamic effects can not always be neglected.

To be able to use hydrodynamic theory to analyse the data from

the dr i f t tube without neglecting the non-hydrodynamic effects

I have used the following procedure suggested by H. R. Skullerud

(private communication):

The non-hydrodynamic effects can to a f i r s t order be taken into

account by adding to the normal d i s t r ibu t ion a 4th order

Hermite polynomial d i s t o r t i on . This modifies equation (1) t o :

- C3)exp(-£/2)

+ (1/2)erfc U/V7) (3)

where C is a constant.

When t, = v? the f i r s t term, representing the main non-

hydrodynamic d i s to r t ion , vanishes. By confining the measurements

of I,./(I.. + I_) versus x to the region around the two x-values

corresponding to £ = v13 the resul ts can be analysed by hydro-

dynamic theory.

I I I . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the r e s u l t s . Since DT/u a t low E/n - values
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should approach the Nernst - Townsend value kT/e

deviation from this value that is proportional to

with a

(E/n)2

I have plotted the reduced diffusion coeffisient (D„/y -

kT/e)/(E/n)2 versus E/n.

50

40

^ 30

20

° 10

I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I

20 30 100 200 300

E/n (Td)

1000

Figure 2. The reduced diffusion coeffisient (D„/u - kT/e)/(E/n)
7

versus E/n. + experiment, T = 295 Kj calculations ,
T = 300 K.

The repeatability of the measured DT/p values was < + 1%.

The total error is estimated to be < i 2% in the field-to-density

ratio range 40 < E/n < 500 Td. At E/n values < 40 Td the

estimated total error in D_/u is < 3%. The error in
2

(D„/p - kT/e)/(E/n) may however be as large as ± 15% at

10 Td due to the small difference between kT/e and D_/p but

decreases with increasing E/n. At E/n values > 500 Td the

total error may be as large as 5%. In this range the end effects

increase fast with E/n and the swarm gradually spreads into

the non-uniform electric field near the tube boundary.
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IV. DISCUSSION

2
Es expected (DT/y - kT/e)/(E/n) seems to approach a constant

value, 22 ± 2 yV/Td , at low E/n - values.

The curve over (D_/y - kT/e)/(E/n) versus E/n has a mayimum

at 100 Td and a minimum at 700 Td. This behavior can be

understood in terms of the variation of the collision frequency

for momentum transfer with energy. This curve has a minimum at
7

about 1 eV and a maximum at about 40 eV . The minimum in the

collision frequency at 1 eV corresponds to the mobility

maximum found just above 100 Td , and also explains the maximum

in (D„/y - kT/e)/(E/n) at 100 Td. The maximum in the collision

frequency at 4 0 eV can in the same way explain the minimum in

(DT/p - kT/e)/(E/n)
2 at 700 Td.

In figure 2 the experimental results can be compared with
7

calculations based on a analytical approximation to the Olson
p

and Liu C.I. potential . An excellent agreement is found between
2

the measured and the calculated values of (DT/p - kT/e)/(E/n) .
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Studies of Ions in a Drift Field: Laser Diagnostics of Excited States and
Measurements of Thermochemical Properties at Equlibrium

A. W. Castleman, Jr. and R. G. Keesee

The Pennsylvania State University
Department of Chemistry
university Park, PA 16802

Knowledge of the behavior and properties of ions drifting in gases at
high pressures has wide ranging implications to a number of basic and applied
areas ranging from the field of interface physics, which is just beginning to
lay a foundation for connecting the properties of gaseous and condensed
phases, to applications such as radiation and nuclear reactor chemistry,
combustion processes, and the chemical and physical processes taking place in
the earth's environment. All of these depend on attaining a more complete
understanding of the properties of the ions, their degree of excitation in the
presence of a drift field, and their attainment of an equilibrium distribution
which enables measurements of their properties to be uniquely defined.

A major technique for investigating the thermochemical properties of ions
and their related clusters is the high pressure drift/mass spectrometer
detection technique which has been utilized in our laboratory for a number of
years and has provided extensive information on the bonding of various polar
and nonpolar molecules to ions, with concomitant information being attained on
the depth of the well of interaction between ions and molecules, and related
inferences concerning the structure of these stable gas-phase complexes. A
crucial question in this regard is the extent to which ions drifting in an
electric field are thermalized, thereby attaining a Boltzmann distribution
from which thermochemical properties can be derived. This paper is divided
into two parts, one desribing some new laser techniques which are enabling an
investigation of the possible presence of excited ions in a drift field, and
secondly, a reporting of some recent findings and trends in the stability of
ion clusters of single and mixed constituents. /

LASER DIAGNOSTICS OF IONS IN A DRIFT FIEL3

In recent years, we have developed a technique for studying the laser
photodissociation of ions and ion clusters extracted from a high pressure Ion
drift cell [1]. The method enables a detailed investigation of the
photodissociation cross sections of the ions and their complexes, thereby
allowing a direct measurement to be made of the extent to which electric
fields within the drift cell influence the photodissociation cross sections
and the spectral features such as rotational and vibrational states of the
ions. The method also enables information to be acquired on the dynamics of
photodissociation, energy transfer, and spectroscopic information related to
the structure of the complexes themselves. Herein, attention is focused on
the photodissociation of 003" to 0~ as an example of the power and utility of
the technique.

Basically, the apparatus consists of an ion drift source, a system of ion
optics, Wien filter, a Faraday probe, a laser interaction region, a retarding
field energy analyzer, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer for measurement of
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product mass and intensity, Photodissociation is attained using a tunable cw
dye laser pumped with an argon ion laser; the commercial dye laser has been
substantially modified enabling the ion beam to pass through Che cavity of the
dye laser. The ion drift source has provisions for controlling the energy of
the ions which are studied in the experiments. In the case of CO3-, ions are
produced in the source by interaction of electrons omitted from the filament
with a suitable gas mixture comprised of N2O, CO2, and H2O in varying
proportions. 0~ is generated from N2O and the desired ions and hydrates are
produced via a series of association reactions. The Wein filter serves to
mass select the desired ion for introduction into the laser/ion interaction
region which is accurately located using the Faraday probe. Following
interaction of the ions with the intracavity light of the dye laser, the
product ions are accelerated into the quadrupole mass spectrometer.

A typical photodissociation spectrum taken at low field energies
(E/p = 20 V/cm-torr) is shown in the lower curve of Figure 1, in good
agreement with observations reported by others [2,3]. At moderate fields, the
photodissociation spectrum becomes significantly altered due to the ions being
vibrationally excited.

A very definitive observation of the influence of the electric field on
relative cross section was observed at even higher field energies. Near 100
V/cm-torr an anode plasma condition was attained having the properties
characteristic of a glow discharge, e.g., there was hysteresis in the
attainment and loss of this condition with regard to the electric field
Imparted to the drift cell. CO3" produced in this anode plasma had a
structureless photodissociation spectrum with cross sections more than an
order of magnitude higher than COß" generated at low field conditions.
Rather dramatic evidence for the influence of drift fields on the ions is seen
by a moderately high resolution photodissociation experiment on one of the
vibration bands where rotational resolution was attained. The low field
condition of E/p = 19 V/cm-torr displays a rather narrow band with well
defined rotational structure. At moderate field energies E/p = 44 V/cm-torr,
the band becomes significantly broadened and the relative photodissociation
cross section is slightly increased (see Figure 2). This is in agreement with
the propensity of high rotational states to undergo photodissociation.

The power of this technique, not only in assessing the influence of drift
fields but also the influence of collisional excitation and the failure for
ions to sufficiently relax following production even at zero field conditions.
One can expect such methods to play a much more prominent role in the field of
ion swarms and in the general area of ion-molecule reactions.

THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF ION CLUSTERS UNDER EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS

The high pressure drift cell/mass spectrometer technique for measuring
the thermochemcial properties of association reactions has been extensively
developed and utilized in our laboratory [4] for reactions of the type

A^Bn + B(+M) » A ^

Here, A- designates a positive or negative ion, B the clustering neutral
(ligand), and M the third-body necessary for collisional stabiization of the
complex. Taking the standard state to be 1 atm, and making the usual
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assumptions [4] concerning ideal gas behavior and the proportionality of the
chemical activity of an ion cluster to its measured intensity, the equilibrium
constant K„ n +j is given by

RT RT R

Here, In+i and In represent the respective measured ion intensities, Pg the
pressure (in atm) of clustering molecules B, AG° n ) n +i, AH°n>n+j_, and AS°n n+i
the standard Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy changes, respectively, R
the gas-law constant, and T absolute temperature. The technique permits
clustering to be investigated sequentially, whereby details of the enthalpy of
clustering can be obtained from slopes of van't Hoff plots and entropies from
appropriate intercepts. Numerous experimental tests are made to establish the
attainment of equilibrium in the drift cell. One of these pertains to the
influence of the electric field where low field conditions are found from a
condition where the equilibrium constant is independent of E/p (see Figure 3).
Data have been determined for numerous negative and positive ion complexes in
our laboratory [4-11],

The results of the present studies have led to an understanding of
factors controlling the strength of the bonding of various neutrals to ions
both with regard to the role of the ion and of the neutral. The results show
that the strength of the bonding of the ions with the three neutrals CO2 (a
non-polar molecule), H2O (a protic polar molecule), and SO2 (a aprotic polar
molecule) is consistent with the inequality

This relationship appears to parallel the order of the gas phase basicity of
the negative ions where the strongest bases exhibit the largest bond
dissociation energies (see Reference 5).

Another interesting finding of our work is seen by comparing the relative
bond dissociation energies, D(A~-B) for a given ion, with the different
ligands SO2, H2O, and CO2. The trends are in accord with expectations based
on electrostatic considerations, where polarizabllity of the neutral dominates
for small ions while permanent moments govern stability for larger ions (see
References 5 and 12).

The thermodynamic parameters derived for positive ion-neutral complexes
have provided unique information on the strength of bonding and structure of
these complexes too. In addition, structural computations using quantum
mechanical and electrostatic theories have provided further insight into the
nature of bonding and arrangement of ligands about the central ion. Details
of the solvation process of various ions [12,13], evidence to support proposed
identifications of cluster species in the atmosphere [14], and extended
understanding of transition metal complexes [8] have resulted from the
investigations.

I.
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A strong dependence on ionic radius is observed upon comparing strengths
measured for the first ligand-ion bonds for the case of the alkali metal ion
series [4J. This would be expected for systems having essentially only
electrostatic contributions to their bonding. Our work on the clustering of
molecules to the transition metals Ag+ and Cu+ have shown that the first
ligand binds to these ions much more strongly than to ones in the alkali metal
series [8]. Based on extended Huckel calculations performed in our
laboratory, the presence of partial covalent hybrid bonding explains the
larger enthalpies of ammoniation relative to hydration for the alkali metal
ions [4]. A number of important findings have been derived from our recent
studies of the successive ligand clustering to ions. The observation of
breaks in plots of successive enthalpy change as a function of the number of
ligands has been a valuable illustration of the formation of coordination
shells about ions in the gas phase having analogies to solvation breaks
observed in the condensed phase [4,8,11,15,16].

Since the sodium ion is a spherical closed shell entity of intermediate
size, differences in the bonding of a variety of clustering ligands to this
ion reflect properties intrinsic to the individual ligands. A comparison of
these results for ligands attached to a particular ion also allows one to
probe the bonding characteristics of that ion.

The series of neutral ligand molecules chosen for this study include both
the polar species H2O, NH3, SO2, and CO, as well as the non-polar ones CH4 and
CO2. Since the bonding interactions to alkali metal ions are expected to be
primarily electrostatic in nature, trends in the bonding strength should be
directly related to similar trends in the dipole and higher moments.

Ordering the ligand molecules with respect to the enthalpy change
involved in forming the first cluster shows that this is indeed the case. For
the clusters investigated so far, this order is: DME > NH3 > SO2 > C02 > HC1
> N2 y CH4 (where DME - dimethoxyethane - produces the largest enthalpy change
due to the formation of a bidentate bond). The contribution of ion-induced
dipole and ion-quadrupole interactions to the binding strength is indicated by
the stronger bond for the ammonia cluster than for the water cluster.
Although ammonia has the smaller dipole moment, its much larger polarizability
and quadrupole moment further enhances its cluster stability. The role of the
quadrupole is also seen by comparing the bonding of SO2 with NH3. Both have
approximately comparable values of dipole moments and polarizabilities, but
the quadrupole moment of SO2 leads to a repulsive interaction compared to the
attractive one of NH3, consistent with the much decreased bonding strength of
S02.

An examination- of the bonding of neutral molecules onto ions in the gas
phase has particular value in elucidating the propeties which determine the
ligand's ability to cluster onto ions. For this purpose, the association of
ammonia, water, sulfur dioxide, and carbon dioxide with both Na+ and Cl'has
been Investigated. The ion-dipole Interaction is the most important
electrostatically attractive force between an ion and a neutral molecule.
Both sodium and chloride ions have closed electronic configurations and
spherical symmetry, although the ionic radius of Na+ is considerably smaller.
Consequently with other factors equal, a neutral molecule would be expected to
bind more strongly to Na+. However, factors such as quadrupole moment,
polarizability, hydrogen bonding, and charge transfer may also be important.
Table I lists some of the relevant electrostatic properties of the neutral
molecules considered here.
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Table I. Electrostatic Properties

Dipol« Una«« quadtupole S s a t n ? o l » r l « b i l l c y
Molecul* Dr q Q Q a a OL

(10 «lu-ca") (iJ) u»

SO,

CO,

1.85

1.63

1.47

-0.26 -5.0 5.26 1.43 1.65 1.23

2.S 8.0 -10.6 2.65 i.27 i.17

-4.64 2.32 2.32 2.39 2.1 2.1

-8.64 4.32 4.32 4.05 1.9S 1.95

The experimentally determined stepwide heats of association are given in
Table II. Some interesting comparisons are immediately apparent: (1) only
sulfur dioxide binds more strongly to Cl~than Na+ for the first association
step, (2) ammonia exhibits the largest difference between Na+ and Cl~, (3)

Table II: Stepwise heats of association, -AH"n n+i, in kcal/mole for
I-Bn+ B^»IB

B

H,0

SO,

SHj

CO,

er*
Na

Cl"

er*
Sa*1

: -

(0.1)

14.9

24.0

21.8

18.9C

8.2

29.1

8.0

U.9

( 1 .

12.
19.

12.

16.

22.

11.

2)

6

3

3

6d

9

.0

(n.
(2.3)

11.5

15.8

10.0

14.3d

—

17.1

9.7

m-
(3

10

13

8

14

1)
.4)

.9

.8

.6

.7

(4,

12.

10

,3)

.3

.7

<5,

10.

9

ä)

,7

.7

* b « u ac al., 1980
bOildlc and r«b»rl«. 1970

«c »1.. 1980

?tctrion, 1981

*Ihti »orlc

'cutlou «c al.. 1978b

the relative stability of the ion-molecule complexes for NH3, H2O, and SO2 are
in reverse order for the two ions, and (4) the absolute magnitude of the
enthalpy changes for the additional clustering of SOo onto Cl~are smaller than
for Na+.

Many of these trends are in agreement with expectations from
electrostatic properties. For instance water, sulfur dioxide, and ammonia
have similar dipole moments; however, when the dipoles are aligned in the
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electrostatic field of the ion, the small quadrupole moments (Qzz) of water
and the considerably large one of ammonia are repulsive to a negative charge
and attractive to a positive one. In the case of sulfur dioxide, the
situation is reversed. Thus, the ion-quadrupole interaction is consistent
with the different ordering of - A H ° Q ± for water, ammonia, and sulfur dioxide
between the positive ion Na+ and the'negative ion Cl~. From electrostatic
considerations, Na+*C02 is expected to be a linear complex (Qzz attractive)
and cr~-CO2 should be a T-complex (Qyy and Q ^ attrative). As has been shown
earlier [5], charge transfer or covalent bonding is an additional
consideration in the binding of CO2 and particularly SO2 with Cl~. This
covalency increases the stability of the C1~«SO2 complex but decreases
subsequent clustering due to the dispersal of charge over the S02Gl~ion.

An interesting application is the recent development of a correlation
which relates these gas phase clustering data to properties of ions present in
a solvent medium. In particular, we have found that the ratio of the enthalpy
of solvation in the condensed phase to the summed enthalpy of clustering from
gas phase measurements rapidly converges with respect to clustering number
[13]. This fact has been observed in our laboratory for the case of various
atomic, as well as complex molecular negative ions in the case of hydration,
and in the case of ammoniation and hydration of positive ions. It was found
that the single ion heat of solvatin values could be deduced from knowledge of
the first six cluster bond energies measured in the gas phase. These findings
suggest that it may be possible to utilize gas phase experiments for
elucidating the molecular aspects of the condensed phase for other systems as
well.

Studies of mixed clusters provide insight into potential interactions
between the ligands attached to the ion. Questions have been raised regarding
the influence of the ion on the ligand charge density and its effects on
subsequent clustering, and in regard to possible interactions between ligands.
Thermodynamic results for the NavH2O/CO2 system and some preliminary results
for the Na">r/H2O/SO2 system have been obtained. While it is somewhat more
difficult to obtain appropriate experimental conditions for the study of mixed
clusters, the results have proven quite interesting.

Some small degree of partial covalent bonding, observed commonly with
transition metal ions, appears to occur even for the simple alkali metal ions.
This has been determined through a comparison of the experimental results for
the clustering of CO2 to Na+ with electrootatic calculations. The first
neutral molecule bonds more strongly than predicted, the stability dropping
rapidly as additional ligands are added. This behavior indicates a transfer
of charge density from the CO2 to the Na+, decreasing the interation potential
attracting the second CO2 molecule.

The mixed cluster system Na+(H2O)nCC>2 also illustrates the influence of
covalent character on the primarily electrostatic bonding. Electrostatic
predictions suggest that C0 2 addition to Na

+«H2O is less favorable than to
Na+'CC>2 due to greater ligand-ligand repulsion in the former case. This is
contrary to experimental results which show the values to be nearly equal.

To interpret the relative"stability of mixed clusters with an equal
number of total ligands, energy scales for the free energy and enthalpy
changes of clustering as a function of composition (expressed as m-n) have
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been constructed. The mixed clusters Cl~(H2O)n(SO2)m show deviations toward
greater stability compared to the tie-lines between the pure clusters
(Cl""(H2O)n+ra and Cl~(S02)n+m) whereas Na

+(H2O)(SO2) shows a deviation in the
opposite direction for the enthalpy change of clustering and essentially no
deviation for the free energy. Earlier results for the mixed clusters
Na+(H2O)nCO2 show slight deviations toward greater stability. Considering
results from other laboratories, H^O^OKH^S) shows no deviations whereas
H+(H2O)n(H2S)m with n+m=3 shows deviations toward greater stability and
H+(H20)n(NH3)m (n+m<5) also shows substantial deviations in this direction.
One should note that in none of these systems has a mixed cluster shown heats
of clustering greater than the stabler of the two single constituent
clusters.
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ABSTRACT

An apparatus capable of directly sampling ions in the troposphere
has been developed. This device can mass analyse and detect ions at
concentrations as low as 1GF-1O ion/cm at atmospheric pressures (760
torr) and makes use of a flow opposed drift tube to concentrate and
extract the ions to be sampled. High pressure ion optics are used to
keep the ion density constant while increasing the ion drift velocity.
The high ion drift velocity is used to push the ions through an inert
buffer gas and an exit aperture into a high speed differentially pumped
high vacuum region where they are focused, mass analysed, and detected.
This type of apparatus can contribute considerably to both our
understanding of ion chemistry and to our knowledge of certain trace
neutral concentrations in the troposphere.

Introduction

Our laboratory has in the past been solely involved in making
temperature dependent ion mobility measurements in the 20-800 torr
pressure range. Most of our measurements are of ions of atmospheric
interest. The study of more complex ions in successively lower levels
of the atmosphere eventually led us to the troposphere, where the ion
identities are essentially unknown. The reason for this void in the
knowledge of the^ions present at and around ground level Is their low
concentration 10-10/cm compared to a neutral gas concentration of nearly
3 x lCrTnolecules/cma). Recently a flow opposed drift tube mass
spectrometer apparatus has been developed in our laboratory which is
capable of detecting and mass identifying ions at the low concentrations
found in the atmosphere at ground level (10-10/cnß. This new apparatus
makes use of an ion's transport properties in order to increase ion
concentration, extract ions from a flowing gas, move ions from one gas
Into another and to control the ion-neutral collision energy.

Apparatus
The flow opposed drift tube mass spectrometer apparatus is shown in

Figure 1. It consists of three main sections:
1) a flow opposed drift tube and air sampling tube (FOOT).
2) high pressure ion optics and air-buffer gas transition region.
3) a fast differentially pumped vacuum system containing two sets

of ion optics, a quadrupole mass spectrometer, and electron
multiplier.
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Figure 1. Flow Opposed Drift Tube Figure 2.
Mass Spectrometer Apparatus

High pressure ion optics
region. It is in this regi
that the ion flux is increas!
and the sampled ions travel
from air into a clean, dry
buffer gas.

AJ*- is initially sampled through a 10 cm diameter 1.5 or 7 meter
long teflon coated tube. The sampled air is drawn down the tube at a
velocity of about 2000 cm/8 by a large blower and is exhausted in an
area separate from its source. Air, under turbulent flow conditions
passes through a 95Z transmitting grid and then down the axis of a
series of guard rings. The grid and the first 8 to 10 rings produce an
approximately uniform electrostatic field parallel to the axis of the
air flow, but of a polarity such that it opposes the motion of the ions
to be sampled in the flowing gas. Typically, the ratio of the gas
velocity to the drift velocity Is about 5:1, which should result in a
slight increase in the ion concentration in the volume enclosed by the
top 10 guard rings shown in Figure 1. At the high pressures (1
atmosphere) used, diffusion of ions to the guard rings is expected to be
small because of the short time the ion stays in the FODT section. The
loss of ions on the sampling tube walls both from air turbulence and by
diffusion, may be significant in the 7 meter long tube (possibly as high
as 502 loss), but can be reduced greatly by shortening the tube. The
use of a uniform axial electric field, which starts abruptly at the grid
located near the entrance to the FODT section allows ions to be pushed
against a field into a region of higher electrical potential without
being accelerated normal to the axis, thereby minimizing ion transport
to the tube walls by the electric field. After passing through this
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region the ions encounter an electric field of sufficient strength that
its axial component greatly reduces the ion velocity down the air
sampling tube. At the same time, this field (shown in Figure 1) has a
smaller transverse component which sweeps the ions (which have been
concentrated further by the reduction of the ion's axial velocity) out
of the main air flow and into the high pressure ion optics region. The
electric fields in the FODT are sufficiently weak (E/N <_3 Td) so as not
to shift the ion energy significantly above the neutral gas thermal
energy.

The air flow is minimal in most of the high pressure optics region
and the mean free path for the ions is in the submicron range, thus the
ions to a good approximation follow the electric field lines. The
electric field In the optics region shown in Figure 2 increases from
about 5 x 101V/cm at the beginning of the ion optics to 1 x 10JV/cm just
in front of the exit aperture, thereby creating a converging electric
field.

The maximum electrostatic fields in this region result in an E/N
below 5 Td and the temperature Is quite constant, therefore the mobility
of a given ion is approximately constant throughout this optic region.
Thus for ions that drift along the electric field lines (and in the
absence of rapid gas flow or ion sources or sinks), the increase in the
ion flux and ion drift velocity will be proportional to the increase in
the electrostatic field intensity, but the ion density should remain
approximately constant.

The Increased ion drift velocity, obtained without a loss in ion
concentration, can be used to push the ions of interest against the gas
flow as shown in Figure 2. In our apparatus, the gas flow Is coming
from behind the last electrode, and is passing through that electrode at
several hundred cra/s. The ions in this region are pushed by the
electric field at a drift velocity of over a thousand cm/s from the
sampled air, into a clean dry buffer gas, such as N_, where they come to
a new chemical equilibrium. The new equilibrium changes the amount of
H.O clusters associated with the ion of interest, and is not expected to
affect its equilibrium with gases present in concentrations of a few ppm
or lower, because the ion spends only a few milliseconds passing through
this region. It is the trace gases at concentrations below the ppm
range, which in general will determine the composition of the core ions
of interest. (If desired, the sampled air can be used as the buffer gas
after particulates have been removed). The advantage of using a gas
with a very low concentration of H.O is that the observed spectrum is
greatly simplified. Individual ion species can be observed, sometimes
accompanied by a small single water cluster. If air were sampled
directly, the individual ion species would normally be distributed among
5 or 6 different mass peaks where the number of H O clusters in these
peaks depends on humidity, temperature, and the exit aperture design.



After passing through a few centimeters of buffer gas, the Ions
pass through the exit aperture (140 microns diameter 25 micron long) and
enter the first region of the vacuum system in a near free jet expansion
with a background pressure of 10" torr maintained by one of two 10 inch
diffusion pumps. The expansion occurs In the presence of a weak
electric field produced by a 4 component vacuum ion optics assembly.
The amount of ion cluster breakup caused by the weak field appears to be
quite small, as shown by the preliminary spectra taken under widely
varying electric field conditions. The first set of vacuum ion optics
focuses thê  ions through a 1 cm diameter skimmer which separates
the 1 x lfl" torr pressure region from the 3 x 10" torr region. In the
high vacuum region the ions pass through yet another set of ion optics
into a high resolution quadrupole mass spectrometer (Extranuclear
spectrEL) and are detected by an electron-multiplier. The output of the
multiplier is then amplified and fed into either a multi-channel
analyzer or a small computer where either individual ion counts for a
particular mass or full ion spectra are recorded and stored.

Measurements and Results

The background count rate for this device is about 0.02 counts/s; a
i single mass analysed peak (1 amu resolution in the 200-300 amu range)
, will typically yield 0.05 counts/s; with a mass resolution of about 2-3

amu a detection rate of 0.1 counts/s can be obtained and with a near
zero mass resolution, a count rate of 4 counts/s is measured. These
values are for sampled air containing about 50 ions/cm in the FODT
region. The total ion concentration measurements were made by
collecting the ions with mobilities l>cm/v-s with a coaxial cylindrical
condenser apparatus just after they passed through the FODT with its
guard rings all held at ground potential. The time required to obtain a
mass spectrum over a wide range of masses is obviously quite
substantial, but an individual mass peak can be detected in 5 to 10
minutes.

Various measurements have been made to establish that the observed
ions originate somewhere beyond the sampling apparatus. A double
shutter grid assembly is periodically placed at the entrance to the
sampling tube and/or just above the FODT region of the sampling
apparatus. When the grid is "closed" (i.e., the electrical potential
difference between the grid is made sufficiently high so as to stop
nearly all the light ions of the polarity being measured from passing
through the shutter grids) the Ion counting rate becomes close or equal
to the background counting rate. Thus It appears that most if not all

[ of the observed charge originates somewhere outside the sampling
• apparatus itself. It does not, however, show that the observed ions are
I the same as those entering the sampling tube (i.e., that no chemical
! reactions such as ion-neutral reactions have taken place.) While we
' have no completely independent method of insuring that the apparatus or
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gases emanating from it are not involved in chemical reactions with the
sampled ions, artificially produced ions themselves can be used to
assist in detecting such reactions if they exist. A tesla coil was used
to produce ions at the entrances to the sampling apparatus• The
observed mass spectrum would not necessarily be expected to be the same
as that of ambient sampled air ions (due to the much shorter lifetimes
of the ions produced by the Tesla coil; I.e., less than 1 second
compared to 10^10 sec.) unless the two spectra were both dominated by
reactions with the sampling tube wall or gases emanating from it. In
fact, the spectra appear quite different from each other. The directly
sampled tropospheric ion spectrum is also observed to vary from day to
day and within the period of one day under similar temperature
conditions. This would probably not be the case if the ion chemistry
were controlled by the sampling apparatus itself.

While the previously described experiments are not conclusive proof
as to the origin or non-reactivity of the sampled ions they do lend
reasonable support to this argument. Ongoing tests of this apparatus
include moving the apparatus outside of the city of Atlanta, shortening
the sampling tube length and observing ion spectra produced by different
ionization sources.

The preliminary studies made with this apparatus in our laboratory
have repeatedly (on many clear sunny days) shown mass peaks at 239, 240,
241 amu (with a resolution of about lamu). On overcast days these peaks
appear to be less common. Preliminary field measurements presently
under way appear to be showing very different mass peaks. Consierably
more data should be forthcoming in the next few months.

An important but initially surprising discovery made during the
development of this apparatus Is that despite the increase in ion flux

i at and around the exit aperture resulting from the use of the high
pressure ion optics, no significant increase in the number of ions
passing through the exit aperture could be detected, A wide variety of
converging and uniform electric fields were tried with basically no
change in the ion counting rate. Computer modeling was also used to
determine the electric field intensity throughout the focusing optics
and then at higher resolution in and around the exit aperture. The
electric fields in front of and within the exit aperture combined with
the gas flow through just the exit aperture still did not explain the
absence of an enhanced counting rate. It is believed that the
interaction of the gas flow and the electric field immediately in front
of the exit aperture is the cause of the ion current remaining
approximately constant, independent of the type of converging

' electrostatic focusing field used.
The direction of the electric field immediately in front of the

! exit aperture is to a large degree controlled by the plate containing
j the exit aperture. This plate is a flat nickel sheet about 20 times the
I . exit port diameter. Since there are no other materials in the near

vicinity of the exit aperture, the electric field is normal to the
aperture plate and quite uniform near the exit port. This geometry is
typical of many high pressure ion sampling apparatuses. Under weak
electric field conditions, ions drift slowly towards the exit aperture
plate in the direction of the electric field until they are diverted by
the neutral gas flow leaving through the exit aperture. In order for
the ions to be diverted sufficiently to pass through the exit aperture,
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the neutral gas velocity must In general be at least comparable to the
Ion drift velocity. For weak electric fields (i.e., where the ion drift
velocity is much lower than the maximum exit gas velocity), the ions
which pass through the exit aperture can originate from a drifting
column of ions with a diameter much larger than the exit aperture. For
much stronger electric fields, the diameter of the drifting column of
ions from which ions will pass through the exit aperture (those ions for
which the gas velocity approaches the ion drift velocity) becomes much
smaller. The decrease in the effective ion collection area is caused by
the increased drift velocity parallel to the axis (in the stronger
field) which carries many of the ions to the conductive surface around
the exit port before they can be pulled through the aperture by the gas
flow. It is expected that the decrease in ion collection area is
approximately inversely proportional to the electric field strength, and
thus cancels the effect of increased ion flux when a flux increase is
accompanied by a similar increase in the electric field. This is not
expected to be true if the ion drift velocity is greater than the
neutral gas velocity at all points. The effects of diffusion are
expected to be quite small at the high pressures (1 atmosphere), large
concentration areas (4-100 cm), and short transit times (5-20 ms) that
are used.

While the optics shown in Figure 2, may not in general be used to
increase the ion concentration they can be used to increase the ion flux
and to increase ion drift velocities while maintaining ion densities at
a constant level.

Conclusions and Applications

The chemistry and wind patterns in our urban sampling environment
are sufficiently complex that we do not at present wish to give any
interpretation to the observed results except to conclude that the ion
sampling apparatus is capable of sampling and mass identifying ions in
ambient levels•

Field measurements in a less polluted environment are presently
underway and it is expected that these will result in a variety of
interesting and important findings.

The use of this instrument for tropospheric ion sampling is
expected to open the door for an increased understanding of the nature
and number of ions present in the lower troposphere, and thus allow
investigation of the ion chemistry and possibly aerosol formation
mechanisms in this region of the atmosphere which is not possible until
these ions are identified. The monitoring of ions in the troposphere jr

t also can provide an extremely sensitive detector (down to 1 part in 10 )
f of certain trace neutral constituents having very low ionization
1 potential or high electron or proton affinities. In addition, this
i device and the associated techniques such as the flow opposed drift tube
| can be used for a variety of sensitive ion or charged aerosol monitoring
' " separation, or control applications, (such as introducing ions into a

high pressure drift gas different from the one in which the ions were
formed).
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Abstract: The electrophoresis phenomenon in a cylindrical

positive L-olunui has been theoretically investigated. Ari

extensive improvement on the theory has been made from a view

point of the momentum given to neutral particles from charged

particles on the basis of the quasi-neutral theory of the positive

column recently reported by the authors. According to this, for

example, a general expression for the pressure gradient along

the axis, and dependence of the pressure gradient on the mean

pressure and the tube radius have been obtained. Furthermore,

the diffusion cooling for positive ions theoretically predicted

by the authors before has been verified by a comparison between

calculated and experimental characteristics.

I. Introduction: As for the electrophoresis pher.onenon, Langmuir

/I/ considered that the net force exerted on neutral particles

pointed to the anode-direction because more momentum was lost from

positive ions than from electrons to the tube wall. Druyvesteyn

12/ derived concrete theoretical expressions based on the Langmuir

theory. Cairns and Emeleus /3/ carried out systematic experiments
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in He and Ar, who first observed the existence of a maximum in the

characteristics of Ap versus p, where Ap and p denoted the pressure

difference between the anode and the cathode regions and the mean

pressure, respectively. Leiby and Oskam /h/, and Chester /5/ on

the contrary to Langmuir's and Druyvesteyn's theories, treated the

force exerted on the plasma volume. Chester /6/, in addition,

compared the theoretical results with the experimental ones in Ar

discharges. Bergman and Chanin 111 produced extensive data on the

characteristics of Ap versus p in He, Ne, and Ar positive columns.

In their experiments, the existence of a maximum in the character-

istics of Ap versus p was clearly found.

Recently the present authors have presented swarm analysis

by using transport equations /8~" 10/, and as application of this

theory established a quasi-neutral theory of the cylindrical positive

column /ll/. Here, they deal with a general examination of elec-

trophoresis mechanism on thu Dasis of the above positive column

theory.

I±. Force on Neutral Particles: The expressions for momentum

per unit volume and unit time given by charged particles to neutral

particles are

for electrons:

1 P
^i^'^ = nelE-m{(n ro-V) TO + toV-n TO + — — In U }em e e e m 3 e #, \

V * •
for positive ions:
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where n and n are the electron and the positive ion densities;
e +

1D andfJ are the electron and the positive ion drift velocity

vectors; U and U are the random energies of electrons and positive

ions; \) v . Vg„ and V£ are the collision frequencies of the electron

momentum transfer, the positive ion momentum transfer, the electron

excitation, and the electron ionization, respectively; m and M are

the electron and the positive ion masses; IE is the electric field;

s is the electronic charge. By applying eqs. (1) and (2) to the

quasi-neutral theory of positive column /ill, we obtain the net

force per unit volume / exerted on neutral particles by electrons

and positive ions

z- m\vz\) - m^vj , ( ng = n+) (3)

where the positive direction of f points to the anode, and v and
z

v are the drift velocities of electrons and positive ions. Eq.

(3) reduces to

where E is the axial component of the electric field yK- Froms

Eq. W, f is positive, that is, really points to T;he anode direction

because v is usually larger than v , v and v• .

III. Ileutral Particle Velocity and Pressure Difference: Assuming

that the flow of neutral particles becomes axially parallel laminar

with viscosity n, we obtain the balance equation for the force as

follows,
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( )

where V is the neutral particle velocity. When we integrate Eq.

(5), use the fact that net number of neutral particles which passes

a cross-section of the cylinder per unit time, must be zero in

equilibrium,,and moreover rewrite the equations into non-dimensional

forms, on referring to Ref. /ll/. Then the neutral particle

velocity u is

-

J Z

V -

where g s r/A, ^ S J / A , „ = jyfc^ , A = ^ / v ^ ; 1 / 2 ,

oa = a +u)vb
2/(fvm+ v\+) + vex+ a + V)Vi } , vb

2 = (2/3) (u

(M + m) 3 u = M/m , n : the plasma density at the axis; R: the tube

radius; I, : the discharge current; p : the pressure reduced to 0

• °C, and the pressure difference Ap is

I.-
T

I
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where T is the gas temperature and y is the spatial growth rate

of the gas pressure as follows,

•? "•'•

r

H {1 - } , (8)

(9)

Consequently the pressure difference Ap is rewritten as

f: I-,' V 3
o b *o

, (10)

or

Substituting Eqa. (8) and (9) into Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively,

we obtain concretely the R - and p - dependence of Ap, respectively.

IV. Various Characteristics: Numerical calculations are limited

to He, Ne, and Ar. In the following, however, only one example

of calculated results of each characteristics are presented. In

Fig. 1 the radial distribution of flow velocity of neutral particles

for He at r = 1» x iou K is shown. It is seen that neutral

particles flow from the cathode to the anode in the central region,

vhile in the opposite direction in the peripheral region. The flow

velocity at the axis v is shown as a function of T in Fig. 2.
n e

As the electron temperature rises, the flow velocity rapidly
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increases and is apt to be saturated in the higher electron

temperature. The flow velocity decreases with the increase in the

gas temperature and is proportional to the discharge current.

Fig. 3 shows the R dependence of Ap, where as indicated by

dotted lines, it is apparent that the slope changes from - 3rd

power to - 5th power. Fig. h shows the p dependence of Ap, where

a remarkable feature is the appearance of a maximum in the charac-

teristic curve. Both the characteristics of Ap versus if and Ap

versus p decrease with the increase in the gas temperature and

are proportional to the discharge current in the same way as ü .

I •

V. Discussions: From the above various characteristics, the

electrophoresis phenomena have been clarified very concretely

under a wide condition.

While neutral particles flow in opposite directions in the

central and the peripheral regions, numbers of particles balance

on the whole. The absolute value of the flow velocity is largely

dependent on the electron temperature and the kind of gases.

Such dependence is a reflex of the characteristics of inelastic

collisions. The change of the flow velocity in the gas temperature

is caused by the viscosity of the gas.

The dependence of Ap on the tube radius has been often discussed

so far; Druyvesteyn /2/ showed Ap<* R'5, while Chester /5/ and

Bergman and Chanin /7/ maintained Ap <= i?"1*. As seen in Fig. 3,

however, the exponent of R varies of from range to range.

Let us discuss about the dependence of Ap on p . Although

the absolute values of experimental results obtained from Bergman

and Chanin /T/ deviate from the present calculated results,
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the results calculated from Leiby and Oskam's theory Ik/ nearly

accord with our results except in the range of smaller p R. At

present, we are particularly concerned with the appearance of the

maximum in the characteristics of Ap versus p . Since Eq. (9) is

rearranged as

=

then Ap is seen to be formally proportional to v . In the quasi-
• 3

neutral theory of the positive column /ll/, the random energy U

or the drift velocity v of positive ions revealed the maximum

characteristics. Thus it is soon inferred that the maximum charac-

teristics of Ap versus p are attributable to the characteristics

of U or v . In order to show realistically this inference,

(v /\v \p R)K is plotted against p R by broken lines in Fig. 5.
T"«3 Z O O

It is apparent that these characteristics quite resemble ones of

' Ap versus p . Dotted lines in Fig. 5 are characteristics of

fv /\v |p R)K when data of the drift velocity in one dimensional

uniform medium /10/ are used for v , where the maximum charac-

teristics do not appear. In Ref. /ll/, it was emphasized that the

' abnormal characteristics of the drift velocity of positive ions

• with the maximum have relation to the diffusion cooling for positive

1 ions. Therefore, the maximum characteristics of Ap versus p might

be one verification' for this phenomenon.

VI. Conclusion: The electrophoresis phenomenon in the cylindrical
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positive column of a glow discharge has been discussed by making

use of the quasi-neutral theory of positive column on the basis

of the swarm analysis. According to this, several properties of

the electrophoresis have been made clear extensively. In particular,

the clarified physical meaning of the maximum characteristics of

Ap versus p suggests that the steady diffusion cooling for positive

ions have been verified by the experiments of the electrophoresis.
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A NEW CLUSTER ION SOURCE/ION DRIFT CELL APPARATUS
FOR ATMOSPHERIC ION STUDIES

- FIRST MOBILITY AND REACTION RATE COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS -

H. Schlager, R. Fabian and F, Arnold, Max-Planck-Institut f. Kernphysik,
Heidelberg, F.R.G. ^••gJ&0c625

Abstract. The combination of a high pressure discharge ion source
with an ion drift cell - mass spectrometer has been developed for in-
jection of weakly bonded cluster ions into a drift cell. This tech-
nique avoids severe collisional cluster ion dissociation and is well
suited for the investigation of atmospheric cluster ion reactions.
First results are presented including mobility studies of large
HSO4 (H2SO4). clusters recently detected in the stratosphere and rate
coefficient measurements for the reaction of H+(CH3CN)i(H2Ü)n clus-
ters with NH3.

Introduction
The ionic species in the lower part of the atmosphere are cluster ions.

They are formed from simple primary ions by reactions involving neutral gas
molecules. Besides in-situ ion composition measurements, the investigation
of cluster ion/molecule reactions in the laboratory contributes substantial-
ly to our understanding of atmospheric ion chemistry. Moreover, the know-
ledge of relevant reaction rates offers the possibility to use ion composi-
tion measurements for trace gas detection '.
To study cluster ion/molecule reactions we have constructed a modified
drift cell - mass spectrometer apparatus which combines a high pressure
ion source suitable for generation of atmospheric cluster ions and an ion
drift cell. The experimental set-up has been applied to study mobilities
of large H S O ^ H o S O ^ (k= 0J.2,3 ) clusters which were recently detected
in the stratosphere 2 and reactions of H+(CH3CN)^(H2Ü)n clusters with NH3

Experimental
The present apparatus (see Fig. 1) consists of three major parts:

a high pressure ion source, a drift cell and a mass analyser and ion de-
tection system. Cluster ions are generated in the ion source by a gas dis-
charge at pressures typically being 1-30 Torr. Ions are admitted to a
drift cell via a gas jet, which is formed behind the ion source exit hole
(diameter: 0.3 mm). This gas jet suppresses partly the gas jet expanding
from the drift cell front plate inlet hole and makes it possible to use

j only a low electric field between ion source and drift cell for ion injec-
i tion. Thereby no critical values for E/p (the ratio of electric field
I strength to gas pressure) exists in this region and collisional cluster
\ ion dissociation is avoided to a large extent. The distance between the
I ion source aperture plate El and the drift cell front plate can be varied
I, to optimize the injection of ions into the drift cell. Under the influence

of an electric field between the front and rear plates the ions traverse the
cell and eventually undergo ion/molecule reactions with reactant gas mole-
cules. The fraction of the primary and product ions which passes through
the rear plate exit hole is mass selected by a quadrupole mass spectrometer
and detected by a channel electron multiplier. The whole drift cell can be
moved out of the ion beam to observe the ions extracted from the source.
Reaction rate coefficients are measured by observing the decay of the
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primary ion signal after adding minute amounts of reactant gas to the drift
cell buffer gas. The drift cell pressure is usually set between 0.1 and 2
Torr. For residence time measurements of the ions pulsed injection of
ions into the drift cell is achieved by applying a voltage pulse to the
plate E2,

Mobilities
Ion mobilities are calculated from the residence times of the ions in

the drift cell. To measure the residence times narrow ion pulses of
3-10 Msec duration are periodically released by +150 V pulses to the plate
E2 for positive or negative ions, respectively. "The arrival times of the
ions at the channeltron are stored in a rapid-sweep multichannel analyser.
For values E/p being not too small the shape of the arrival time spectrum
is almost symmetric and the maximum can be used to determine the residence
time. Under these conditions the mobility can be calculated in a good ap-
proximation using 3

.where L is the length of the d r i f t ce l l .
We have measured mobilities of HSO^HoSO^CSOs)! cluster ions in N£ for
k= 0,1,2,3 1=0,1 at temperatures close to 330 K. Figure 2 presents the
reduced mobilit ies u0 defined by

u0 = u (p/760) (273.16/T)

as a function of E/p , where p is the buffer gas pressure in Torr, T is
the buffer gas temperature in K and Pp is the reduced pressure. Table 1
gives the reduced mobilities, extrapolated to zero field condition, for the
ions studied. The ion mobilities are estimated to be in error by no more
than 10 %. As indicated by the measurement scatter the precision is better
than 2 %.

? —1 —1
Ion Mo (cm v s )

HSO^ 1.90
SQ-j) 1.39
H2S04) 1.35
H2S04) S03 1.17
H 2 S 0 4 ) 2 1.09
H 2S0 4) 3 0.97

TABLE 1. Reduced zero-field mobilities uQ of
clusters in N2«

Figure 3 shows for comparison the measured reduced zero-field mobilities
of HS04"(HpS04k(S03)i-clusters and the polarization or Langevin mobilities
which are given by 3:

u 0 = 13.876/(a n y )
1 / 2 cm2/vs

o

where a is the polarizability in A3 and m is the reduced mass in g/mol.
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Also included are the reduced mobility data for NOöCHgOj-clusters 4 and
H30+(H20)n-clusters 4,5 and the mass mobility relation of Kilpatric 5 .

The observed zero-field mobilities of HSu^dHoSO^CSü^i-clusters are •
considerably smaller than the theoretical polarization mobilities which are
based only on induced dipole attraction between ion and neutral. The dif-
ference is particularly pronounced' for the more massive clusters. This in-
dicates that for ion-clusters of this size the polarization effects are
relatively unimportant compared to elastic sphere scattering.

Reaction Studies
Table 2 presents rate coefficients for the reactions of H+(CH3CN)i(H2C)n

clusters with ammonia. The reaction of H+(H2n3) with ammonia was also in-
vestigated to test the newly built apparatus and a rate coefficient of
1.7x10-9 cm3 s"1 was measured which is in good agreement with previous
data of Fehsenfeid et a l . 7. in this state of experiments the reaction
rate coefficients are estimated to be in error of about _+ 50 %.

Reactant Major Measured Calculated
Ion Production K(cm3s-1) K, (cm3s-1) Mcm^- I )

xiO-9 x10-3 x10"9

H+(CH3CN)

H+(CH3CNKH20)
H+(CH3CN)(H2O)2

H+(CH3CN)2

H+(CH3CN)2(H20)

NHj
NH^(CH3CN)
NH*(CH3CN)(H20)
NH*(CH3CN)
NHJ(CH3CN)2

1.8
1.8
1.2
0.3
1.3

1.01
0.96
0.94
0.93
0.92

2.6
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.3

TABLE 2. Rate coefficients and product ions for the reactions of
H+(CH3CN)1(H2O)n with ammonia a t 300 K.

The reactions were studied in a No buffer gas at drift cell pressures of
about 0.5-1 Torr. The reactant/buffer gas mixture (79 ppm NH3) was commer-
cially prepared using a specially coated tank and directly led into the
drift cell to avoid adsorption of NH3 at the wall of the gas handling
system.
All ions studied were found to react fast with ammonia, with exception of
H+(CH3CN)2. T n e derived reaction rate coefficients are close to Langevin
K[_ or ion dipole-capture K̂  l imits, which are also given in Table 2.
The inspection of major product ions shows that mixed clusters
H+(CH3CN)](H20)n react with ammonia preferably via H20-displacement. Con-
sequently, the product ions H+(CH3CN)i(H20)n-i(NH3) differs only by one
atomic mass unit. Therefore, i t is difficult to detect such ions in the
stratosphere besides the major positive ions, H+(CHoCN)i(H20)n, if ammonia
is indeed present in sufficient concentrations and NH^-clusters are form-
ed. Recent positive ion composition measurements 9 give an upper limit
of the ammonia volume mixing ratio at 20 km of about 5«1O~13, which was
derived from the failure to detect NH3-clusters as major positive ions.
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